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Abstract
A well-centered simplex is a simplex whose circumcenter lies in its interior, and a well-centered
mesh is a simplicial mesh in which every simplex is well-centered. We examine properties of the
well-centered simplex and well-centered meshes, present experimental results from an optimization
method designed to make meshes well-centered, and give examples of well-centered tetrahedral
meshes of a variety of three-dimensional regions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A well-centered simplex is a simplex that contains its circumcenter, and a well-centered mesh is a
simplicial mesh, i.e., a triangulation, in which every simplex is well-centered. This dissertation is an
investigation of the well-centered simplex and well-centered meshes, a body of research begun in the
hope of discovering efficient methods for obtaining well-centered meshes. As we shall see, the path
of research has led to many interesting and some unexpected results. Before turning to a careful
consideration of these results, however, we examine some of the motivations for this research and
review important prior contributions.
1.1 Motivation and Previous Results
A 2-well-centered triangulation in R2 is a triangulation in which every triangle is acute. Some
examples in Chapter 2 imply that in Rn for n ≥ 3, an n-dimensional well-centered triangulation is
not the same thing as an acute triangulation. However, most applications that have mentioned acute
triangulations have considered primarily 2-dimensional triangulations, and are potential application
areas for well-centered meshes.
A primary application area for meshes is the finite element solution of problems arising in the
physical world. For the finite element method, so-called round elements that have neither small nor
large angles are popular [6], but to guarantee convergence of the method, bounding the angles away
from pi is sufficient. Bounding the angles away from 0 is not needed [3]. Bounding the angles away
from zero is usually still desirable, since for many partial differential equations small angles in the
mesh will lead to a large condition number for the stiffness matrix associated with the finite element
method [56]. When putting a bound on how large the angles can be, a bound of pi/2 is not generally
needed, but does arise in some circumstances. For example, it has been shown that a finite element
solution to a reaction-diffusion problem satisfies a discrete maximum principle when computed on
a triangulation that satisfies some geometric conditions. In particular, the triangulation must be
acute [17, 12].
Other applications that have made mention of acute triangulations include the computation of
geodesic paths on triangulated surfaces and the meshing of a space-time domain. Kimmel and
Sethian described an algorithm for numerically solving the Eikonal equation on triangulated do-
mains [35]. Their algorithm, which can be used to compute geodesic paths on triangulated surfaces,
is described first for acute triangulations and requires additional work for triangulations that are
nonacute. When the tent-pitching algorithm for space-time meshing was first introduced by U¨ngo¨r
and Sheffer, the spatial mesh that the algorithm is based on was required to be an acute triangula-
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tion [61]. Later this requirement was removed, at the expense of a possible increase in the number
of elements in the generated mesh [27].
In addition to applications that have mentioned acute triangulations, there are some applications
that have explicitly mentioned well-centered meshes, though not always by that name. Nicolaides [46]
and Sazonov et al. [50, 53, 51, 52] have discussed well-centered meshes in the context of the covol-
ume method and its application in electromagnetics simulations. Well-centered meshes also find
application within Discrete Exterior Calculus (DEC), a framework for designing numerical methods
for partial differential equations [33, 18]. In DEC, a sufficient condition to discretize the Hodge star
operator so that it is represented by a diagonal matrix is that the underlying mesh be well-centered.
The diagonal matrix leads to efficient numerical solution. In this context, well-centered meshes
coming out of our research have been used for computing solutions to the Darcy flow problem with
a stable mixed method derived using DEC [34]. These applications do not strictly require well-
centered meshes, but well-centered meshes make the computations easier, more efficient, or more
accurate.
The specific subject of well-centered meshes had not been extensively studied prior to this dis-
sertation. Sazonov et al. attempted to construct well-centered meshes using a method of stitching
an ideal mesh to a mesh of the region near the boundary [50, 53, 51]. The method was largely un-
successful for three-dimensional domains, but by avoiding the step of stitching to an ideal mesh and
repeating their construction for the near boundary part of the mesh, they did manage to construct
a well-centered mesh of one specific domain [52].
Outside of the results of Sazonov et al. there are really no results on well-centered meshes
worth mentioning. There are, however, some prior results about the related concept of self-centered
meshes. The difference between the definition of a self-centered mesh and the definition of a well-
centered mesh, which is made more precise in Sec. 1.2, is like the difference between the definition
of a nonobtuse mesh and the definition of an acute mesh. It is the difference between a strict
and a nonstrict inequality, a closed set and an open set. Though this distinction may seem small,
it is very important. For instance, for the n-cube in Rn a collection of n! path-simplices (also
called orthoschemes) fit around a main diagonal of the cube to form a nonobtuse fully self-centered
triangulation of the n-cube [6], but it was recently shown that for n ≥ 4 there is no acute triangulation
of the n-cube and for n ≥ 5 there is no acute triangulation tiling space [37]. For n ≥ 4 it is not
yet known whether there is a completely well-centered triangulation of the n-cube or a completely
well-centered triangulation that tiles Rn.
The first mention of self-centered meshes may be a conference paper of Rajan in 1991 [48]. Rajan
showed that a self-centered triangulation in any dimension Rn is a Delaunay triangulation. He later
published a journal paper with the same result [47] Bern and Eppstein cite Rajan’s result in a survey
about mesh generation and optimal triangulations, pointing out that a stronger condition called fully
self-centered is needed to guarantee that a closed primal mesh element and its orthogonal closed
circumcentric dual element have nonempty intersection [8]. Along with Chew and Eppstein, they
solve the problem of fully self-centered nonobtuse triangulation of point sets in Rn [6]. In 1999,
Schmitt and Spehner reprove Rajan’s result in a slightly different context and relate the result to a
concept of angle [54]. Chapter 2 discusses the results of Schmitt and Spehner in more detail.
The problem of acute triangulation of polygons has received much more attention in the lit-
erature. Burago and Zalgaller proved in 1960 that any polygon has an acute triangulation [15].
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Their argument was not constructive, but it applies to nonconvex polygons with polygonal holes
and is a small part of their proof that abstract polyhedra built by gluing together polygons can be
geometrically realized.
In the late 1980s and early to mid 1990s, a variety of authors looked at the problem of explicitly
constructing nonobtuse and acute triangulations of polygons. Initially nonobtuse triangulations were
constructed and later methods were developed for transforming the nonobtuse triangulations into
acute triangulations. We refer to [37] and [11] for the majority of these references, but mention that
Maehara [41] and Yuan [68] developed the algorithms for transforming a nonobtuse triangulation
into an acute one.
The algorithms of Maehara and Yuan are quite complicated, and the author knows of no im-
plementations of their algorithms. Moreover, since both are concerned with maintaining the linear
bound on the number of triangles in the triangulation, their algorithms can produce angles that
are arbitrarily close to pi/2; for any bound less than pi/2 the required number of triangles may
depend on the geometry of the input, even if the input is a point set [7, 9]. (An input polygon
with an arbitrarily small angle could make any bound less than pi/2 impossible, but the dependence
on geometry here is related to aspect ratios of the elements.) A more recent method that Erten
and U¨ngo¨r propose for acute triangulation [28] is more promising from a practical point of view.
Their heuristic, based on a variant of Delaunay refinement, is easy to implement, and they present
experimental results in their paper. The initial experimental results have some angles very close
to pi/2, but with some modifications their method can generate triangle meshes of sufficiently nice
input polygons that meet an angle bound strictly less than pi/2 but use a relatively small number
of triangles [60].
There has also been attention given to acute triangulation of particular polygonal regions. Burago
and Zalgaller proved that any triangle could be triangulated with at most 7 acute triangles [15].
Lindgren showed that there is no acute triangulation (acute dissection, in fact) of the square with
fewer than 8 triangles and gave an acute triangulation of the square with exactly 8 triangles [40].
Cassidy and Lord showed that there exists an acute triangulation of the square with m = 8 triangles
and with m triangles for any m ≥ 10,m ∈ Z, but not with m = 9 or m < 8 triangles [16]. Liping
Yuan considered acute triangulation of pentagons, proving in her thesis an upper bound of 54 on
the number of triangles needed to construct such a triangulation [69]. Yuan gives a more extensive
bibliography of results related to particular domains, crediting Manheimer with an independent
solution for triangles; Hangan, Itoh, and Zamfirescu with extending the solution for the square to
rectangles; and Maehara with a variety of results related to triangles and both convex and nonconvex
quadrilaterals.
Nonobtuse and acute triangulation of objects of dimension higher than two and triangulation
of surfaces of polyhedra have also been studied. Some of these results are discussed in Chapter 8
of this dissertation. The recent review of the subject by Brandts et al. [11] and the paper by
Kopczyn´ski et al. [37] give many other excellent references. The acute triangulation of polyhedral
surfaces can be treated with techniques similar to those for polygons. Acute triangulation of three-
dimensional objects is still largely an open problem except for some specific regions such as the
Platonic solids.
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1.2 Definitions
In the discussion of motivation and background material we have assumed that readers have some
familiarity with the notion of acute and we have defined the term well-centered with only a general
concept. This section more carefully defines these concepts and introduces some other concepts,
terminology, and notation that are important in this dissertation.
A set of n points in Rm, labeled v0, v1, . . . vn is affinely independent if the two conditions∑n
i=0 civi = 0 and
∑n
i=0 ci = 0 together imply that ci = 0 for each i = 1, . . . , n. A single point is
always affinely independent, and any greater number of points is affinely independent if and only if
the set of vectors {v1 − v0, v2 − v0, . . . , vn − v0} is linearly independent. A simplex of dimension n,
also called an n-simplex, is the convex hull of n+1 affinely independent points, called the vertices of
the simplex. A simplex may be denoted by a Greek letter, usually σ, τ , or ρ, or it may be denoted
by explicitly listing it’s vertices. When denoted by a Greek letter, the dimension of the simplex is
often given as a superscript. For example, σ3 = v0v1v2v3 refers to a tetrahedron that is the convex
hull of the four points v0, v1, v2, and v3.
From a computational point of view, a simplex is usually represented by a list of its vertices,
and there is no way guarantee that the vertices are, in fact, affinely independent. In most of
this dissertation we have assumed, often implicitly, that when we speak of a simplex, even if it
is computationally represented, its points are affinely independent. This kind of general position
assumption is common and is made with little, if any, loss of generality.
An affine space in Rn is a set of points A such that the set of points {x− v0 : x ∈ A} is a linear
subspace of Rn for some n-vector v0. (It is possible that v0 = 0.) The affine hull of a set X of points
in Rn, denoted aff(X), is the smallest affine space in Rn that contains X. We frequently consider
the affine hull of a simplex σn = v0v1 . . . vn in Rm, m ≥ n. In that case the following is an equivalent
definition.
aff(v0 . . . vn) =
{
n∑
i=0
λivi :
n∑
i=0
λi = 1, −∞ < λi <∞ for i = 0, . . . , n
}
.
Frequently the affine hull is used in discussing the affine hull of a triangle that is a face of a tetra-
hedron. The three vertices of the triangle define a plane, i.e., a 2-dimensional affine space, and that
plane is the affine hull of the triangle. For this reason, the affine hull of a simplex has sometimes
been called the plane of the simplex.
For each n-simplex σn in Rn with n ≥ 1, there is a unique point that is equidistant from the
vertices of the simplex. This point is called the circumcenter of the simplex, and is denoted c(σn).
For an n-simplex σn in Rm with m > n, there are multiple points that are equidistant from the
vertices of σn, and we take the circumcenter to be the point among these that has the minimum
distance to the vertices of σn. It is equivalent to define the circumcenter as the unique point in
aff(σn) that is equidistant from the vertices of σn. The circumradius of a simplex is the distance
from the circumcenter to one of its vertices. We often use R(σn) to denote the circumradius of
simplex σn. For a 0-dimensional simplex, that is, a vertex, we take the circumcenter to be the
vertex itself, and the circumradius is 0.
The circumsphere of a simplex σn, which we sometimes denote by C(σn), we define to be a
sphere in aff(σn) of radius R(σn) centered at c(σn). It is important to note that this sphere is a
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subset of aff(σn); later we will distinguish this from a sphere that has the same center and radius
but extends beyond aff(σn). We also distinguish the sphere from a “solid” object in aff(σn). The
circumball of a simplex σn is a ball in aff(σn) of radius R(σn). The circumball of a simplex is the
convex hull of the circumsphere of the simplex.
A face of a simplex σn = v0v1 . . . vn is a simplex τk = u0u1 . . . uk such that ui is a vertex of σn
for each i = 0, . . . , k. This includes the possibility that k = n, so σn is a face of itself. We write
τk ≺ σn to indicate that τk is a face of σn. A face τk ≺ σn that has dimension k may also be called
a k-face of σn. A proper face of a simplex σ is a k-face for which 0 ≤ k < n. A facet of an n-simplex
is a face of dimension n− 1. An edge of a simplex is a face of dimension 1.
An n-simplex σn is n-well-centered if c(σn) is in the interior of σn. More generally, an n-simplex
σn is k-well-centered if each of its k-faces is k-well-centered in the sense of the first definition. This
could be combined for several different k with parentheses. For example, (k1, k2)-well-centered is
interpreted as both k1-well-centered and k2-well-centered. An n-simplex that is k-well-centered for
each k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n is completely well-centered. (The reader’s intuition about what is meant by the
boundary and interior of a simplex is probably correct. More formal definitions of these terms are
given in Chapter 4 in the quick introduction to simplicial complexes included there.) In many cases
the term well-centered is explicitly qualified with a dimension, but when the mean is obvious from
context or the particular dimension is unimportant, e.g., because the concept well-centered is being
discussed without reference to a particular situation, the term well-centered may be used without a
specific dimension mentioned.
The definition of completely well-centered has ignored the question of whether a 0-simplex can
be 0-well-centered. Given our definition of the circumcenter of a 0-simplex and the definition of the
interior of a simplex, a 0-simplex is 0-well-centered, but the question is mostly pedantic, and every
simplex is 0-well-centered by these definitions. Any (nondegenerate) simplex is also 1-well-centered,
since the circumcenter of a segment is the midpoint of the segment, which is in the interior of the
segment.
A self-centered simplex is a simplex σn that contains c(σn), possibly on its boundary. A fully self-
centered simplex is a simplex for which every k-face is self-centered. (See [8, 6].) Some constructions
in higher-dimensional spaces use the path simplex, which is also called an orthoscheme. Such a
simplex is fully self-centered [6], but many of the circumcenters of faces lie on edges of the simplex,
and it is not well-centered.
The definitions of well-centered simplex and self-centered simplex have an obvious extension to
simplicial meshes. For instance, a simplicial mesh is k-well-centered if each k-simplex in the mesh
is k-well-centered.
There are a variety of ways to measure angles in a simplex. Many of these concepts of angle are
equivalent for the 2-simplex, but there are differences in higher dimensions. We discuss some more of
these concepts of angle in Chapter 2, but define here those we consider most important. A dihedral
angle of a simplex is an angle measured between two facets of the simplex. Two (n−1)-dimensional
facets of an n-simplex meet in an (n − 2)-dimensional face ρn−2. There is a 2-dimensional affine
space A orthogonal to ρn−2, and projecting the two facets into A produces two segments that meet
at a point. The angle between these two segments, measured in the usual manner of an angle of a
triangle, is the dihedral angle between the two facets.
We say that a simplex is dihedral acute if each of its dihedral angles has measure strictly less
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than pi/2. Throughout this dissertation we say that a simplex is acute if it is dihedral acute. The
same terminology is adopted in [26] and elsewhere. This definition of an acute 2-simplex agrees with
the common notion of an acute triangle.
For a tetrahedron we define a solid angle in analogy to a 2-dimensional angle as follows. In R2
an angle between two rays, measured in radians, is the length of an arc intercepted by the two rays
on a unit circle centered at the origin of the rays, i.e., the apex of the angle. For any generalized
cone In R3, the solid angle, measured in steradians, is the surface area intercepted by the cone on
a unit sphere centered at the apex of the cone. Thus the solid angle at a vertex v of a tetrahedron
is the solid angle for the cone whose apex is v and whose bounding rays are the infinite extension of
the three facets incident to v. This definition of the solid angle of a tetrahedron is equivalent to the
definition in [6], where the definition is extended to higher-dimensional simplices as well. They also
define the dihedral angle as we have here and discuss an entire family of angles of a simplex defined
with the same geometric concept of an intercepted portion of a sphere.
For a tetrahedron we are also interested in what are called face angles of the tetrahedron. A face
angle is an angle of one of the triangle facets τ2 of the tetrahedron, measured in aff(τ2) as an angle
of a triangle is normally measured in R2. A tetrahedron has twelve face angles and is 2-well-centered
if and only if each of its twelve face angles has measure strictly less than pi/2.
As a final definition we note that for a simplex σn = v0v1 . . . vn any point x in aff(σn) can be
written uniquely as a linear combination of the vertices of σn with
x = α0v0 + α1v1 + · · ·+ αnvn =
n∑
i=0
αivi and
n∑
i=0
αi = 1 .
The coefficients αi in this linear combination are called the barycentric coordinates of the point x.
A point is in the interior of the simplex if and only if each barycentric coordinate αi > 0. Thus an
n-simplex σn is n-well-centered if and only if each barycentric coordinate of c(σn) is strictly positive.
In Chapter 3 we will briefly discuss a way to compute the barycentric coordinates.
1.3 Overview
The results of this dissertation are organized beginning with a focus on the simplex and moving out
to a broader viewpoint of simplicial meshes. The first two chapters are results specific to the simplex
itself. Chapter 2 considers a variety of specific examples of simplices and, focusing particularly on
the tetrahedron, shows that a well-centered simplex is not the same thing as an acute simplex in R3
and higher dimensions. The chapter also introduces several other generalizations of the angle into
higher dimensions and relates some of these concepts to an h/R quantity related to well-centered
simplices. The chapter closes by examining the relationship of the solid angle of a tetrahedron to
whether the tetrahedron is well-centered. It is shown that in a 3-well-centered tetrahedron every
solid angle is less than pi, in a 2-well-centered tetrahedron or completely well-centered tetrahedron
every solid angle is less than pi/2, and both of these bounds are sharp.
Chapter 3 continues the focus on the simplex, but turns the attention to alternate characteriza-
tions of the well-centered simplex and tools for proving that a simplex is is not well-centered. We
define the equatorial ball and characterize the n-well-centered n-simplex in terms of the relationship
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of the vertices of the simplex to equatorial balls. We prove the Cylinder Condition, a necessary ge-
ometric property of the n-well-centered n-simplex, and the Prism Condition, a sufficient geometric
condition to prove that an n-simplex is n-well-centered. We show that given a fixed facet τn−1 of an
n-simplex, the simplex will be n-well-centered if and only if the coordinates of the vertex u opposite
τn−1 satisfy some cubic (or lower degree) polynomial inequalities depending on τn−1.
The focus shifts in Chapter 4 to simplicial meshes, but remains mostly local in considering the
combinatorial properties of the neighborhood of a vertex in a well-centered mesh. The chapter opens
with a consideration of the combinatorics of 2-well-centered meshes in R2. The local combinatorial
properties are obvious but help set the stage for analogous questions in higher dimensions and
motivate an algorithm presented later. We also prove a somewhat more global property for triangle
meshes in R2, i.e., we show that a 2-well-centered mesh in R2 has no enclosing cycle of length less
than 5.
In higher dimensions, specifically R3, we consider only local combinatorial properties of well-
centered meshes that can be expressed in terms of the neighborhood of an interior vertex in the mesh.
We prove a variety of combinatorial properties of well-centered meshes in R3 and give examples
of infinite families of vertex neighborhoods that cannot appear and can appear in well-centered
tetrahedral meshes in R3. In corollaries to the main results it is shown that an interior vertex of a
3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3 must have at least 7 incident edges and an interior vertex of
a 2-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3 must have at least 9 incident edges. Small example meshes
show that both of these results are sharp.
In Chapter 5 the subject is simplicial meshes considered as a whole. We present an optimization
method that seeks to transform a given input mesh into a well-centered mesh. The method uses
the quantity h/R and is motivated in part by observations about the geometry of the well-centered
simplex discussed earlier. The chapter closes with an algorithm that deals with the possible combi-
natorial problems of input meshes for triangles meshes in R2.
The algorithm of Chapter 5 for addressing combinatorial problems of input meshes is an algorithm
that makes local changes to the mesh. This approach is contrasted in Chapter 6 with the idea of
treating the mesh connectivity as a global combinatorial optimization problem. We show that relative
to the optimization energy E∞ defined in Chapter 5 a globally optimal triangulation of a point set
in R2 is a triangulation that minimizes the maximum angle. Along the way we reprove the results of
Rajan [47] and Schmitt and Spehner [54] relating well-centered meshes to Delaunay triangulations. In
R2 this result yields a nice double optimality relating well-centered meshes, Delaunay triangulations,
and the quantity h/R. We show that the nice relationship between Delaunay triangulations and the
quantity h/R in R2 does not extend to higher dimensions except for a limited result in R3.
Chapter 7 discusses our implementation of the optimization method described in Chapter 5 and
presents a variety of experimental results. The experimental results demonstrate that the method
can find 2-well-centered meshes in R2 with a large number of elements (up to 60000) and complicated
geometry. The method also appears to preserve grading well when possible and can be successful in
finding well-centered meshes in R3 if the input mesh has sufficiently nice combinatorial properties.
Since constructing meshes in R3 with sufficiently nice combinatorial properties is a nontrivial
task, much of the work on well-centered meshes in R3 has made use of hand constructions. In
many cases these hand construction were combined with some form of the optimization discussed
in Chapters 5 and 7. Chapter 8 discusses a variety of well-centered meshes in R3 and R2 that have
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been constructed as part of the research on well-centered meshes. Meshes presented in Chapter 8
include completely well-centered meshes of R3, slabs in R3, infinite rectangular prisms in R3, the
cube in R3, and subtriangulations of several tetrahedra. Although well-centered tetrahedral meshes
in R3 may be relatively rare, they seem to be easier to construct and more common than acute
tetrahedral meshes in R3.
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Chapter 2
Distinguishing the Well-Centered
Tetrahedron
Several authors have discussed self-centered or well-centered simplices since they were defined by Ra-
jan around 1991 [48], and many of these authors have considered the relationship of the well-centered
simplex—especially the well-centered tetrahedron—to other properties. Bern et al. observed that
a well-centered tetrahedron need not be dihedral nonobtuse [6], and that a nonobtuse tetrahedron
need not be 3-well-centered [6]. Eppstein et al. demonstrated that any dihedral acute tetrahedron
has acute facets [26]. Later Brandts et al. generalized this, proving that any acute simplex has acute
facets [10]. Thus any acute simplex is 2-well-centered. Brandts also noted that there are simplices
with acute facets that are not themselves acute.
Schmitt and Spehner related well-centered simplices to a condition on two different types of
angles that they defined, one a linear angle and the other a solid angle, each said to be associated
to a facet [54]. Finally, Sazonov et al. discussed the connection of well-centered tetrahedra with an
angle they defined as the vertex angle, which turns out to be exactly the same as the linear angle
associated to the facet opposite the vertex [50]. In the same paper Sazonov et al. claimed incorrectly
that a tetrahedron must be 2-well-centered in order to be 3-well-centered, citing the work of Bern
et al. They also claimed that their vertex angle and the solid angle for the same vertex have a
particular relationship, but this is not correct unless the solid angle referred to is the solid angle
associated to the facet opposite the vertex as defined by Schmitt and Spehner, and Sazonov et al. do
not appear to be aware of that work.
The purpose of this chapter is to bring together all of these different ideas about the relationship
of well-centered tetrahedra to other tetrahedral angles and show that there are important distinctions
between the properties 2-well-centered and 3-well-centered. It is also hoped that this chapter will
clarify some of the confusion that could be caused by the claims of Sazonov et al. In particular,
we show which combinations of the properties 2-well-centered, 3-well-centered, and dihedral acute
are possible and give specific examples of tetrahedra that satisfy each of the different possible
combinations. We also discuss bounds on the solid angle at the vertex of a tetrahedron for tetrahedra
that are 3-well-centered or 2-well-centered. 1
1Table 2.1 and slightly different versions of Figs. 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 appeared as Table 1 and Figs. 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 in the article “Triangulation of Simple 3D Shapes with Well-Centered Tetrahedra” on pages 19–35
of the Proceedings of the 17th International Meshing Roundtable, published in 2008 [62]. The article was written by
the author Evan VanderZee and his coauthors Anil N. Hirani and Damrong Guoy. Some of the text of Sec. 2.1 is
also drawn from that publication. That publication is © 2008 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, and portions of it
are reprinted here with kind permission of Springer Science+Business Media. The following is the original copyright
notice from that publication.
This work is subject to copyright. All rights are reserved, whether the whole or part of the material is concerned,
specifically the rights of translation, reprinting, reuse of illustrations, recitation, broadcasting, reproduction on micro-
film or in any other way, and storage in data banks. Duplication of this publication or parts thereof is permitted only
under the provisions of the German Copyright Law of September 9, 1965, in its current version, and permission for
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Figure 3-WC 2-WC Acute
2.1 Y Y Y
2.2 Y Y N
2.3 N N N
2.4 N Y Y
2.5 N Y N
2.6 Y N N
Table 2.1: A tetrahedron may have any of six different possible combinations of the properties 2-
well-centered (2-WC), 3-well-centered (3-WC), and dihedral acute. Each combination of properties
is represented by a row in this table, with a Y (resp. N) indicating that the tetrahedron does (resp.
does not) have the property. The table refers to Figs. 2.1 through 2.6, which show examples of the
different possible combinations.
2.1 2-Well-Centered, 3-Well-Centered, or Acute
In this section we show that it is important to distinguish between the properties 2-well-centered,
3-well-centered, and acute as they relate to tetrahedra. No one of the three properties is equivalent
to any of the other properties, and in only one case does one property imply another—the property
acute for a tetrahedron implies the property 2-well-centered [26, 10]. This leaves six different ways
to combine the properties 2-well-centered, 3-well-centered, and acute for a tetrahedron. All six such
combinations can be realized by tetrahedra, as summarized in Table 2.1, which refers to Figs. 2.1
through 2.6.
Each figure shows a picture of a tetrahedron inside of its circumsphere. The circumcenter is
marked by a small, unlabeled axes indicator, and the tetrahedron is rotated so that it is not hard to
see whether the circumcenter is interior to the tetrahedron. The exact coordinates of the vertices of
each tetrahedron are given.
Some statistics concerning the quality of each tetrahedron are also included. We briefly discuss
these statistics here. The face angle and dihedral angle are defined in Chapter 1. It should be clear
that a tetrahedron is 2-well-centered if and only if the maximum face angle is less than pi/2 radians,
and a tetrahedron is acute if and only if the maximum dihedral angle is less than pi/2 radians.
The quantity R/` is known as the circumradius to shortest edge ratio, because R stands for the
circumradius and ` stands for the length of the shortest edge of the tetrahedron. The circumradius
to shortest edge ratio, which has a range of [
√
3/8 ≈ 0.612,∞), is a familiar quantity in the context
of Delaunay refinement and has been used in a variety of contexts to assess the quality of tetrahedral
meshes.
The quantity h/R, which we will come back to in Chapter 5, is a means of quantifying the
3-well-centeredness of the tetrahedron. It is computed with respect to each facet of the tetrahedron.
The R of the quantity stands for the circumradius of the tetrahedron, and the h stands for height.
To be precise, h is the signed height of the circumcenter of the tetrahedron above the facet, where
above (i.e., h > 0) is in the direction towards the remaining vertex of the tetrahedron. Thus h/R is
positive with respect to every facet if and only if the circumcenter is inside of the tetrahedron, and
the minimum h/R is positive if and only if the tetrahedron is 3-well-centered. The range of values
use must always be obtained from Springer. Violations are liable to prosecution under the German Copyright Law.
Some material from this article also appears in Chapter 8. The specific material reused in that chapter is enumerated
in the footnote beginning on page 94.
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Vertex Coordinates
x y z
0.6 −0.64 −0.48
0.48 0.8 −0.36
−0.96 0 −0.28
0 0 1
Quality Statistics
Quantity Min Max
h/R 0.254 0.371
Face Angle 50.92° 67.08°
Dihedral Angle 58.76° 76.98°
R/` 0.690
Figure 2.1: A tetrahedron that is completely well-centered and dihedral acute.
Vertex Coordinates
x y z
0 0.96 −0.28
−0.744 −0.64 −0.192
0.856 −0.48 −0.192
−0.48 0.192 0.856
Quality Statistics
Quantity Min Max
h/R 0.224 0.427
Face Angle 46.26° 77.62°
Dihedral Angle 52.71° 94.15°
R/` 0.733
Figure 2.2: A completely well-centered tetrahedron that is not dihedral acute.
Vertex Coordinates
x y z
0.224 −0.768 −0.6
0.8 0 −0.6
0.224 0.768 −0.6
−0.28 0 0.96
Quality Statistics
Quantity Min Max
h/R −0.029 0.600
Face Angle 29.89° 106.26°
Dihedral Angle 35.42° 116.68°
R/` 1.042
Figure 2.3: A tetrahedron that is not dihedral acute, 2-well-centered, or 3-well-centered.
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Vertex Coordinates
x y z
0.36 −0.8 −0.48
0.768 0.28 −0.576
−0.6 0.64 −0.48
0.576 0.168 0.8
Quality Statistics
Quantity Min Max
h/R −0.109 0.562
Face Angle 41.71° 83.76°
Dihedral Angle 53.33° 85.72°
R/` 0.863
Figure 2.4: A tetrahedron that is dihedral acute and 2-well-centered, but not 3-well-centered.
Vertex Coordinates
x y z
−0.152 0.864 −0.48
−0.64 −0.6 −0.48
0.6 −0.64 −0.48
−0.192 −0.64 0.744
Quality Statistics
Quantity Min Max
h/R −0.024 0.630
Face Angle 42.08° 85.44°
Dihedral Angle 59.94° 91.20°
R/` 0.806
Figure 2.5: A tetrahedron that is not dihedral acute or 3-well-centered, but is 2-well-centered.
Vertex Coordinates
x y z
0 −0.6 −0.8
0.64 −0.024 −0.768
−0.64 −0.024 −0.768
0 0.352 0.936
Quality Statistics
Quantity Min Max
h/R 0.112 0.765
Face Angle 25.69° 95.94°
Dihedral Angle 40.33° 105.62°
R/` 1.161
Figure 2.6: A tetrahedron that is not dihedral acute or 2-well-centered, but is 3-well-centered.
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v0
c(σ)
c(τ0)
α0
h
R
c(σ)
c(τ0)
α(τ0, σ)
h
R
vi
Figure 2.7: In a tetrahedron σ, the vertex an-
gle α0 at a vertex v0 is the angle subtended
by the circumball of the facet τ0 opposite v0,
as measured in the plane defined by the three
points v0, c(σ), and c(τ0). The cosine of this
angle is h/R. The figure shows edges of σ in
a medium gray and the circumball of τ0 in a
lighter gray.
Figure 2.8: The linear angle α(τ0, σ) associ-
ated to the facet τ0 of a tetrahedron σ is the
angle at c(σ) between the external normal to
τ0 (external with respect to σ) and the vec-
tor from c(σ) to some vertex vi of τ0. Clearly
cos(α(τ0, σ)) = h/R, and α(τ0, σ) is the same
as the vertex angle α0. The tetrahedron in this
figure is the same as in Fig. 2.7, but here facet
τ0 is shown light gray.
of h/R is (−1, 1), and h/R = 1/3 relative to each facet of the regular tetrahedron.
2.2 Vertex Angle and Angles Associated to Facets
In this section we introduce the vertex angle defined by Sazonov et al. and the angles associated to
facets as defined by Schmitt and Spehner, and we show that these are closely tied to each other and
to the quantity h/R discussed at the end of Sec. 2.1.
First we define the vertex angle that Sazonov et al. discuss in [50]. Figure 2.7, similar to a figure
in [50], gives a graphical representation of the vertex angle of a tetrahedron. In a tetrahedron σ
we consider a particular vertex v0 and the facet τ0 opposite v0. A plane containing the points v0,
c(σ), and c(τ0) intersects the circumball of τ in a segment whose midpoint is c(τ0). The angle under
which v0 sees this segment is the vertex angle α0. Observe that α0 is an inscribed angle in a circle
with center c(σ). Dividing the corresponding central angle in half, we obtain a new angle congruent
to α0, and it should be clear from Fig. 2.7 that with the appropriate sign for h, h/R = cos(α0).
Sazonov et al. were aware of this and, in fact, use the quantity h/R in measuring the quality of their
meshes.
In [54], on the other hand, Schmitt and Spehner do not comment on the cosine of their angle
associated to a facet. Their linear angle associated to a facet τ0 of an inscribable polyhedron σ with
circumcenter c(σ), e.g., a tetrahedron, is the angle α(τ0, σ) between a vector normal to τ0 pointing
outward from σ and the vector from c(σ) to a vertex of τ0. (See Fig. 2.8.) In a tetrahedron σ, the
linear angle associated to a facet τ0 is just a different definition for the vertex angle at the vertex v0
opposite τ0, and cos(α(τ0, σ)) = h/R in any inscribable polyhedron σ.
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c(σ)
c(τ0)s′0
s′1
s′2
c(σ)
c(τ0)
Figure 2.9: The solid angle αs(τ0, σ) associated
to the facet τ0 of a tetrahedron σ is the solid
angle at c(σ) that intersects the external nor-
mal to τ0 and is bounded by the vectors from
c(σ) to s′i. Here each s
′
i is the intersection of
the circumsphere of σ with an external normal
to a facet of τ0. In the figure, facet τ0 is shown
in light gray. The area of the dark gray region
is αs(τ0, σ) scaled by R(σ).
Figure 2.10: The alternative solid angle associ-
ated to a facet τ0, which we denote α˜s(τ0, σ), is
the solid angle at c(σ) that intersects the exter-
nal normal to τ0 and is bounded by a cone from
c(σ) through the circumcircle of τ0. Facet τ0
appears in light gray, and the area of the dark
gray region is the measure of α˜s(τ0, σ) scaled
by R(σ). The angle α˜s(τ0, σ) is a function of
h/R.
Schmitt and Spehner also define in [54] a solid angle associated to a facet of an inscribable
polyhedron. Figure 2.9 depicts their solid angle associated to a facet of a tetrahedron. Because they
wanted to define a solid angle that had a monotone relationship to the quantity h/R, Schmitt and
Spehner could not use the solid angle from c(σ) to the facet τ0; if τ0 is not 2-well-centered, then
this relationship does not hold. Instead they define the solid angle associated to a facet as follows.
Consider the facet τ0. For each facet υi of τ0 (which is an edge of a tetrahedron in our case), let
s′i be the point of intersection of the circumsphere of σ with the normal to υi, where the normal
is external with respect to τ0. The solid angle associated to a facet τ0 is the solid angle αs(τ0, σ)
bounded by the vectors from c(σ) to s′i that intersects the vector normal to τ0 pointing outward
from σ.
The key element of the solid angle associated to a facet as defined by Schmitt and Spehner is
that it has a monotone relationship to the quantity h/R. They could also have used the angle
α˜s(τ0, σ) shown in Fig. 2.10, which we call the alternative solid angle associated to facet τ0. This
alternative is easier to define; it is the solid angle at c(σ) that intersects the external normal to τ0
and is bounded by the cone from c(σ) to the circumsphere of τ0. All of the results in [54] related
to the angle αs(τ0, σ) also hold for α˜s(τ0, σ). An important difference between these alternatives is
that αs(τ0, σ) depends on the shape of the facet τ0, and α˜s(τ0, σ) is a function of h/R that depends
on only the dimension. In a tetrahedron, for instance, one can show that α˜s(τ0, σ) = 2pi(1− h/R).
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v0
v1
v2
{v0v1, v0v2}
{v0v1} {v0v2}
{}
v0
v1
v2
Figure 2.11: Consider a tetrahedron v0v1v2v3.
The lines through v0v1 and v0v2 divide the
plane aff(v0v1v2) into four regions. One can
determine whether the dihedral angles along
v0v1 and v0v2 are acute by looking at which of
the four region contains the orthogonal projec-
tion of v3 into aff(v0v1v2). This figure lists the
dihedral angles that are acute in each region.
Figure 2.12: The tangent line to C(v0v1v2)
at v0 separates the interior of the circumball of
v0v1v2 from the region where neither v0v1 nor
v0v2 has an acute dihedral angle. By Proposi-
tion 3.2.1 we conclude that if v0v1v2v3 is 3-well-
centered, then either the dihedral angle along
v0v1, the dihedral angle along v0v2, or both
dihedral angles are acute.
2.3 Solid Angle
Recall that a solid angle at the apex v of a cone in R3, defined in Chapter 1, refers to the area
subtended by the cone on a unit sphere centered at v. In an arbitrary tetrahedron the solid angle
at a vertex may approach 2pi. In a tetrahedron σ = v0v1v2v3, for example, if vertex v0 is pushed
arbitrarily close to a fixed point in the interior of the facet v1v2v3, the solid angle in σ at v0 will
approach 2pi.
There are some bounds that relate the solid angle at a vertex of a tetrahedron to whether the
tetrahedron is well-centered, but the relationship is not a characterization. We start with a result
about dihedral angles of a 3-well-centered tetrahedron that will lead us to bounds for the solid angles
of a 3-well-centered tetrahedron.
Lemma 2.3.1. For any two incident edges of a 3-well-centered tetrahedron, at least one of the
dihedral angles along the two edges is acute.
Proof. Let σ = v0v1v2v3 be a 3-well-centered tetrahedron. It suffices to show that at least one of
the dihedral angles along edges v0v1 and v0v2 is acute.
Let w3 be the orthogonal projection of v3 into aff(v0v1v2). Then the dihedral angle along v0v1
is acute if and only if w3 and v2 lie on the same side of the line through v0 and v1. (See Fig. 2.11.)
The angle is a right angle if w3 lies on v0v1.
Proposition 3.2.1, which we prove in chapter 3, states that because σ is 3-well-centered, w3 must
lie in the interior of the circumball of v0v1v2. The region in which neither dihedral angle is acute
lies outside of the circumball (see Fig. 2.12), so w3 must lie in a region where at least one of the
dihedral angles is acute.
Proposition 2.3.2. Let v be a vertex of a 3-well-centered tetrahedron σ. The solid angle of the
tetrahedron at v is less than pi.
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Proof. Choose an edge e incident to v that has a dihedral acute angle. (By Lemma 2.3.1, this can be
done.) The acute dihedral angle is defined by two halfplanes that meet at edge e. In a unit sphere
centered at v, these two halfplanes subtend an area less than pi. Since the tetrahedron σ lies in the
region bounded by the two halfplanes, the solid angle in σ at v subtends an even smaller area, also
less than pi.
Remark. The bound of Proposition 2.3.2 is sharp. For some 1 > ε > 0, consider the tetrahedron
σε with vertices
v0 = (0, 0, 0) v1 = (1, 0, 0) v2 =
(
ε2
2
− 1, ε, 0
)
v3 =
(
1,
2
ε
− 3ε
4
,
4
ε2
)
.
Tedious computation shows that the barycentric coordinates of the circumcenter of σε are
µ0 =
1
4096
(
1024− 1024ε2 + 256ε4 + 172ε6 − 75ε8 + 9ε10)
µ1 =
1
4096
(
512 + 384ε2 − 224ε4 − 54ε6 + 33ε8 − 9ε10)
µ2 =
1
2048
(
256 + 320ε2 + 16ε4 − 39ε6 + 9ε8)
µ3 =
1
512
(
256− 8ε4 − 5ε6 + 3ε8) .
Since each barycentric coordinate of the circumcenter is positive, σε is 3-well-centered. Moreover,
the solid angle at vertex v0 turns out to be
2 atan
(
16ε/
[
4ε2 − ε4 + 2ε2
√
4 + ε4 + 2ε2
√
16 + 4ε2 − 2ε2 + (9/16)ε6
+
√
256 + 64ε2 + 32ε4 + 25ε6 − 8ε8 + (9/4)ε10 +
√
256 + 64ε2 − 32ε4 + 9ε6
])
,
which reduces to 2 atan(1/(ε+O(ε3))) for 0 < ε < 1. Thus as ε→ 0, the solid angle approaches pi.
Figure 2.13 shows four of the tetrahedra σε, with ε decreasing from left to right. In the drawing of
each tetrahedron the positive x-axis points into the page and the positive y-axis points to the left.
Considering the result stated in Proposition 2.3.2, one might wonder whether there is any state-
ment about the converse. Is there some upper bound on the solid angle that would guarantee that
a tetrahedron is 3-well-centered? We shall see later that the answer to this question is no, but first
we discuss the situation for 2-well-centered tetrahedra.
Proposition 2.3.3. Let v be a vertex of a 2-well-centered tetrahedron σ. The solid angle of the
tetrahedron at v is less than pi/2.
Proof. Let σ = v0v1v2v3 be a 2-well-centered tetrahedron and consider the solid angle at v = v0.
Let v˜0 = (0, 0, 0), and for i = 1, 2, 3 let v˜i = v̂i − v0 be a unit vector in the direction vi − v0. The
solid angle at v0 in σ is the same as the solid angle at v˜0 in σ˜ = v˜0v˜1v˜2v˜3, though σ˜ might not be
2-well-centered.
For each i = 1, 2, 3, j = 1, 2, 3, i 6= j, the dot product 〈v˜i, v˜j〉 > 0 because the face angles at v0
are acute. In addition, Hadamard’s inequality states that for a square n× n matrix A = (aij) with
entries in R, the determinant is bounded by |det(A)| ≤∏nj=1√(∑ni=1 a2ij), so taking the unit vectors
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Figure 2.13: The solid angle at a vertex of a 3-well-centered tetrahedron may be arbitrarily close to
pi. These four tetrahedra are from a family of 3-well-centered tetrahedra with a parameter ε such
that as ε → 0, the solid angle at one of the vertices approaches pi. From left to right these are
the tetrahedra σε for ε = 1, 7/8, 3/4, 5/8 and the largest solid angles are approximately 0.4604pi,
0.5120pi, 0.5685pi, 0.6302pi.
v˜i as columns of a matrix, we have 0 ≤ det([ v˜1 v˜2 v˜3 ]) ≤ 1. (We can assume the determinant is
nonnegative by choosing the proper orientation of σ.) Using these observations we bound the solid
angle at v˜0 in σ˜ by
2 atan
(
det([ v˜1 v˜2 v˜3 ])
‖v˜1‖ ‖v˜2‖ ‖v˜3‖+ 〈v˜1, v˜2〉 ‖v˜3‖+ 〈v˜1, v˜3〉 ‖v˜2‖+ 〈v˜2, v˜3〉 ‖v˜1‖
)
= 2 atan
(
det([ v˜1 v˜2 v˜3 ])
1 + 〈v˜1, v˜2〉+ 〈v˜1, v˜3〉+ 〈v˜2, v˜3〉
)
< 2 atan(1) =
pi
2
.
Proposition 2.3.3 could also be proved using more geometric arguments. The bound on the face
angle is a bound on the length of the arcs that bound the subtended area on the unit sphere. One
can show that the subtended area lies in 1/8th of the sphere by placing the two endpoints of the
longest arc on the equator and arguing that the third point must lie in the region swept out as the
arc on the equator contracts to a pole along longitudinal lines.
Remark. The bound of Proposition 2.3.3, like the bound of Proposition 2.3.2, is sharp. We again
consider a one-parameter family of tetrahedra for a parameter ε. The tetrahedron σε with vertices
v0 = (0, 0, 0) v1 = (1, ε, 0) v2 = (ε, 1, 0) v3 = (1/2, 1/2, 1/ε)
for some 0 < ε < 1. Computing the barycentric coordinates of the circumcenter of each face shows
that σε is 2-well-centered for each ε in the range. The solid angle at v0 is
2 atan
(
2− 2ε√
4 + 2ε2 + ε
(√
4 + 4ε2 +
√
4 + 2ε2
)) = 2 atan( 2− 2ε
2 +O(ε)
)
,
which approaches pi/2 from below as ε → 0. Figure 2.14 shows four of these tetrahedra σε, with ε
decreasing from left to right. In the drawing of each tetrahedron the positive x-axis points towards
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Figure 2.14: The solid angle at a vertex of a completely well-centered tetrahedron may be arbitrarily
close to pi/2. These four tetrahedra are from a family of completely well-centered tetrahedra with
a parameter ε such that as ε → 0, the solid angle at one of the vertices approaches pi/2. From left
to right these are the tetrahedra σε for ε = 7/32, 3/16, 5/32, 1/8 and the largest solid angles are
approximately 0.3133pi, 0.3370pi, 0.3618pi, 0.3875pi.
the right and the positive y-axis points into the page.
In addition to being 2-well-centered, the tetrahedron σε is 3-well-centered for any 0 < ε < 1,
so the bound of Proposition 2.3.3 is sharp for completely well-centered tetrahedra as well as for
2-well-centered tetrahedra.
We see that a tetrahedron that is 3-well-centered or 2-well-centered has guaranteed quality in
the sense of no large solid angles. This is the easiest quality to guarantee of the no large angle
problems [6], and it is natural to ask whether being well-centered implies any other large angle or
any small angle bounds. To answer this question we consider a tetrahedron with vertices
v0 =
(
−1
2
, 0,−ε
2
)
v1 =
(
1
2
, 0,−ε
2
)
v2 =
(
0,
1
2
,
ε
2
)
v3 =
(
0,−1
2
,−ε
2
)
.
As ε→ 0, this tetrahedron becomes a sliver, with solid angles approaching 0, some dihedral angles
approaching pi, and other dihedral angles approaching 0. Yet for any ε > 0, the tetrahedron is
completely well-centered. Figure 2.15 shows an example tetrahedron from this family. We conclude
that in terms of small and large angle bounds, being well-centered does not guarantee anything
except a bound on the largest solid angle.
Another natural question is whether anything can be said about the converse of Propositions 2.3.2
and 2.3.3. Does there exist some upper bound θ > 0 such that a tetrahedron with all solid angles
smaller than θ must be well-centered? The answer is no. The tetrahedron with vertices
v0 =
(
−0.96, 0.28,−ε
2
)
v1 =
(
0.96, 0.28,
ε
2
)
v2 =
(
0.6, 0.8,−ε
2
)
v3 =
(
−0.6, 0.8, ε
2
)
is a tetrahedron that is neither 2-well-centered nor 3-well-centered for ε > 0, yet all of the solid angles
of the tetrahedron are O(ε). (See Fig. 2.16.) Thus a tetrahedron with solid angles approaching 0
need not be well-centered.
On the other hand, the strongest quality condition among the no small/large angle conditions
is the requirement that no solid angles are small [6]. Indeed, bounding the solid angle away from 0
implies a bound on the solid angle away from 2pi. It is possible that some lower bound on the solid
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Figure 2.15: Except for the upper bounds on the largest dihedral angle, there are no small or
large angle bounds for well-centered tetrahedra. This tetrahedron is from a one-parameter family of
completely well-centered tetrahedra with parameter ε. As ε→ 0, all solid angles of the tetrahedron
approach 0, two of the dihedral angles approach pi, and the remaining dihedral angles approach 0.
This particular tetrahedron has parameter ε = 1/16.
Figure 2.16: No upper bound on the solid angle can guarantee that a tetrahedron is well-centered.
This tetrahedron comes from a one-parameter family of tetrahedra that are neither 2-well-centered
nor 3-well-centered. As the parameter ε goes to 0, all solid angles of the tetrahedron approach 0.
The tetrahedron shown in the figure is the member of the family with parameter ε = 1/16.
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angle of a tetrahedron would guarantee that the tetrahedron is well-centered. We leave this as an
open question.
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Chapter 3
Characterizing the Well-Centered
Simplex
In Chapter 2 we considered some examples of well-centered tetrahedra and saw that there are differ-
ences between 3-well-centered tetrahedra, 2-well-centered tetrahedra, and dihedral acute tetrahedra.
We also looked at several concepts of angle in a tetrahedron, and saw that some of these concepts
are related to the quantity h/R.
In this chapter we move from our focus on the tetrahedron to the more general setting of the
n-simplex. The focus is on the n-well-centered n-simplex in particular. We introduce some the-
oretical tools for working with the n-well-centered n-simplex and develop intuition along the way
by discussing geometric properties and how they generalize from the familiar two-dimensional case.
The opening discussion of equatorial balls is related to the quantity h/R, though it might not be
obvious here, and we will return to h/R in Chapter 5 in the discussion of our cost function for mesh
optimization. 1
3.1 Equatorial Balls
We begin with an alternate characterization of the n-well-centered n-simplex in terms of equatorial
balls, which we now define.
Definition. Let σn be a simplex embedded in a hyperplane Pm with m > n. The equatorial ball of
σn in Pm is the closed ball {x ∈ Pm : ‖x− c(σn)‖ ≤ R(σn)}. Recall that c(σn) is the circumcenter
of σn and R(σn) its circumradius. The notation ‖·‖ denotes the standard Euclidean norm. We use
the notation B(σn) for the equatorial ball of a simplex σn.
In this dissertation the term equatorial ball is used almost exclusively in the context of σn ≺ σn+1,
and the hyperplane Pm is understood to be aff(σn+1). Thus the notation B(σn) need not indicate
which hyperplane Pm is the containing hyperplane for the equatorial ball. The text explicitly
discusses what is intended if the equatorial ball lies in some other hyperplane.
Theorem 3.1.1 (Equatorial Balls Characterization). The n-simplex σn = v0v1 . . . vn is n-well-
centered if and only if for each i = 0, 1, . . . , n, vertex vi lies strictly outside the equatorial ball
1Theorem 3.1.1, Fig. 3.1, and Fig. 3.2 are scheduled to appear as Theorem 4.1, Fig. 4.1, and Fig. 4.2 in the
article “Well-Centered Triangulation” in the SIAM Journal of Scientific Computing [64]. The article was written by
the author Evan VanderZee and his coauthors Anil N. Hirani, Damrong Guoy, and Edgar A. Ramos. A significant
portion of the text of Sec. 3.1 is also based on that article. The copyright for that article belongs to the Society
for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM). The copyrighted material that is used here is reprinted with kind
permission of SIAM.
Much of the text and many of the other figures from this chapter are from an article that is being prepared by the
author and his colleagues. In particular, Figure 3.3 and its explanation are based on contributions of Edgar Ramos
towards that article ([65]).
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Figure 3.1: An illustration of the proof of Theorem 3.1.1 in two dimensions. In an n-well-centered
simplex σn, vertex vi and circumcenter c(σn) lie in the same open half-space Hni , the region where
circumsphere Sn−1 lies outside equatorial ball Bni .
Bni := B(v0v1 . . . vi−1vi+1 . . . vn) of the facet opposite vi.
Proof. Figure 3.1 provides a pictorial sketch of the proof for the case n = 2. The notation is the
same as in the general case.
Let Sn−1 be the circumsphere of σn. For a particular vertex vi of σn, we denote the facet of σn
opposite vi by τn−1i = v0v1 . . . vi−1vi+1 . . . vn. We use P
n−1
i as a shorthand notation for the affine
hull of τn−1i .
Now aff(σn) is a copy of Rn, and each Pn−1i divides aff(σn) into two half-spaces. One of these
half-spaces contains the interior of σn. We call this half-space Hni , taking it to be an open set that
does not include its boundary Pn−1i . Notice that vi ∈ Hni .
First we suppose that σn is n-well-centered. Choose some i ∈ {0, . . . , n}. Since σn is n-well-
centered, c(σn) lies in Hni . Consider, then, the line through c(σ
n) and c(τn−1i ). Within H
n
i , this line
intersects Sn−1 at a point xi such that ‖xi − c(σn)‖ = R(σn). Moreover,
∥∥xi − c(τn−1i )∥∥ > R(σn) >
R(τn−1i ). We see that xi lies outside B
n
i and conclude that S
n−1∩Hni lies outside Bni . In particular,
since vi ∈ Sn−1∩Hni , we know that vi lies outside Bni . This statement holds for each i = 0, 1, . . . , n,
so necessity is proved.
For sufficiency we consider an n-simplex σn such that vi lies outside Bni for each i = 0, 1, . . . , n.
Choose some i ∈ {0, . . . , n}. The hyperplane Pn−1i cuts Sn−1 into two parts, one lying inside Bni ,
and one lying outside Bni . As we saw in the preceding paragraph, c(σ
n) lies on the same side of
Pn−1i as the part of S
n−1 that lies outside Bni . Since vi ∈ Sn−1 is outside Bni , c(σn) and vi lie
on the same side of Pn−1i . We conclude that c(σ
n) ∈ Hni . This holds for each i = 0, 1, . . . , n, so
c(σn) ∈ ⋂ni=0Hi. In words, the circumcenter of σn lies in the interior of σn.
Figure 3.2 illustrates Theorem 3.1.1 as it applies to a tetrahedron. For each vertex vi of the
tetrahedron, Fig. 3.2 shows the equatorial ball B(τi) of the facet τi opposite vi, emphasizing in a
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Figure 3.2: Four views of the same 3-well-centered tetrahedron σ3 in the same orientation. From left
to right the views show σ3 with the equatorial balls of its bottom, right, left, and rear facets. For
each facet τ2i of σ
3, the circumsphere (i.e., circumcircle) of τ2i , which is an equator of the equatorial
ball B(τ2i ), is shown. Because the tetrahedron is 3-well-centered, the vertex vi opposite facet τ
2
i
lies outside B(τ2i ); Theorem 3.1.1 states that an n-simplex is n-well-centered if and only if for each
vertex vi, vi lies outside of the equatorial ball of the facet τn−1i opposite vi. For the bottom facet
and rear facet views in the figure, the reader may need to look closely to see that the edges incident
to vi do pierce B(τ2i ), and vi does lie outside B(τ
2
i ).
darker color the circumcircle of τi, which is a great circle on B(τi). The figure shows that in each
case vi is outside the equatorial ball of τi, so we can conclude that the tetrahedron is 3-well-centered.
Moreover, this same condition is satisfied by every 3-well-centered tetrahedron.
Theorem 3.1.1 is a complete characterization of the n-well-centered simplex in terms of equatorial
balls. It uses the equatorial ball of every facet of the n-simplex. Focusing on the equatorial ball of
just one facet τn−1i of an n-simplex σ
n, Theorem 3.1.1 has an obvious implication.
Corollary 3.1.2 (One-Facet Equatorial Ball Condition). Let σn = u ∗ τn−1. If the simplex σn is
n-well-centered, then u lies strictly outside of B(τn−1).
Corollary 3.1.2 uses the notation σn = u ∗ τn−1, meaning that σn is the convex hull of vertex u
and the vertices of τn−1. The notation, which is used frequently in this chapter, denotes the cone
operation of simplicial complexes, and is defined in that setting in Chapter 4.
Notice that Corollary 3.1.2 is not a characterization. It is, however, a geometric property of the
n-well-centered n-simplex. The corollary applies in the situation of a fixed facet τn−1 with a free
vertex u opposite the fixed facet. Most of the remaining results in this chapter are discussed in that
setting, and the next section will relate Corollary 3.1.2 to some other geometric properties of the
n-well-centered n-simplex in that setting.
3.2 Other Geometric Properties
There are many interesting and theoretically useful geometric properties of the n-well-centered n-
simplex. Chapter 2 already made use of one of these properties, and they will appear again in
Chapter 4. This section formally proves several of these geometric properties. Before turning to
the proofs, though, we develop some intuition and informally introduce the results by examining
Fig. 3.3.
In the sketches we are given a triangle τ embedded in R3. Triangle τ represents a facet of a
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Figure 3.3: Consider constructing a tetrahedron σ given a fixed facet τ of the tetrahedron and
the circumcenter c(σ) of the tetrahedron. These sketches show the reflection τ ′ of τ through c(σ).
In the case on the left τ is not 2-well-centered; on the right τ is 2-well-centered. The constructed
tetrahedron σ will be 3-well-centered if and only if its vertex u opposite τ lies in the spherical triangle
determined by the intersection of C(σ) and a (geometric) cone on τ ′ with apex c(σ). The graphic
on the right shows the outline of this spherical triangle.
tetrahedron σ. The vertices of τ are fixed, but the fourth vertex of σ, which we call u, is not yet
determined. (Thus tetrahedron σ does not appear in Fig. 3.3.) For the sketches in Fig. 3.3 we
suppose that the circumcenter c(σ) of the tetrahedron is given. Thus u is constrained to lie on a
particular sphere, the circumsphere of σ. The left side of Fig. 3.3 considers the case in which τ is
not 2-well-centered. On the right, τ is 2-well-centered.
The left side of Fig. 3.3 shows τ lying in the plane aff(τ). It also shows τ ′ and aff(τ ′), the
reflections of τ and aff(τ) through c(σ). The plane aff(τ) intersects C(σ), the circumsphere of σ, to
determine a lower spherical cup L, and aff(τ ′) determines an upper spherical cup L′. From intuition
about the geometry, one can see that in order to construct a 3-well-centered simplex σ, the vertex
u must lie strictly inside the spherical triangle determined by the intersection of L′, the upper cup
of C(σn), with a geometric cone from apex c(σn) through τ ′. (The right side of Fig. 3.3 shows the
outline of this spherical triangle, but the spherical triangle is not shown on the left side.)
In particular, notice that there is a necessary condition that u must lie strictly in the upper
cup L′ of the circumsphere. A somewhat weaker necessary condition states that u must lie either
in L or in L′, i.e., that the orthogonal projection of u into aff(τ) (vertical projection in Fig. 3.3)
must be interior to the circumball of τ . The One-Facet Equatorial Ball Condition of Corollary 3.1.2,
restated in the notation of Fig. 3.3 is the necessary condition that u must not lie in the lower cup L.
Thus combining Corollary 3.1.2 with the statement about the orthogonal projection of u recovers
the condition that u must lie in L′.
In case τ is 2-well-centered, as it is on the right side of Fig. 3.3, we see that the orthogonal
projection of the spherical triangle on L′ into aff(τ) contains the orthogonal projection of τ ′ into
aff(τ). Hence if u is placed somewhere outside L such that the orthogonal projection of u into aff(τ)
lies strictly inside the orthogonal projection of τ ′ into aff(τ), then u must lie strictly inside the
spherical triangle on L′. This geometric reasoning provides a sufficient condition that can be used
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Figure 3.4: Because the tetrahedron σn = u∗ τn−1 is 3-well-centered, P (u) lies inside the circumball
of τn−1.
to prove a tetrahedron σ is 3-well-centered. The two geometric conditions introduced in this and
the previous paragraph form the basis of this section. They are generalized to higher dimensions
and proved formally in Propositions 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
Before leaving the informal introduction of the remaining results in this chapter, we consider
varying the position of c(σ), moving it along the line through c(τ) orthogonal to aff(τ). For each
position of c(σ) there is some spherical triangle of locations for u that will produce a 3-well-centered
tetrahedron with circumcenter c(σ) and facet τ . As c(σ) varies, these spherical triangles sweep out
a solid 3-dimensional region. Given the fixed facet τ , the constructed tetrahedron σ will be 3-well-
centered if and only if vertex u lies in this region. Section 3.3 shows that in arbitrary dimensions
this region can be described in terms of cubic polynomial inequalities in the coordinates of u. (See
Fig. 3.10.)
Now we turn to a formal statement and proof of the necessary condition that vertex u must lie
either in the upper or lower cup on the circumsphere of an n-well-centered n-simplex σ. Figure 3.4
is a sketch in R3 that accompanies the proof of this proposition.
Proposition 3.2.1 (Cylinder Condition). Let σn be an n-well-centered n-simplex in Rn with u a
vertex of σn and τn−1 the facet of σn opposite u. That is, let σn = u∗ τn−1. Let P be the orthogonal
projection P : Rn → aff(τn−1). Then ∥∥P (u)− c(τn−1)∥∥ < R(τn−1), i.e., vertex u projects to the
interior of the circumball of τn−1.
Proof. Consider the coordinate system on Rn such that c(σn) is the origin and aff(τn−1) = {x ∈
Rn : xn = k} for some constant k ≤ 0. In this coordinate system, P is the projection map
P : (x1, . . . , xn−1, xn) 7→ (x1, . . . , xn−1, k).
Let u = (x1, . . . , xn) in this coordinate system. We have assumed that σn is n-well-centered, so
c(σn) (the origin) is strictly interior to σn. It follows that k < 0 and xn > 0.
Consider the line segment ` from u to −u, a diameter of C(σn). Moreover, ` ∩ Int(τn−1) 6= ∅.
This follows from the fact that σn is n-well-centered; we have σn = u ∗ τn−1 and c(σn) ∈ Int(σn),
so there must be some point w ∈ Int(τn−1) such that c(σn) lies on uw, a proper subsegment of `.
We notice, then, that the point −u lies below aff(τn−1) and conclude that xn > −k.
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Figure 3.5: If a simplex u ∗ τn−1 is n-well-centered, then u is interior to a solid right spherical
cylinder over the circumsphere of τn−1.
By the Pythagorean theorem, R(τn−1)2 + k2 = R(σn)2. We also have
n∑
i=1
x2i = R(σ
n)2,
since u lies on the circumsphere of σn. It follows that
∥∥P (u)− c(τn−1)∥∥2 = n−1∑
i=1
x2i = R(σ
n)2 − x2n < R(σn)2 − k2 = R(τn−1)2.
The generalization for an n-well-centered n-simplex embedded in Rm for m > n is immediate.
The proof is very similar, but begins by choosing a coordinate system on Rm that satisfies
aff(σn) = {x ∈ Rm : xi = 0 for i = n+ 1, . . . ,m}
as well as the other specifications given in the proof.
Remark. Given a particular simplex τn−1 ⊂ Rn and the circumcenter of σn, the Cylinder Condition
says, in the notation of Fig. 3.3, that if σn is n-well-centered, then vertex umust lie either in the upper
cup L′ or the lower cup L. Proposition 3.2.1 also has a geometric interpretation given a particular
simplex τn−1 ⊂ Rn without a fixed circumcenter. If σn = u ∗ τn−1 is n-well-centered, then vertex
u lies within a solid right spherical cylinder over C(τn−1). Figure 3.5 illustrates the condition in
2D and 3D, making it clear how this condition generalizes from the familiar 2-D case into higher
dimensions. In each of the sketches in Fig. 3.5 the vertices of the base simplex τn−1, as well as the
circumcenter c(τn−1), are marked by small dark-colored balls. If u ∗ τn−1 is n-well-centered, then
the vertex u must lie inside the gray cylinder over the circumsphere of τn−1.
Remark. We have seen two necessary conditions for an n-simplex to be n-well-centered — the One-
Facet Equatorial Ball Condition (Corollary 3.1.2) and the Cylinder Condition (Proposition 3.2.1).
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Figure 3.6: Four different views of the tetrahedron σ3 from Fig. 2.5. Each view looks directly down
onto a facet τ2i opposite a vertex vi of the tetrahedron. It can be seen from the pictures that each
vertex vi projects to the interior of the circumball of τ2i , since in each case vertex vi looks like its
inside the circumcircle of τi, drawn in a darker shade. Thus σ3 satisfies the Cylinder Condition
at each of its vertices. It is also the case that σ3 satisfies the One-Facet Equatorial Ball at three
of its four vertices. The vertex that does not satisfy the condition of Corollary 3.1.2 is vertex v1.
For this vertex only, the picture shows c(σ3) lying behind τ21 and C(τ
2
1 ) (just barely) on the closer
hemisphere of the circumsphere of σ3.
In R2 satisfying these two necessary conditions at a single vertex u opposite a segment τ1 is sufficient
to guarantee that the 2-simplex u ∗ τ1 is 2-well-centered. In Rn for n ≥ 3, however, an n-simplex σn
that is not n-well-centered may have one or more vertices u such that σn = u ∗ τn−1 and u satisfies
both the One-Facet Equatorial Ball Condition and the Cylinder Condition with respect to τn−1.
Example. For example, consider the tetrahedron σ = σ3 from Fig. 2.5. Its vertices are
v0 = (−0.152, 0.864,−0.48),
v1 = (−0.64,−0.6,−0.48),
v2 = (0.6,−0.64,−0.48), and
v3 = (−0.192,−0.64, 0.744) ,
and its circumcenter lies at the origin. Figure 3.6 shows that for each i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, vertex vi of σ3
satisfies the Cylinder Condition with respect to τn−1. For i ∈ {0, 2, 3}, vi also satisfies the One-Facet
Equatorial Ball Condition. Nonetheless, as can be clearly seen in Fig. 2.5 and concluded from the
fact that v1 does not satisfy the One-Facet Equatorial Ball Condition, σ3 is not 3-well-centered.
Thus satisfying the Cylinder Condition at every vertex does not guarantee that a tetrahedron will
be 3-well-centered. Similarly, satisfying both the Cylinder Condition and the One-Facet Equatorial
Ball Condition at three of the four vertices of a tetrahedron does not guarantee that a tetrahedron
will be well-centered.
Example. The tetrahedron from Fig. 2.5 is not dihedral acute. The tetrahedron with vertices at
(−0.01,−0.01,−0.01), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), and (0, 0, 1) is an acute tetrahedron that is in other ways
very similar to the previous example. It is not 3-well-centered, but all of its vertices satisfy the
Cylinder Condition and three of them satisfy the One-Facet Equatorial Ball Condition.
Remark. Any tetrahedron that is dihedral acute satisfies the Cylinder Condition at each of its
vertices. The orthogonal projection of a vertex vi of an acute tetrahedron into aff(τi) lies strictly
inside facet τi (see Lemma 2 in [26]), so it must lie strictly inside the circumball of τi.
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Figure 3.7: Because P (−u) and c(τn−1) = P (c(σn)) are both interior to τn−1 and c(σn) is above
aff(τn−1), we know that the tetrahedron σn = u ∗ τn−1 is 3-well-centered.
We have seen evidence that the combined Cylinder Condition and One-Facet Equatorial Ball
Condition are not strong enough to prove that an n-simplex is n-well-centered if n ≥ 3. There
is, however, a stronger set of conditions that can be used to prove a simplex u ∗ τn−1 is n-well-
centered just by looking at τn−1 and the position of u relative to τn−1. Proposition 3.2.2 states
these conditions, making use again of the map P from Proposition 3.2.1, the orthogonal projection
from Rn to aff(τn−1). Figure 3.7 is a sketch in R3 that accompanies the proof of Proposition 3.2.2.
Proposition 3.2.2 (Prism Condition). Let τn−1 be an (n − 1)-well-centered simplex in Rn and
σn = u ∗ τn−1. If u lies outside the equatorial ball B(τn−1) and the reflection of P (u) through
c(τn−1) is interior to τn−1, then σn is n-well-centered.
Proof. We assume the stated hypothesis and take the coordinate system with c(σn) at the origin
and aff(τn−1) = {x ∈ Rn : xn = k} for some constant k ≤ 0, the same coordinate system that was
used in the proof of Proposition 3.2.1. As we saw in the proof of Theorem 3.1.1, the fact that u
lies outside the equatorial ball of τn−1 implies that c(σn) and vertex u lie interior to the same open
halfspace with respect to aff(τn−1). It follows that k < 0 and xn > k.
Observe that, as shown in Fig. 3.7, the reflection of P (u) through c(τn−1) is P (−u). By the
hypothesis, P (−u) lies in the interior of τn−1. Thus P (−u) is interior to the circumball of σn. In
terms of coordinates, this means
‖P (u)‖2 = ‖P (−u)‖2 = k2 +
n−1∑
i=1
x2i < R(σ
n)2 =
n∑
i=1
x2i
It follows that |xn| > |k| = −k. Since we know that xn > k, we conclude that xn > −k > 0.
Let ` be the line segment from u to −u. We will show that ` intersects the interior of τn−1.
Then, because σn = u ∗ τn−1 and k < 0 < xn (so that c(σn) ∈ ` is above τn−1 and below u), we
will be able to conclude that c(σn) is interior to σn. We know that P (c(σn)) = c(τn−1) is interior
to τn−1 because τn−1 is (n− 1)-well-centered. Since P (−u) and P (c(σn)) are both interior to τn−1,
the line segment from c(σn) to −u, which is a subsegment of `, is interior to the (convex) infinite
prism τn−1 × R = {x ∈ Rn : P (x) ∈ τn−1}. Moreover, 0 > k > −xn (i.e., c(σn) is above τn−1 and
−u is below τn−1), so this subsegment intersects the interior of τn−1.
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Figure 3.8: In this tetrahedron the top vertex v3 and the facet τ23 opposite v3 satisfy all of the
conditions of Proposition 3.2.2 except the requirement that τ23 should be 2-well-centered. This
tetrahedron is not 3-well-centered, demonstrating that we cannot remove from the Prism Condition
the requirement for τn−1 to be (n− 1)-well-centered.
The generalization for an n-well-centered n-simplex embedded in Rm with m > n, as for Proposi-
tion 3.2.1, is immediate. Again the only significant change in the proof is starting with a coordinate
system on Rm that satisfies
aff(σn) = {x ∈ Rm : xi = 0 for i = n+ 1, . . . ,m}
as well as the other specifications in the proof.
It is worth pointing out that the requirement that facet τn−1 be (n − 1)-well-centered cannot
be removed from Proposition 3.2.2. This may already be clear from the discussion of Fig. 3.3 that
introduced the results in this chapter, but we include an explicit example to emphasize the point.
Example. The tetrahedron in Fig. 3.8, which we saw earlier in Fig. 2.3 is the convex hull of vertices
v0 = (0.224,−0.768,−0.6),
v1 = (0.8, 0,−0.6),
v2 = (0.224, 0.768,−0.6), and
v3 = (−0.28, 0, 0.96) .
The bottom facet in Fig. 3.8, which is the triangle τ23 = [v0v1v2], lies in the plane x3 = −0.6 and is an
obtuse triangle. (The obtuse angle is at vertex v2, the rightmost vertex in Fig. 3.8.) Considering this
tetrahedron relative to the Prism Condition, we satisfy the requirements that v3 lie outside B(τ23 )
and that the reflection of P (u) through c(τ23 ) be interior to τ
2
3 . Indeed, c(τ
2
3 ) = (0, 0,−0.6) and
R(τ23 ) = 0.8, with
∥∥v3 − c(τ23 )∥∥ = √2.512 ≈ 1.58, so v3 is outside B(τ23 ), and P (−u) = (0.28, 0,−0.6),
which is inside τ2. Thus we satisfy all of the requirements of Proposition 3.2.2 except the requirement
that τ23 be 2-well-centered. It is clear from Fig. 3.8 that this is not sufficient; the circumcenter of
v3 ∗ τ23 , marked by the usual small axis directions indicator, lies outside the tetrahedron.
Remark. Like the condition of Proposition 3.2.1, the condition of Proposition 3.2.2 has a nice
geometric interpretation in the setting of a fixed facet τn−1 ⊂ Rn with c(u ∗ τn−1) not given,
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Figure 3.9: If the base simplex τn−1 is (n − 1)-well-centered, then when the vertex u lies outside
B(τn−1) but interior to an infinite prism over the reflection of τn−1 through c(τn−1), simplex u∗τn−1
is n-well-centered. The left side of this figure portrays the 2-dimensional case, and the right side
the 3-dimensional case. In each case the base simplex τn−1, which is (n− 1)-well-centered, is shown
in dark colors and solid lines, and its reflection is outlined with lighter colors and dashed lines. A
vertex u lying in the gray region is guaranteed to construct an n-well-centered n-simplex u ∗ τn−1.
In the picture on the left, the base simplex τ1 and its reflection through c(τ1) should actually lie on
top of each other, but are set slightly apart in the drawing so that the reader can distinguish them
from each other.
provided that τn−1 is (n − 1)-well-centered. For a given (n − 1)-well-centered facet τn−1, if the
vertex u opposite τn−1 lies outside B(τn−1) and inside an infinite prism (a right cylinder) over the
reflection of τn−1 through c(τn−1), then σn = u ∗ τn−1 is n-well-centered. Figure 3.9 portrays this
region for specific examples in 2 and 3 dimensions.
3.3 Cubic Polynomial Inequalities
In Sec. 3.2 we considered the situation of a fixed facet τn−1 and a vertex u opposite τn−1 used to
construct an n-simplex σn = u ∗ τn−1. We proved two geometric propositions related to whether
σn is n-well-centered, one a necessary condition, and the other a sufficient condition. The regions
defined by those two propositions are fairly intuitive geometrically, but may be quite different from
each other. For example, in the 3-D pictures on the right hand sides of Figs. 3.5 and 3.9, the same
base simplex τn−1 yields rather different regions. This section closes the gap between the necessary
condition region and the sufficient condition region by developing a precise algebraic description of
the set of positions of u that will produce an n-well-centered n-simplex u ∗ τn−1. The algebraic
description takes the form of a system of cubic polynomial inequalities in the coordinates of u.
The inequalities are derived from a linear system of equations discussed in [5]. This linear system,
which provides one way to compute the circumcenter of a simplex σn embedded in Rm for m ≥ n,
is briefly reviewed here. We may write the circumcenter c of a simplex σn = v0v1 . . . vn as a linear
combination of the vertices vi ∈ Rm,
c = α0v0 + α1v1 + · · ·+ αnvn,
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with the coefficients αi satisfying
∑n
i=0 αi = 1. The coefficients αi are known as the barycentric
coordinates of the circumcenter. The condition that σn be n-well-centered is the same as the condi-
tion that 0 < αi for every αi, i.e., the condition that the circumcenter be a convex combination of
the vertices of σn with strictly positive coefficients.
Suppose we are given the coordinates of the vertices vi of σn. We know that
〈c− vi, c− vi〉 = ‖c− vi‖2 = R2
for each vertex vi. Introducing the variable λ = R2−‖c‖2, we obtain the n+1 equations 2 〈c, vi〉+λ =
‖vi‖2. Since the vertices vi are known, each equation is a linear equation in the n + 2 unknowns
α0, α1, . . . , αn, λ. The final equation of the system is
∑n
i=0 αi = 1, which forces the αi to be barycen-
tric coordinates. As long as this linear system of n+2 equations in n+2 unknowns is nonsingular, we
can solve it to find the barycentric coordinates of the circumcenter. If the simplex is nondegenerate,
i.e., if the n+ 1 vertices are affinely independent, then the simplex has a unique, finite circumcenter,
which, like every point in aff(σn), has unique barycentric coordinates. It follows that the linear
system has a unique solution; hence the matrix is nonsingular.
Let A be the matrix of this linear system and b the right-hand side,
A =

2 〈v0, v0〉 2 〈v0, v1〉 · · · 2 〈v0, vn〉 1
2 〈v1, v0〉 2 〈v1, v1〉 · · · 2 〈v1, vn〉 1
...
...
. . .
...
...
2 〈vn, v0〉 2 〈vn, v1〉 · · · 2 〈vn, vn〉 1
1 1 · · · 1 0

, b =

〈v0, v0〉
〈v1, v1〉
...
〈vn, vn〉
1

.
For i = 0, 1, . . . , n we let Ai be the matrix A with column i + 1 replaced by b. Cramer’s rule tells
us that αi = det(Ai)/ det(A). If we consider vertices v0, . . . , vn−1 to be the vertices of some given
τn−1 and vn to be a free vertex u, then we see already that the barycentric coordinates αi are
rational functions of the coordinates of u. Thus the conditions αi > 0 are algebraic inequalities in
the coordinates of u.
To simplify matrix A a little, we translate each vertex of the simplex by −v0. The translation
may change the value of λ in the solution vector — in fact, λ = 0 always holds for the translated
system — but the barycentric coordinates of the circumcenter are not changed by translating the
vertices of the simplex. If m > n we make one further simplification. In the translated coordinate
system, we rotate the simplex about the origin (now at v0) to obtain a simplex for which vector
vi − v0 ∈ {x : xn+1 = · · · = xm = 0} for each i = 1, . . . , n. Rotation about the origin is an
orthogonal transformation, so it does not change any of the entries of the linear system or the right
hand side vector (which are dot products) and does not change the barycentric coordinates of the
circumcenter. We denote this orthogonal rotation matrix by Q, with Q the identity if no rotation is
needed.
If we restrict our attention to one of the open halfspaces bounded by aff(τn−1) and assume that
τn−1 is not degenerate, then we have either det(A) > 0 or det(A) < 0 throughout the halfspace,
because det(A) is a continuous function of the entries in A and A is singular only when u ∈ aff(τn−1),
i.e., when σn = u ∗ τn−1 is degenerate. We will see that, in fact, det(A) ≤ 0 holds everywhere, so
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det(A) < 0 throughout the halfspace.
The first row and the first column of A in the simplified linear system are all zeroes except for
the last entry, which is 1 in both cases. Computing the determinant of A by first expanding across
the first row and then expanding down the first column (one with an odd number of entries and the
other with an even number of entries) we find that det(A) = − det(B) where B is the submatrix of
A spanning rows 2 to n + 1 and columns 2 to n + 1. The n × n submatrix B has the form 2V TV ,
where V is the m× n matrix
V =
(
Q(v1 − v0) Q(v2 − v0) · · · Q(vn − v0)
)
.
By construction of Q, the last m − n coordinates of each vector Q(vi − v0) are zeroes. Thus if we
take V˜ to be the first n rows of V , then V˜ is an n×n matrix that satisfies B = 2V TV = 2V˜ TV˜ . We
see that det(B) = 2n det(V˜ )2 ≥ 0. Observing that det(V˜ ) is the signed volume of the parallelepiped
spanned by the vectors that form the columns of V˜ , we note that det(B) > 0 holds when the columns
of V˜ are linearly independent, i.e. when the vertices of the original simplex are affinely independent.
Thus with the assumption that τn−1 is a fully (n−1)-dimensional simplex, we know that det(A) <
0 when the vertex u lies in either of the open halfspaces bounded by aff(τn−1). For u outside
aff(τn−1), then, we conclude that αi = det(Ai)/ det(A) > 0 if and only if det(Ai) < 0. Hence the
simplex u ∗ τn−1 will be n-well-centered if and only if the coordinates of u satisfy the polynomial
inequality det(Ai) < 0.
It remains to show that the equation det(Ai) = 0 is a polynomial in the coordinates of u of degree
at most 3. To do this we examine the entries of Ai that depend on u. All of these entries appear
in row n + 1 or in column n + 1. At most two of these entries, the entry at position (n + 1, n + 1)
and the entry at (n + 1, i + 1), are quadratic in the coordinates of u. (Only one entry is quadratic
in the coordinates of u when i = n. The case i = n is, in fact, a quadratic polynomial inequality
that corresponds to the One-Facet Equatorial Ball Condition.) Every other entry that depends on
u is linear in the coordinates of u. Using Sn to denote the group of permutations on n letters, the
determinant of an n× n matrix M can be written as
det(M) =
∑
pi∈Sn
sgn(pi)
n∏
j=1
Mjpi(j),
where Mjk stands for the entry in row j, column k of matrix M , and sgn(pi) is the sign of the
permutation. Considering the structure of matrix Ai, we observe that each product in this definition
of det(Ai) involves at most two terms that depend on u, and at most one of these, the entry selected
from row n+ 1, is quadratic in the coordinates of u. Thus the determinant is a summation of terms
that are polynomial in the coordinates of u and have degree at most 3.
We state the conclusions of the foregoing discussion as a formal proposition.
Proposition 3.3.1. Let σn = u∗τn−1 for a fixed facet τn−1. The n-simplex σn is n-well-centered if
and only if the coordinates of vertex u satisfy the inequalities det(Ai) < 0, which are cubic polynomial
inequalities in the coordinates of u.
Figure 3.10 gives a graphical representation for a particular τn−1 of the precise region where the
vertex u may be placed to produce a 3-well-centered tetrahedron u ∗ τn−1. The facet τn−1 used in
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Figure 3.10: An n-simplex σn = u ∗ τn−1 is n-well-centered if and only if the coordinates of vertex u
satisfy inequality det(Ai) < 0 for each i = 0, 1, . . . , n. When τn−1 is a fixed nondegenerate simplex,
each inequality det(Ai) < 0 is a polynomial inequality in the coordinates of u with degree at most
3. This figure gives a graphical representation for a particular τ2 of the region where a vertex
u will produce a 3-well-centered tetrahedron u ∗ τ2. The figure was generated using MATLAB’s
isosurface function and evaluations of the polynomial inequalities on a finite grid, so the picture has
some imperfections. For instance, the entire circumcircle of τ2 should lie in the boundary of the
permissible region, but in the figure it appears that there is a small gap above and below aff(τ2).
Fig. 3.10 is the same facet used to illustrate the necessary condition for a tetrahedron in Fig. 3.5
and the sufficient condition for a tetrahedron in Fig. 3.9, so readers can see for this facet τn−1 how
the precise necessary and sufficient condition region compares to the regions defined by the Cylinder
Condition and the Prism Condition. The facet τn−1 along with its circumcircle and the reflection
of τn−1 through c(τn−1) are shown in Fig. 3.10 to aid this comparison.
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Chapter 4
Combinatorics of Well-Centered
Meshes
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we studied properties of well-centered simplices. In this chapter we shift
from our focus on the simplex itself to the broader context of simplicial meshes. A mesh composed
of triangles or tetrahedra is a simplicial mesh, and as such, is a particular kind of simplicial complex.
We find the language of simplicial complexes to be particularly helpful in the study of well-centered
meshes. We assume that most readers are already somewhat familiar with simplicial complexes, but
we have included Sec. 4.1 as a brief introduction to simplicial complexes defining some of the key
terms we have adopted. Readers familiar with simplicial complexes can skip Sec. 4.1, but should
see the discussion of our definition of a geometric realization of an abstract simplicial complex on
page 35 and read the definition of an interior vertex on page 35. Those less familiar with simplicial
complexes may wish to consult [43] for a more extensive introduction.
Section 4.2 discusses the combinatorial properties of 2-well-centered triangle meshes embedded
in R2. This includes some observations regarding the neighborhood of a vertex in a 2-well-centered
triangle mesh in R2. Most of these comments about local combinatorial properties are obvious, but
they provide a background for later sections in the chapter and motivate an algorithm discussed
in Chapter 5. Section 4.2 closes by proving a statement about global combinatorial properties of
2-well-centered triangle meshes in R2.
In Sec. 4.3 and Sec. 4.4 we analyze the local combinatorial properties of well-centered tetrahe-
dral meshes embedded in R3. The results are the analog in R3 of the obvious local combinatorial
properties of well-centered triangle meshes in R2. In R3, however, the results are not at all obvious.
Indeed, some of the results are unexpected, and there is still no complete characterization of the local
combinatorial properties of well-centered tetrahedral meshes in R3. Section 4.3, which discusses the
situation for 3-well-centered tetrahedral meshes, proves two results that apply to the general case of
n-well-centered n-simplicial meshes embedded in Rn. The results in Sec. 4.4 are all stated for the
specific case of 2-well-centered tetrahedral meshes in R3, though at least some of them could also be
extended to 2-well-centered n-simplicial meshes in Rn. 1
4.1 A Quick Introduction to Simplicial Complexes
Recall that an n-simplex σn, i.e., a simplex of dimension n is the convex hull of n + 1 affinely
independent vertices. A simplicial complex K is a collection of simplices such that
1. for each σ ∈ K, for each τ ≺ σ, τ ∈ K
1Much of the material in this chapter, both text and figures, is drawn from an article that is being prepared by
the author and his colleagues [65]. In particular, in the proof of Theorem 4.3.2, the argument that there is a simplex
of K containing the point u is largely due to Edgar Ramos.
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2. for each σ, τ ∈ K, σ ∩ τ is a face of both σ and τ
The second condition allows for the possibility that σ and τ do not intersect. Then σ ∩ τ = ∅ is
the −1-simplex, which is a face of every simplex. A simplicial complex is finite if the collection K
is finite. We will work exclusively with finite simplicial complexes. The dimension of the simplicial
complex K is the dimension n of a highest-dimensional simplex σn ∈ K.
The underlying space of a simplicial complex K is a topological space whose points are the union
of all the simplices of K. For a finite simplicial complex, the topology on the underlying space of K
is the subspace topology of the point set as a subset of Euclidean space. A simplicial complex K is
a manifold complex if the underlying space of K is a manifold (with or without boundary).
An abstract simplicial complex is like a simplicial complex except that the vertices are not as-
signed any coordinates, so the intersection property of the definition cannot be checked. A geometric
realization of an abstract simplicial complex in Euclidean space Rn is an assignment of coordinates
in Rn to the vertices. We use this term somewhat differently than it is has sometimes been used,
since we do not require a geometric realization to be a simplicial complex. (It may fail the inter-
section property in the definition of a simplicial complex.) If a geometric realization of an abstract
simplicial complex is, in fact, a simplicial complex, then we call it an embedding of the abstract
simplicial complex. An abstract simplicial complex is said to be a manifold complex if it has an
embedding as a manifold complex.
The boundary of a simplex σ, denoted Bd(σ), is the union of all proper faces of σ. The interior
of a simplex σ, denoted Int(σ), is defined as σ−Bd(σ). We also use Bd(K) to denote the boundary
of a manifold simplicial complex, by which we mean the set of simplices that lie in ∂M , where M
is the (manifold) underlying space of K and ∂ is the usual operator denoting the boundary of a
manifold.
The star of a vertex v in a simplicial complex is the union of the interiors of all simplices incident
to v, including v itself, which is the interior of the 0-simplex v incident to v. We denote the star of v
as St v. In symbols, then, we have St v =
⋃
v≺σ Int(σ). This definition extends to any simplex τ in
a simplicial complex as St τ =
⋃
τ≺σ Int(σ). The closure of a simplicial subcomplex K is defined as
Cl(K) = K ∪⋃σ∈K Bd(σ), i.e., the union of K with all of the faces of simplices in K. The closure
of a star is sometimes called the closed star. The link of a simplex τ , denoted Lk τ is the union of
all simplices in the closed star of τ that are disjoint from τ . For a vertex v, this can be written as
Lk v = Cl(St v)− St v.
The cone of a vertex u and a simplex σn = v0v1 . . . vn is the simplex u∗σn = τn+1 = uv0v1 . . . vn.
The cone of a vertex u with a simplicial complex K is u ∗K = ⋃σ∈K u ∗ σ, the union of the cone of
u with each simplex in K.
As a final definition in our quick introduction to simplicial complexes, we discuss the meaning
of an interior vertex in a simplicial complex. We speak of an interior vertex in the context of an
n-dimensional simplicial complex embedded in Rn. In this context a vertex v is an interior vertex if
(the underlying space of) Lk v is homeomorphic to Sn−1, the sphere of dimension n− 1. Thus the
closed star of v is homeomorphic to an n-dimensional ball in Rn, and the point v lies in the interior
of the ball in the standard topology on Rn.
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4.2 Triangle Meshes in the Plane
The local combinatorial properties of an interior vertex v of a 2-well-centered triangle mesh M in R2
are easy to analyze. We know that the triangles incident to v form a disk around v. Thus the sum of
the angles incident to v is 2pi. If there are 4 or fewer triangles incident to v, then for any embedding
in the plane some angle incident to v measures pi/2 or larger, and the neighborhood of v is not
2-well-centered. On the other hand, if there are m ≥ 5 triangles incident to v, then placing v at
the center of a regular m-gon creates a neighborhood for v consisting of m congruent acute isosceles
triangles. Thus there are no combinatorial barriers to embedding M such that all triangles incident
to v are 2-well-centered. To say it another way, if M is a 2-well-centered triangle mesh embedded
in R2, then every interior vertex of M has at least 5 neighbors, and for any m ≥ 5 there exists a
2-well-centered triangle mesh M in R2 containing an interior vertex with exactly m neighbors.
Another way to think about this condition is to talk about the link of an interior vertex v. For
a triangle mesh in R2, the link of an interior vertex v is a triangulation isomorphic to S1. As a
graph, then, the link of v is a cycle Cm, where m is the number of triangles incident to v. If M is a
2-well-centered triangle mesh in the plane, then for every interior vertex v, Lk v is a copy of Cm for
some m ≥ 5. We will see later in this chapter that it is useful to talk about the local combinatorial
properties of well-centered meshes in terms of the link of an interior vertex. We will also see that
cycles Cm for m ≥ 5 are important in defining global combinatorial properties for 2-well-centered
triangle meshes in the plane.
For a 2-well-centered triangle mesh M in R2 we can also say something about a vertex v on the
boundary of the mesh. If M is embedded such that the sum of angles at v is ≥ (k − 1)pi/2, then at
least k triangles and at least k+ 1 edges are incident to v. In particular, suppose we are embedding
M conforming to a fixed geometric boundary, and consider a fixed vertex v on the boundary. In this
case we know the sum of angles at v, and if there are k or more triangles incident to v, then there
are no combinatorial barriers to obtaining a 2-well-centered neighborhood of v.
For both the interior vertex and the boundary vertex, the combinatorial restrictions on the
neighborhood of a vertex boil down to the number of triangles incident to the vertex. If a vertex
has enough neighbors, then the combinatorics allow a well-centered neighborhood. In this setting
we say that a vertex that does not have enough neighbors is a lonely vertex . In Sec. 5.2 we give
an algorithm that takes a triangle mesh with lonely vertices and produces a similar mesh without
lonely vertices by making local modifications to the mesh connectivity, such as edge flips and limited
vertex insertions.
For many of the triangle meshes encountered in practice, getting rid of lonely vertices with the
algorithm of Sec. 5.2 is sufficient to create a mesh that can be embedded in R2 as a 2-well-centered
mesh. There are, however, some triangle meshes that do not have a 2-well-centered embedding in
R2 even though they satisfy all of the local combinatorial requirements.
To aid the discussion of these meshes, we introduce the concept of an enclosing cycle. By the
Jordan curve theorem, a closed curve in R2 separates R2 into two parts, one bounded and one
unbounded. When we speak of a triangle mesh in R2, we assume that the unbounded face is
identified, so we can speak in a meaningful way about the part of the mesh bounded by a cycle. A
cycle Cm in a triangle mesh embeddable in the plane is said to be an enclosing cycle if the part of
the mesh bounded by Cm contains at least one vertex not on Cm and the underlying space of the
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part of the mesh bounded by Cm is homeomorphic to a disk. Any vertex v /∈ Cm in the part of the
mesh bounded by Cm is enclosed by Cm. The easiest example of an enclosing cycle is the link of an
interior vertex.
Edelsbrunner, Tan, and Waupotitsch observed in Lemma 2.1 of [23] that if σ1 is an edge in a
triangulation M of a point set in R2, then the largest angle in M is at least as large as the maximum
over vertices v not incident to σ1 of the angle at v in v ∗ σ1. (This is true even though v ∗ σ1 may
not be a triangle of M .) We now adapt their lemma and its proof to a slightly more general context
that is more appropriate to the subject of enclosing cycles.
Lemma 4.2.1. Let σ1 be an edge in a triangulation M in R2 with the underlying space of M
homeomorphic to a disk. Then the largest angle in M is at least as large as the maximum of the
angle at v in v ∗ σ1 where the maximum is taken over vertices v such that the intersection of v ∗ σ1
with the underlying space of M is homeomorphic to a disk.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as in [23]. We consider an edge σ1 ∈M and a vertex v not
on σ1 such that v ∗ σ1 intersects M in a disk, and we choose σ1 and v to maximize the angle at v
in v ∗ σ1 among all such edge-vertex pairs. Then no vertex of M lies inside v ∗ σ1.
If v ∗ σ1 is a triangle of M , we are done. Otherwise, since v ∗ σ1 intersects the underlying space
of M in a disk, there must be some edge τ1 ∈M that either crosses both of the (nonexistent) edges
of v ∗ σ1 or crosses one of the edges of v ∗ σ1 and shares an endpoint with σ1. If there is more than
one possible choice for τ1, then we choose τ1 to maximize the angle at v in v ∗ τ1. It is clear that
the angle at v in v ∗ τ1 is larger than the angle at v in v ∗ σ1.
If v ∗ τ1 intersects M in a disk, then we have found a contradiction to the maximality of the
angle at v in v ∗ σ1, and we are done. On the other hand, if v ∗ τ1 does not intersect M in a disk,
we can argue as follows. We know that there is a triangle ρ2 ∈ M with τ1 ≺ ρ2 such that ρ2 is in
the same closed halfspace as vertex v with respect to aff(τ1). (This follows because the triangles of
M must cover the disk M ∩ v ∗ σ1.) Let u be the vertex of ρ2 opposite τ1, so that ρ2 = u ∗ τ1. If
u is in v ∗ τ1, then the angle at u in u ∗ τ1 = ρ2 ∈ M is larger than the angle at v in v ∗ σ1, and
we have a contradiction. If u is outside v ∗ τ1, then some edge ω1 ≺ ρ2 intersects a (nonexistent)
edge of v ∗ τ1, and the angle at v in v ∗ ω1 is larger than the angle at v in v ∗ τ1, contradicting the
maximality of τ1.
Theorem 4.2.2. A triangle mesh M in R2 that has an enclosing cycle Cm of length m < 5 (i.e.,
m = 3 or m = 4) cannot be embedded in the plane as a 2-well-centered triangle mesh.
Proof. Suppose towards contradiction that M is embedded in R2 as a 2-well-centered mesh. We first
consider the case that the vertices of Cm are in convex position. Choose some vertex v /∈ Cm in the
part of the mesh bounded by Cm. Label the edges of Cm as τ11 , . . . , τ
1
m. Since m ≤ 4 we can assume
without loss of generality that the angle at v in triangle v ∗ τ11 has measure ≥ pi/2. By Lemma 4.2.1,
M is not 2-well-centered.
If the vertices of Cm are not in convex position, then m = 4 and the interior angle at some vertex
u on Cm is greater than pi. Thus for some τ11 not incident to u, the angle at u in u ∗ τ11 has measure
> pi/2, and the intersection of u ∗ τ11 with the underlying space of M is homeomorphic to a disk.
Again Lemma 4.2.1 applies, and M is not 2-well-centered.
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Figure 4.1: A triangle mesh that contains an enclosing cycle Cm of length m < 5 cannot be embedded
in the plane as a 2-well-centered mesh. This mesh has an enclosing cycle of length m = 4, and even
though it has no lonely vertex, it cannot be embedded in the plane as a 2-well-centered mesh. Four
of the triangles in this embedding are nonacute.
Clearly Theorem 4.2.2 includes in it the earlier statement about local combinatorial properties
of 2-well-centered meshes in the plane, but it also captures combinatorial requirements on a global
scale. For example, the mesh of a square in Fig. 4.1 satisfies all of the local combinatorial properties
of a 2-well-centered mesh, but there is no way to embed it in R2 as a 2-well-centered mesh of some
quadrilateral.
There are other ways to think about Theorem 4.2.2 and other ways to prove it. In particular, it
is clear from Lemma 4.2.1 that a mesh with an enclosing cycle of length 5 must have a maximum
angle of at least 2pi/5, at least if the vertices on the cycle are in convex position. It is possible to use
some ideas about optimizing nonsmooth functions and some ideas from Springborn’s thesis [59] to
prove this in a different way and find some other combinatorial constraints that give a lower bound
on the maximum angle in an embedding of a triangle mesh in R2. In all cases known to the author,
though, these lower bounds are strictly less than pi/2. Thus we ask the following question. If M is a
triangle mesh that is homeomorphic to a disk and has no enclosing cycle of length less than 5, does
this imply that M can be embedded in R2 as a 2-well-centered mesh?
4.3 3-Well-Centered Tetrahedral Meshes in Space
The combinatorial properties of tetrahedral meshes in R3 are more complex than the analogous
properties for triangle meshes in R2. We have already seen that in a triangle mesh in R2, the link
of an interior vertex is a set of edges that form a cycle Cm around the vertex, i.e., a triangulation of
a topological circle (S1). The number of edges incident to the interior vertex, which is the number
m of vertices on the cycle, completely characterizes the neighborhood of the vertex. In tetrahedral
meshes in R3, on the other hand, the link of an interior vertex is a triangulation of a topological
sphere S2. Thus the number of edges incident to the vertex does not completely characterize the
neighborhood of the vertex.
In this section we will prove a lower bound on the number of edges that must be incident to an
interior vertex in a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3. We will also show that for any m ≥ 4
there is a triangulation of S2 with m vertices that cannot appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-
well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3. Thus it is not possible to use the number of edges incident
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uvi
vj
τu
Figure 4.2: If vertices vi and vj are both contained in the interior of the solid right spherical cylinder
over the circumcircle of τu, then u lies outside the simplex formed from vi, vj , and the vertices of
τu other than u itself.
to an interior vertex to express a sufficient local combinatorial condition for the neighborhood of an
interior vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh in R3. We do develop some alternative sufficient conditions.
In graph theory the term planar triangulation refers to a triangulation that can be embedded
cellularly on S2. Such a graph can also be embedded cellularly in the plane. In order to prevent
possible confusion with triangle meshes embedded in the plane, we try to avoid these terms when
we refer to the link of a vertex in a tetrahedral mesh in R3. Instead, we stick with the terminology a
triangulation of S2. Many of the results in this section and the next apply specifically to tetrahedral
meshes in R3 and are stated in terms of triangulations of S2.
We begin, however, with some results that apply to n-simplicial meshes embedded in Rn. The
first is a lemma that generalizes the following statement about triangle meshes, using the Cylinder
Condition (Proposition 3.2.1) to relate geometry to combinatorics. If a planar triangle σ2 = v0v1v2
is subdivided into three triangles by adding a vertex u interior to σ2, adding edges uv0, uv1, and uv2
to obtain u ∗ Bd(σ2), then at most one of the three triangles uv0v1, uv0v2, and uv1v2 in u ∗ Bd(σ2)
is an acute triangle. The main idea of the proof of Lemma 4.3.1 is illustrated by Fig. 4.2.
Lemma 4.3.1. For n ≥ 2, let σn = v0v1 . . . vn have facets τn−10 , τn−11 , . . . , τn−1n , with vertex vi
opposite facet τn−1i . If u is a point lying in σ
n, then at most one of the n-simplices of u ∗ Bd(σn),
i.e., at most one of the simplices u ∗ τn−10 , u ∗ τn−11 , . . . , u ∗ τn−1n , is an n-well-centered n-simplex.
Proof. For the statement we consider u to be a point lying in σn, including the possibility that
u ∈ Bd(σn). It suffices, however, to prove the statement for u ∈ Int(σn). Indeed, if u is on
the boundary of σn and two or more of the simplices u ∗ τn−1i are n-well-centered, then we can
slightly perturb u into the interior and obtain a point u ∈ Int(σn) with at least two n-well-centered
n-simplices. Thus we assume that u is a point in the interior of σn.
Let τn−1i and τ
n−1
j be distinct facets of σ
n. Then u ∗ τn−1i and u ∗ τn−1j are n-simplices, and
τn−1i ∩ τn−1j is an (n − 2)-dimensional face of σn. The face τn−1i ∩ τn−1j is incident to all but two
of the vertices of σn, the two vertices vi and vj . Notice that u ∗ τn−1i and u ∗ τn−1j have a common
facet, the (n− 1)-simplex u ∗ (τn−1i ∩ τn−1j ), which we name τn−1u . We let T ⊂ aff(σn) be the solid
right spherical cylinder over the circumball of τn−1u .
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v1
v2
v3
v0
v1
v2
v3
u
v0
v1
v2
v3
Abstract Complex K,
Bd(K) = L
Embedding of
M = u ∗ L
Induced Geometric
Realization of K
Figure 4.3: In R2 the simplicial complex K consisting of two triangles v0v1v2 and v1v3v2 and their
faces (left) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3.2 for the mesh M = u∗L embedded in R2 (center),
so M is not 2-well-centered. The embedding of M in R2 induces a geometric realization of K into
R2 (right). The geometric realization of K is not an embedding in this case, since v1v3v2 is inverted
here. The particular embedding of M does not affect the existence of the abstract complex K in
Theorem 4.3.2; there is no embedding of M that is 2-well-centered.
Assume towards contradiction that u ∗ τn−1i and u ∗ τn−1j are both n-well-centered. By the
Cylinder Condition, both vi and vj lie in the interior of T . Now T is a convex set, and all the
vertices of σn lie in T , so σn ⊂ T . On the other hand, u lies on the circumsphere of τn−1u , so u lies
on the boundary of T . Thus u /∈ Int(σn), since Int(σn) is a subset of the interior of T . But this
contradicts the assumption that u ∈ Int(σn), which we made in the first paragraph of the proof. We
conclude that at most one of u ∗ τn−1i , u ∗ τn−1j is n-well-centered.
The next theorem applies Lemma 4.3.1 in the context of simplicial complexes. Recall that the
geometric realization of an abstract simplicial complex designates any assignment of coordinates
to the vertices of the abstract simplicial complex, and a geometric realization might not be an
embedding (or even an immersion).
Theorem 4.3.2. Let u be an interior vertex of an n-dimensional simplicial complex M (e.g., a
mesh) embedded in Rn, and set L = Lk u. If there exists an abstract finite n-dimensional simplicial
complex K such that
(i) K is an n-manifold complex (with boundary)
(ii) Bd(K) is isomorphic to L, and
(iii) for every n-simplex σn ∈ K, there are at least two (n− 1)-simplices in Bd(σn) ∩ L,
then u ∗ L is not n-well-centered.
Proof. We first observe that every vertex of K must also be a vertex of L. By assumption (i),
every simplex of K is a face of some n-simplex of K, so if K had a vertex v not in L, then there
would be some n-dimensional simplex σn ∈ K incident to v, and σn would have only one (n− 1)-
dimensional face not incident to v. Since v /∈ L, it follows that Bd(σn) ∩ L would contain at most
one (n− 1)-simplex, and (iii) would not be satisfied.
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The embedding of M in Rn includes an embedding of u ∗ L in Rn. Since every vertex of K is a
vertex of L, this embedding of u ∗L in Rn induces a geometric realization of K into Rn. (As shown
in Fig. 4.3, the geometric realization might not be an embedding.)
We have an embedding of the simplicial complex u ∗ L in Rn. Since it is an embedding, each
n-dimensional simplex is a fully n-dimensional geometric object, and we have consistent orientation.
Moreover, L is star-shaped with respect to u. We claim that by (i) and (ii) this implies that there
is some simplex in the induced geometric realization of K that contains the point u (possibly on its
boundary). We return to this claim in a moment, but first we show how this completes the proof.
Fix a simplex σn ∈ K that contains u. Now consider the n-simplices of u∗Bd(σn). By assumption
(iii) of the hypothesis, at least two of these simplices have a facet in L. Each simplex of u ∗Bd(σn)
with a facet in L is a member of u ∗ L, and by Lemma 4.3.1 at most one of these simplices is
n-well-centered. We conclude that at least one of the simplices of u ∗L ⊆M is not n-well-centered.
Now we prove the claim that there is a simplex of the geometric realization of K that contains
the point u. Choose a line ` through u in general position. General position here means that ` does
not intersect any face of K of dimension less than n − 1. Such an ` can be chosen unless u itself
lies on a simplex ρk of K of dimension k < n− 1, and in that case we are done, since there is some
σn  ρk that contains u.
Since u ∗ L is a simplicial complex and L is star-shaped with respect to u, ` intersects exactly
two simplices of L, each of dimension n − 1, and the intersection points are in opposite directions
from u along `. For reference, we designate a + and a − direction and name facet τn−1+ (resp. τn−1− )
as the facet of L intersected by ` in the + (−) direction from u. Starting from τn−1+ we describe a
walk along ` through n-simplices and (n− 1)-simplices of the geometric realization of K that ends
at τn−1− . By continuity of this walk and τ
n−1
+ , τ
n−1
− in opposite directions from u, there must be
some n-simplex in the geometric realization of K that contains u.
The walk is as follows. Since K is a manifold with a boundary and τn−1+ is on the boundary,
there is a unique σn1 incident to τ
n−1
0 := τ
n−1
+ . Then for a given σ
n
i the walk is on ` at τ
n−1
i−1 , and
` intersects some unique second facet of σni , which we name τ
n−1
i . As long as τ
n−1
i 6= τn−1− , we are
not on the boundary of K, so (since K is manifold) there are exactly two n-dimensional simplices
incident to τn−1i . One of these is σ
n
i , and the other we name σ
n
i+1. Since K is a manifold complex,
the sequence τn−1i has no repetitions and must eventually end at τ
n−1
− . (The σ
n
i in the sequence
may flip back and forth in orientation, which corresponds to the walk going back and forth along
`.)
It is worth noting that the existence of the abstract simplicial complex K has no dependence on
the particular embedding of M in Rn. Theorem 4.3.2 is really a combinatorial statement, and we
can use it to show that a particular abstract simplicial complex L = Bd(K) cannot appear as the
link of an interior vertex in an n-well-centered mesh embedded in Rn.
The case n = 3 is of particular interest. Using the One-Ring Necessary Condition of Theo-
rem 4.3.2 it is fairly easy to establish a tight lower bound on the number of edges incident to a
vertex in a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh embedded in R3.
Corollary 4.3.3. Let M be a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh embedded in R3. For every interior
vertex u of M , at least 7 edges of M are incident to u.
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Figure 4.4: There is only one triangulation of S2 with 5 vertices, and it has two corresponding
tetrahedral complexes such that each tetrahedron has at least two facets in common with the trian-
gulation.
Figure 4.5: For one of the triangulations of S2 with 6 vertices, each vertex has exactly four neighbors.
There is a tetrahedral complex consisting of four tetrahedra such that each tetrahedron has two facets
in common with this triangulation of S2.
Proof. Britton and Dunitz have assembled a catalog of all polyhedra with at most 8 vertices, which
includes all the triangulations of S2 with at most 8 vertices [14]. By Theorem 4.3.2 it suffices to
show that each such triangulation L of S2 with at most 6 vertices has a corresponding manifold
tetrahedral complex K such that Bd(K) is isomorphic to L and each tetrahedron of K has at least
two facets in common with L.
There is only one triangulation of S2 with 4 vertices—the boundary of a tetrahedron. The
corresponding tetrahedral complex is that single tetrahedron.
There is also only one triangulation of S2 with 5 vertices. This triangulation is shown in Fig. 4.4
along with two corresponding tetrahedral complexes. Either complex certifies that the triangulation
cannot be the link of any vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh.
For six vertices there are two nonisomorphic triangulations of S2. The first is shown in Fig. 4.5
along with its corresponding tetrahedral complex. The second is drawn in Fig. 4.6 along with its
corresponding tetrahedral complex.
When there are m ≥ 7 vertices, there exist triangulations L of S2 with m vertices such that
there is no tetrahedral complex K satisfying the conditions specified in Theorem 4.3.2. In particular,
the triangulations of S2 with 7 vertices and degree lists (5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 3) and (6, 5, 5, 5, 3, 3, 3), i.e.,
polyhedra 7–1 and 7–4 in the catalog of Britton and Dunitz, both can appear as the link of a
vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh. Figure 4.7 shows an example of a 3-well-centered mesh in R3
consisting of a single vertex u and its neighborhood Cl(St u) such that Lk u is a triangulation with
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Figure 4.6: In the other triangulation of S2 with 6 vertices, the degree list is (5, 5, 4, 4, 3, 3). This
triangulation of S2 also has a corresponding tetrahedral complex such that each tetrahedron has at
least two facets in common with the triangulation.
x
y
z
x y z
0 0 0
0 0 1
−0.1041 −0.0601 0.0117
0.1041 −0.0601 0.0117
0 0.1202 0.0117
0 −0.3622 −0.8656
0.3137 0.1811 −0.8656
−0.3137 0.1811 −0.8656
Figure 4.7: A 3-well-centered mesh with an interior vertex u such that Lk u has seven vertices and
degree list (5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 3). The vertex coordinates are listed in the table at right; vertex u is at
the origin.
x
y
z
x y z
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0.8334 −0.8588
−0.7217 −0.4167 −0.8588
0.7217 −0.4167 −0.8588
0 −5.0494 1.0696
4.3729 2.5247 1.0696
−4.3729 2.5247 1.0696
Figure 4.8: A 3-well-centered mesh with an interior vertex u such that Lk u has seven vertices and
degree list (6, 5, 5, 5, 3, 3, 3). The vertex coordinates are listed in the table at right; vertex u is at
the origin.
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Figure 4.9: There are five triangulations of S2 with seven vertices. Two of these can appear as the
link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8. The other three
cannot appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh. They are each shown here along
with a tetrahedral complex K that certifies this (by Theorem 4.3.2). These triangulations of S2 are
polyhedra 7–5 (top left), 7–3 (top right), and 7–2 (bottom center) from the catalog of Britton and
Dunitz [14].
degree list (5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 3). Figure 4.8 shows a similar example for the degree list (6, 5, 5, 5, 3, 3, 3).
There are three other triangulations of S2 with 7 vertices. As shown in Fig. 4.9, each of these
three triangulations of S2 has a corresponding tetrahedral complex K satisfying the requirements
of Theorem 4.3.2, so none of these can appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh.
There are 14 nonisomorphic triangulations of S2 with 8 vertices. Of these, 5 have tetrahedral
complexes K that certify they cannot be the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in
R3. Figure 4.10 shows these five triangulations of S2, which are polyhedra 8–4, 8–5, 8–6, 8–7, and 8–
13 in the catalog of Britton and Dunitz, along with tetrahedral complexes certifying that they cannot
appear as the link of an interior vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh. Each of the other 9 triangulations
of S2 with 8 vertices can appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3.
(Meshes that establish this claim appear in Chapter 8.) For m ≤ 8 vertices, then, Theorem 4.3.2
completely characterizes which triangulations of S2 can and cannot appear in a 3-well-centered
embedded in R3. In fact, as we discuss later in this section, we have shown that the theorem is also
a characterization for m = 9.
It is interesting to note that the degree list of polyhedron 8–7 from the catalog of Britton and
Dunitz, which cannot be the link of an interior vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh in R3, is the same
as the degree list of polyhedron 8–8 from their catalog, which can be the link of a an interior vertex
in a 3-well-centered mesh. (See Fig. 8.14 on page 107.) Thus the degree list of a triangulation
does not provide enough information to determine whether the triangulation can be the link of a
vertex in a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3. There are 50 nonisomorphic triangulations of
S2 with 9 vertices, 233 nonisomorphic triangulations of S2 with 10 vertices, and an exponentially
growing number of triangulations of S2 with more vertices [42], so although attempting a direct
construction of a 3-well-centered mesh for each triangulation of S2 with 9 or 10 vertices is possible,
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Figure 4.10: There are fourteen triangulations of S2 with eight vertices. Of these, five cannot
appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh. Each of these five is shown here along with
a tetrahedral complex K that certifies it cannot be the link of an interior vertex in a 3-well-centered
mesh. These triangulations are polyhedra 8–13 (top left), 8–7 (top right), 8–6 (middle left), 8–5
(middle right), and 8–4 (bottom center) from the catalog of Britton and Dunitz.
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something more abstract will be needed to definitively characterize which triangulations can be made
3-well-centered.
In the rest of this section we discuss some results that move in the direction of characterizing
which triangulations of S2 can appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh in R3. The
results fall short of a complete characterization, but do show that the set of triangulations of S2
that cannot appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh and the set of triangulations
that can appear as the link of a vertex are both infinite sets.
Corollary 4.3.4. For any integer m ≥ 4 there is a triangulation of S2 with m vertices that cannot
appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3.
Proof. We have already proved that this holds for 4 ≤ m ≤ 8.
For m ≥ 9 we note that the tetrahedral complexes shown on the right hand sides of Figs. 4.4
and 4.5 and on the top left in Fig. 4.9 and in Fig. 4.10 belong to an infinite family. Consider a
tetrahedral complex K consisting of a set of m − 2 tetrahedra that close around a common edge.
The complex K satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.3.2, so Bd(K) cannot appear as the link of
a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh. Bd(K) is a triangulation of S2 on m vertices with degree list
(m− 2,m− 2, 4, . . . , 4).
By deleting a single tetrahedron from the complex K described in the proof of Corollary 4.3.4, we
obtain another infinite family of triangulations of S2 that cannot appear as the link of a vertex in a
3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3. Each member of this family is a triangulation on m vertices
with degree list (m−1,m−1, 4, . . . , 4, 3, 3). This family generalizes the tetrahedral complexes shown
on the left hand side of Fig. 4.4, the right hand side of Fig. 4.6, the bottom center of Fig. 4.9, and
the bottom center of Fig. 4.10. It can be shown that the triangulations of S2 with degree lists
(m− 2,m− 2, 4, . . . , 4) and (m− 1,m− 1, 4, . . . , 4, 3, 3) are unique.
The family of triangulations of S2 described in the proof of Corollary 4.3.4 is a special case
among triangulations that cannot be the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh in R3, because
every member of the family has minimum vertex degree 4. In all of the other examples we have seen
for m ≥ 5, the triangulation of S2 has exactly two vertices of degree 3, and in the complex K these
two vertices are each a vertex of a tetrahedron σn with three facets in σn ∩ L. By gluing another
tetrahedron onto one of the three facets of one of these tetrahedra, we obtain a new tetrahedral
complex K that has the same property. Thus L = Bd(K) has exactly two vertices of degree 3 and
cannot be the link of an interior vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh in R3. We conjecture that every
tetrahedral complex K satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.3.2 is either from the family described
in the proof of Corollary 4.3.4 or can be constructed by successively gluing tetrahedra onto the
boundary of a smaller complex as described, starting from a single tetrahedron. (Indeed, it should
be relatively straightforward to prove this, but we omit the details of a proof.)
For the triangulations of S2 with m = 9 vertices, these constructions of tetrahedral complexes
satisfying Theorem 4.3.2 produces 11 nonisomorphic triangulations that cannot appear as the link
of a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh in R3. This leaves 39 triangulations of S2 on 9 vertices that
may or may not appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh.
Corollary 4.3.4 shows that there is a substantial difference between 2-well-centered meshes in
R2 and 3-well-centered meshes in R3. In the case of triangle meshes in R2, where we consider
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triangulations of S1 as the link of a vertex, the only two triangulations that cannot appear as the
link of a vertex are the 3-cycle and the 4-cycle. In contrast, there are infinitely many triangulations
of S2 that cannot be the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh in R3. We claimed earlier that
there are also infinitely many triangulations of S2 that can appear as the link of a vertex in a
3-well-centered mesh in R3. One way to prove this is to explicitly construct an infinite family of
3-well-centered meshes with different vertex links. We will do exactly that in a moment, with the
help of the following lemma, which we prove using the Prism Condition (Proposition 3.2.2).
Lemma 4.3.5. Let Sn−10 be a unit (n− 1)-sphere centered at a point u. If τn−1 is an (n− 1)-well-
centered (n− 1)-simplex whose vertices lie on Sn−1, and the distance from u to aff(τn−1) is greater
than 1/
√
2, then σn := u ∗ τn−1 is an n-well-centered n-simplex.
Proof. Suppose that τn−1 is an (n−1)-well-centered simplex meeting the conditions specified in the
hypothesis. Let Sn−20 be the circumsphere of τ
n−1. Sn−20 is the intersection of aff(τ
n−1) with Sn−10 ,
i.e., an (n−2)-sphere lying in Sn−10 . The orthogonal projection of u into aff(τn−1), which we denote
by P (u), is the center of Sn−20 , i.e., the circumcenter c(τ
n−1) of τn−1.
Since τn−1 is (n − 1)-well-centered, it contains the point c(τn−1). Thus τn−1 contains the
reflection of P (u) through c(τn−1). The circumradius of τn−1 satisfies R(τn−1)2 + z2 = 1, where
z is the distance from u to aff(τn−1), so because z2 > 1/2, we have R(τn−1) < 1/
√
2, and u lies
outside the equatorial ball of τn−1. By the Prism Condition, σn is n-well-centered.
It is relatively straightforward to prove the converse as well. For σn = u ∗ τn−1 with the vertices
of τn−1 lying on a sphere Sn−10 centered at u, if τ
n−1 is not (n − 1)-well-centered or the distance
z from u to aff(τn−1) satisfies z ≤ 1/√2, then σn is not n-well-centered. This proof is left to the
reader; the result is not needed in this dissertation.
The simplex σn = u ∗ τn−1 in Lemma 4.3.5 is an isosceles simplex with all vertices of τn−1
equidistant from the apex vertex u. When n = 2, Lemma 4.3.5 reduces to the statement that an
isosceles triangle is acute if the apex angle is acute. In higher dimensions Lemma 4.3.5 tells us when
an isosceles simplex is n-well-centered. Note that in an isosceles simplex all of the faces incident
to the apex vertex u are isosceles; the plane of each such face intersects the sphere Sn−1 in some
lower-dimensional sphere centered at u, and Lemma 4.3.5 can be applied to these isosceles faces. It
follows that σn will be completely well-centered if τn−1 is completely well-centered and z > 1/
√
2.
In particular, for the case n = 3, an isosceles tetrahedron with an acute triangle facet opposite the
apex vertex is a completely well-centered tetrahedron.
Thus from any triangulation of a unit sphere S2 with sufficiently small acute triangles we can
create a completely well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3 by taking the cone u ∗ τ2 of each acute tri-
angle τ2 with the center u of the sphere S2. Figure 4.11 shows a completely well-centered tetrahedral
mesh constructed in this fashion. The boundary of the mesh in Fig. 4.11 is an acute triangulation of
S2 selected from an infinite family of acute triangulations of S2. The next two paragraphs describe
this family.
Consider the set of vertices consisting of the north pole (0, 0, 1), the south pole (0, 0,−1), and the
vertices of two regular k-gons, one in the plane z = 0.352 and the other in the plane z = −0.352. We
set the polygons exactly off phase from each other. For instance, let the coordinates of the polygon
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Figure 4.11: For k ≥ 4 we can create an acute triangulation of the unit sphere from a set of
vertices consisting of the north and south poles and two out-of-phase regular k-gons. Coning such a
triangulation to the origin produces a completely well-centered tetrahedral mesh. The figure shows
the tetrahedral mesh obtained for k = 7.
vertices be
(0.936 cos
(
2ipi
k
)
, 0.936 sin
(
2ipi
k
)
, 0.352), i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1 ,
(0.936 cos
(
(2i+ 1)pi
k
)
, 0.936 sin
(
(2i+ 1)pi
k
)
,−0.352), i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1 .
Let each pole vertex be adjacent to all of the vertices of the closer regular polygon. This constructs
k isosceles triangles incident to each pole. We take each vertex of a regular polygon to be adjacent
to the closer pole, the two neighbors on its own regular polygon, and two vertices from the other
regular polygon. Because the regular polygons are exactly out of phase, triangles formed entirely
from vertices of the two regular polygons are also isosceles. The example in Fig. 4.11 creates a
completely well-centered tetrahedral mesh based on this construction for the case k = 7.
We claim that if k ≥ 4, then each triangle τ2 of this construction is acute and satisfies the
condition that the distance from the origin to τ2 is greater than 1/
√
2. Since k ≥ 4 it is clear that
the apex angles of the isosceles triangles incident to the poles are acute angles. Verifying that the
other triangles are acute and that the triangles are far enough from the origin is straightforward and
we omit the details. Lemma 4.3.5 applies, and as an immediate consequence we have the following.
Proposition 4.3.6. There are infinitely many triangulations of S2 that can appear as the link of a
vertex in a completely well-centered mesh.
For large enough k, this construction of acute triangulations of a unit sphere S2 can be general-
ized. One can use more than two regular k-gons, alternating the phase between each successive k-gon.
For example, when k ≥ 5, a construction with the pole vertices and the vertices of 3 alternating-
phase regular polygons in the planes z = −0.6, z = 0, and z = 0.6 creates an acute triangulation
of S2. Similarly, for k ≥ 5 one can use 4 regular polygons in the planes z = −0.8432, z = −0.352,
z = 0.352, and z = 0.8432. For a construction alternating phases with 5 regular polygons, k ≥ 6
suffices if the polygons are in the planes z = −0.936, z = −0.5376, z = 0, z = 0.5376, and z = 0.936.
Figure 4.12 shows an example of a completely well-centered mesh creating using the generalized
construction with 5 regular polygons.
The author suspects that for m ≥ 8 vertices the majority of triangulations of S2 on m vertices
are triangulations that can appear as a link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh. We do not
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Figure 4.12: The construction of acute triangulations of a unit sphere S2 that uses 2 out-of-phase
regular polygons can be generalized to use a greater number of regular polygons, alternating phase
between each polygon. This completely well-centered mesh was constructed using five regular 7-gons
in the planes z = ±0.936, z = ±0.5376, and z = 0.
formally prove that conjecture here, but in light of the the next proposition, it is highly likely. The
proposition provides a method for constructing a large family of triangulations that can appear as
the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3. In this proposition and throughout
the dissertation, the notation ]abc refers to the (smaller) angle at b between rays ba and bc.
Proposition 4.3.7. Let G be a triangulation of S2 with face v2v3v4, and let G˜ be the triangulation
obtained from G by replacing the face v2v3v4 with a new vertex v1 and the three faces v1v2v3, v1v2v4,
v1v3v4. Let M be an abstract tetrahedral mesh consisting of a single vertex u together with its closed
neighborhood Cl(St u) such that Lk u is isomorphic to G, and let M˜ be the analogous mesh with
Lk u isomorphic to G˜. If there exists an embedding of M into R3 such that
(i) M is 3-well-centered
(ii) face angle ]uvivj is acute for each i, j ∈ {2, 3, 4}, i 6= j ,
then there exists an embedding of M˜ into R3 satisfying
(i) M˜ is 3-well-centered
(ii) face angle ]uvivj is acute for each i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, i 6= j .
Proof. Figure 4.13 accompanies this proof and may help the reader visualize the geometric construc-
tions discussed in the proof. Consider a particular tetrahedral mesh that satisfies the conditions of
the hypothesis. In this mesh the tetrahedron σ = σ3 = uv2v3v4 is 3-well-centered, so c(σ) is interior
to σ.
Let ` be the line through u and c(σ). Line ` intersects the circumsphere of σ at two points. One
of these is u, and the other we name u′. We define
u′ε = (1− ε)u′ + εu ,
a point lying on `. Because σ is 3-well-centered, we know that segment uu′ intersects triangle v2v3v4
at some point u′ε0 , with 1/2 > ε0 > 0. We can cut σ into the three tetrahedra uv2v3u
′
ε0 , uv2v4u
′
ε0 ,
and uv3v4u′ε0 .
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u`
v2 v3
v4
c(σ)
u′
u′ε
u′ε0
u
v2 v3
v4
c(σ)
u′
v1 = u′ε
c(τ2)c(τ3)
c(τ4)
Figure 4.13: Given a 3-well-centered tetrahedron σ = uv2v3v4 with acute angles ]uvivj , one can
construct three tetrahedra uv1v2v3, uv1v2v4], and uv1v3v4 by adding a new vertex v1 = u′ε along the
line ` through u and c(σ). The circumcenters of the constructed tetrahedra lie along lines connecting
c(σ) to the circumcenters c(τi) of the facets uvivj of σ. As discussed in Proposition 4.3.7, when
v1 is close enough to u′—the reflection of u through c(σ)—the three constructed tetrahedra will be
3-well-centered and the angles ]uv1vi, ]uviv1 will be acute. The angles ]viuvj do not need to be
acute for this construction. For instance, ]v2uv3 is not an acute angle in this figure.
For ε0 > ε > 0 we consider the three tetrahedra uv2v3u′ε, uv2v4u
′
ε, and uv3v4u
′
ε. We claim that
for sufficiently small ε > 0 these three tetrahedra are 3-well-centered and the face angles ]uu′εvi,
]uviu′ε are acute for each i = 2, 3, 4.
Examining the face angles first, we note that at ε = 0 the circumcenters of the facets uviu′ε =
uviu
′ coincide with c(σ) and with each other. Indeed, each of these facets is a right triangle with its
circumcenter lying on the hypotenuse uu′ε = uu
′. As ε increases, ]viuu′ε does not change, ]uviu′ε
decreases, becoming smaller than pi/2, and ]uu′εvi increases but remains less than pi/2 for sufficiently
small ε.
Turning to the tetrahedra, then, we will argue that the specific tetrahedron uv2v3u′ε is 3-well-
centered for sufficiently small ε. The same argument with changed vertex and facet labels applies to
the other two tetrahedra, so this will complete the proof. We know that, regardless of the value of ε,
the circumcenter of uv2v3u′ε lies on the line orthogonal to aff(uv2v3) = aff(τ4) passing through c(τ4);
this line is the locus of points equidistant from u, v2, and v3. The precise location of c(uv2v3u′ε)
varies continuously with ε. At ε = 0, c(uv2v3u′ε) coincides with c(σ), and as ε increases from 0
towards ε0, c(uv2v3u′ε) moves in the direction of vector c(τ4) − c(σ). Because ]uv2v3 and ]uv3v2
are acute, we know that c(τ4) lies in the sector of aff(τ4) bounded by rays uv2 and uv3. Thus segment
c(σ) c(τ4) ∩ σ is contained in tetrahedron uv2v3u′ε0 , which is contained in the tetrahedron uv2v3u′ε.
We conclude that for sufficiently small ε > 0, tetrahedron uv2v3u′ε is 3-well-centered.
Because the face angles ]uv1vi, ]uviv1 are acute in the construction described in Proposi-
tion 4.3.7, the construction can be iterated. If a triangulation G of S2 satisfies the conditions of
Proposition 4.3.7, then a degree 3 vertex v1 can be inserted into face v2v3v4. In the new triangulation
of S2, the three new faces incident to v1 all satisfy the conditions of Proposition 4.3.7, so a degree 3
vertex can be inserted into any one of those three faces, and so on. In particular, starting from any
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link of an interior vertex in a completely well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3, one can successively
insert vertices of degree 3 into any face to create a large family of triangulations that can appear as
the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh. For example, each completely well-centered neighbor-
hood constructed from an acute triangulation of a unit sphere S2 is the basis of some infinite family
of triangulations of S2 that can appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh in R3.
It is also worth mentioning that for each of the 9 triangulations of (topological) S2 with 8 vertices
v1, . . . , v8 that can appear as Lk u for a vertex u in a 3-well-centered mesh M in R3, there is an
embedding of M into R3 for which the neighborhood of u is 3-well-centered and all of the face angles
]uvivj are acute in each face uvivj . Using Proposition 4.3.7 to add vertices of degree 3 to the various
faces of these triangulations, one can show that 34 of the 50 triangulations of S2 with 9 vertices can
appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh embedded in R3. Recall that
11 of these 50 triangulations cannot be the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh. This leaves
a mere 5 triangulations of S2 with 9 vertices that are not classified, and we have empirically shown
that these 5 triangulations of S2 can also appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered mesh.
(See Chapter 8.)
4.4 2-Well-Centered Tetrahedral Meshes in Space
Corollary 4.3.3 shows that in a 3-well-centered mesh there are at least 7 edges incident to each
vertex. In the following discussion we will see that the combinatorial constraints for a mesh to
be 2-well-centered are quite different from the constraints for a mesh to be 3-well-centered, and in
terms of the minimum number of edges incident to a vertex, are more stringent. As in Sec. 4.3, the
discussion focuses on Lk u where u is a vertex interior to a tetrahedral mesh in R3.
Definition. We say that a particular triangulation G of S2 permits a 2-well-centered neighborhood
of a vertex u if there exists a tetrahedral mesh M in R3 such that u is an interior vertex of M , Lk u
is isomorphic to G (as a simplicial complex), and all facets of M incident to u are 2-well-centered.
It should be noted that this definition does not directly address the question of whether the
tetrahedra incident to u are 2-well-centered tetrahedra, since each tetrahedron incident to u has one
facet lying on Lk u, and that facet is not incident to u. We shall see, however, that for tetrahedral
meshes in R3, the smallest triangulation that permits a 2-well-centered neighborhood in the sense of
this definition can, in fact, appear as the link of a vertex in a completely well-centered mesh. Finally,
note that phrasing the problem in terms of the facets of M incident to u actually reduces the problem
to determining whether the face angles at u are acute, because if there is an arrangement of rays
at u such that all of the face angles formed at u by these rays are acute, and all the tetrahedra are
properly oriented, then we can place the neighbors of u at the points where these rays intersect a
unit sphere centered at u. This will create a neighborhood of u in which every 2-dimensional face
incident to u is an isosceles triangle with an acute apex angle at u.
The first result of this section is a simple observation that forms the foundation for the theory
developed in the rest of the section.
Lemma 4.4.1. Let u and v1 be adjacent vertices in a tetrahedral mesh M in R3 and let vi be a
vertex of Lk u that is adjacent to v1. The angle ]v1uvi is acute if and only if vi ∈ H1, where H1 is
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Figure 4.14: If a 2-well-centered mesh contains two vertices v1 and v2 that both lie in Lk u, are not
adjacent to each other, and have a common neighbor vi and if v2 lies in H ′1, then the orthogonal
projection of vi into P1, i.e., the point Pr1(vi), must lie in P1 ∩H2.
the open halfspace that contains v1 and is bounded by the plane through u orthogonal to the vector
v1 − u.
Proof. The angle ]v1uvi is acute if and only if 〈v1 − u, vi − u〉 > 0, where 〈·, ·〉 is the standard inner
product on R3, and this holds if and only if vi lies in H1.
The next two technical lemmas are based on Lemma 4.4.1. They lead to the proof of the main
result of this section. In both lemmas and in the subsequent theorem we use the following notation.
We denote by u a vertex in a tetrahedral mesh in R3, and the m vertices of Lk u are labeled
v1, . . . , vm. For each vertex vi, the plane through u orthogonal to vi−u is denoted Pi, and the open
halfspace bounded by Pi that contains vi is denoted Hi. The other halfspace bounded by Pi will be
called H ′i, and we take this to be a closed halfspace, which contains its boundary Pi. The orthogonal
projection of a vertex vj into Pi will be denoted Pri(vj).
Lemma 4.4.2. Let v1 and v2 be nonadjacent vertices of Lk u, with v2 ∈ H ′1. If vi is a vertex
adjacent to both v1 and v2 such that ]v1uvi and ]v2uvi are both acute angles, then the orthogonal
projection of vi into P1 lies in P1 ∩H2.
Proof. The sketch in Fig. 4.14 illustrates this result. For an algebraic proof we assign a coordinate
system with u as the origin and v1 lying on the positive z axis. Using coordinates (xi, yi, zi) for
vertex vi, the condition v2 ∈ H ′1 means that z2 ≤ 0. Since the angle ]v1uvi is acute, Lemma 4.4.1
implies that vi must lie in H1, and since the angle ]v2uvi is acute, Lemma 4.4.1 implies that vi must
lie in H2. Thus vi lies in H1 ∩H2. Since H1 ∩H2 would be empty if v2 had coordinates (0, 0, z2), we
can conclude that v2 does not lie on the z-axis. With the remaining freedom in defining a coordinate
system we specify that v2 has coordinates (x2, 0, z2) with x2 < 0.
Now since vi ∈ H1, we know that zi ≥ 0. We also know that 〈vi, v2〉 = xix2 + ziz2 > 0, because
vi ∈ H2. We have established that ziz2 ≤ 0 and that x2 < 0. It follows that xi < 0. The projection
Pr1(vi) has coordinates (xi, yi, 0) and is interior to P1 ∩H2 = {(x, y, 0) : x < 0}.
Lemma 4.4.3. Let v1 and v2 be nonadjacent vertices of Lk u, with v2 ∈ H ′1. If viv2vj is a 2-simplex
of Lk u such that vi, vj are both adjacent to v1 and the face angles ]v1uvi, ]v1uvj, ]v2uvi, ]v2uvj,
are all acute angles, then Pr1(viv2vj) ⊂ P1 ∩H2, i.e., the orthogonal projection of the entire facet
viv2vj into P1 lies in H2.
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Figure 4.15: Let u be a vertex of a tetrahedral mesh embedded in R3, and let v1, v2, vi, vj be vertices
of Lk u with adjacencies as shown. If the face angles at u between adjacent vertices of Lk u are all
acute angles, but ]v1uv2 is nonacute, then the projection of facet viv2vj into P1 lies in P1 ∩H2.
Proof. See the sketch in Fig. 4.15. From the given hypotheses we can conclude by Lemma 4.4.2 that
Pr1(vi) and Pr1(vj) both lie in P1 ∩ H2. Using the same coordinate system defined in the proof
of Lemma 4.4.2, the point Pr1(v2) has coordinates (x2, 0, 0) with x2 < 0, thus it lies in P1 ∩H2 as
well. It follows that the orthogonal projection of the 2-simplex viv2vj into P1, which is the convex
hull of Pr1(vi), Pr1(v2), and Pr1(vj), lies entirely in the convex set P1 ∩H2.
Applying the above two lemmas, we obtain a combinatorial necessary condition on the neigh-
borhood of an interior vertex in a 2-well-centered mesh.
Theorem 4.4.4. Let G be a triangulation of S2 with m vertices. If G contains a vertex v1 of degree
d(v1) ≥ m− 3, then G does not permit a 2-well-centered neighborhood.
Proof. We consider a vertex u such that Lk u is isomorphic to G where G has a vertex of degree at
least m− 3 and consider a geometric realization of Cl(St u) in R3. Label the vertices of Lk u with
the labels v1, v2, . . . , vm such that v1 is a vertex of maximum degree and the (at most two) vertices
not adjacent to v1 are listed immediately after v1 (e.g., labeled v2, v3 if there are two of them). We
choose a coordinate system on R3 such that u is at the origin and v1 lies on the positive z axis.
Assume that all of the face angles ]viuvj are acute. We claim this implies that for any facet
vivjvk with at least one vertex in H ′1, the orthogonal projection of the facet into P1, i.e., Pr1(vivjvk),
does not contain vertex u. Assuming this claim for the moment, we see that u lies outside the (solid)
polyhedron bounded by Lk u. (See Fig. 4.16.) Since u is outside this polyhedron, some 3-simplex
incident to u must be inverted. Thus the geometric realization of Cl(St u) is not an embedding,
and the claim completes the proof.
We proceed to prove the claim. Noting that v1 ∈ H1 by our definition of H1, we observe that for
i ≥ 4, vertex vi must lie in H1 because vi is adjacent to v1. (This follows from Lemma 4.4.1.) Thus
there are only two types of facets that may have nonempty intersection with H ′1. The first type is
viv2vj or viv3vj where vi and vj both are adjacent to v1, and the second type is v2v3vj for j ≥ 4.
Consider, then, the first type of facet, taking the specific notation viv2vj . (The same argument
applies to viv3vj .) If v2 lies in H1, we are done; the facet does not intersect H ′1. Otherwise v2 lies
in H ′1. Hence ]v1uv2 is nonacute, and v2 is not adjacent to v1. Lemma 4.4.3 applies.
The proof for facets of the second type is more complicated. If both v2 and v3 lie in H1, we are
done. If one vertex lies in H1 ∪ P1 and the other lies in H ′1, we assume without loss of generality
that z2 ≤ 0 and z3 ≥ 0.
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Figure 4.16: When Lk u has m vertices and one of the vertices v1 has degree d(v1) ≥ m − 3,
any geometric realization of Cl(St u) in R3 with all face angles at u acute is not an embedding.
Theorem 4.4.4 shows that if we consider such a geometric realization and project every facet that
intersects H ′1 into P1, then the union of the projected facets does not contain u. The sketch at left
shows an example of a geometric realization of a tetrahedral mesh Cl(St u) in R3 such that every
face angle at vertex u is acute. In the sketch, v1 has degree d(v1) = 6 = m− 3 in Lk u. The sketch
at right shows the result of taking the geometric realization on the left and projecting each facet
that intersects H ′1 into P1.
Then v2 is not adjacent to v1. If v3 is adjacent to v1, then Lemma 4.4.3 applies directly with
v3 functioning as vi. On the other hand, the arguments of Lemmas 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 can be applied
with v3 functioning as vi even if v3 is not adjacent to v1. (In the proofs of Lemmas4.4.2 and 4.4.3
we used vi adjacent to v1 to establish only that zi ≥ 0 and that v2 does not lie on the z-axis. The
latter holds in this case because v2 and v1 have common neighbor vj 6= v3.)
This leaves the case z2 < 0 and z3 < 0. As noted above, v2 does not lie on the z-axis. We choose
the coordinate system with v2 = (x2, 0, z2), x2 < 0. We also assume without loss of generality that
y3 ≥ 0. (We can reflect through the plane y = 0 if y3 < 0.) See Fig. 4.17 for sketches related to this
case.
By applying Lemma 4.4.1 three times, we obtain vj ∈ H1∩H2∩H3, and by applying Lemma 4.4.2
twice we obtain Pr1(vj) ∈ P1∩H2∩H3. If x3 < 0, then the whole segment Pr1(v2v3) lies in P1∩H2,
and since Pr1(vj) ∈ P1 ∩ H2, it follows that Pr1(v2v3vj) ⊂ P1 ∩ H2. Thus Pr1(v2v3vj) does not
contain u.
So we assume that x3 ≥ 0. Now if x3 = 0 we know that y3 6= 0 because v3, like v2, does not lie on
the z-axis. Moreover, x3 > 0 also implies y3 6= 0, since otherwise P1∩H3 would be {(x, y, 0) : x > 0},
yielding P1 ∩H2 ∩H3 = ∅ 3 Pr1(vj). A point on segment Pr1(v2v3) has the form
λPr1(v2) + (1− λ)Pr1(v3) = λ(x2, 0, 0) + (1− λ)(x3, y3, 0) ,
with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. Thus for a point p = (xp, yp, 0) on Pr1(v2v3), either xp < 0 and the point lies in
P1 ∩H2 or both xp ≥ 0 and yp > 0 so that 〈p, v3〉 = xpx3 + ypy3 > 0 and the point lies in P1 ∩H3.
We conclude that Pr1(v2v3) ⊂ P1 ∩ (H2 ∪H3).
Finally we note that there must exist a point p0 = (ε, yp0 , 0) with ε < 0 such that p0 lies on
segment Pr1(v2v3) and p0 ∈ P1 ∩H2 ∩H3. Thus we can decompose Pr1(v2v3vj) into the two pieces
p0 ∗Pr1(v2vj) and p0 ∗Pr1(v3vj), with the first piece lying in P1 ∩H2 and the second piece lying in
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Figure 4.17: In the proof of Theorem 4.4.4, the most difficult case to analyze is a facet of the second
type v2v3vj with z2 < 0 and z3 < 0. These sketches illustrate the projection of the facet v2v3vj
into P1 for the two subcases x3 < 0 (left) and x3 ≥ 0 (right). In both subcases, Pr1(vj) lies in
P1 ∩H2 ∩H3. When x3 < 0, Pr1(v3) ∈ P1 ∩H2, so the projection of facet v2v3vj into P1 is a subset
of P1 ∩H2. When x3 ≥ 0, the projected facet can be decomposed into two pieces meeting along the
segment from p0 to Pr1(vj). One of these pieces lies in P1 ∩H2, and the other piece lies in P1 ∩H3.
In both subcases we see that u /∈ Pr1(v2v3vj).
P1 ∩H3. It follows that Pr1(v2v3vj) does not contain u.
Recall that Euler’s formula specifies a relationship between the number of vertices, edges, and
faces in a planar graph, e.g., a triangulation of S2. If m, e, and f are the number of vertices, edges,
and faces respectively, then Euler’s formula states that m − e + f = 2 for planar graphs. In a
triangulation of S2, each face is incident to three edges and each edge is incident to two faces, so
2e = 3f , and the relationship f = 2(m− 2) can be derived. Moreover, in a triangulation of S2 each
face is incident to three vertices, and vertex vi is incident to d(vi) faces, so
∑
i d(vi) = 3f = 6(m−2).
Combining these consequences of Euler’s formula with Theorem 4.4.4, we easily obtain a lower bound
on the number of edges incident to an interior vertex in a 2-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3.
Corollary 4.4.5. Let M be a 2-well-centered (or completely well-centered) tetrahedral mesh in R3.
For every vertex u interior to M , at least 9 edges of M are incident to u.
Proof. Let G = Lk u for some interior vertex u of a 2-well-centered mesh M , and let m be the
number of edges incident to u, i.e., the number of vertices of G. Consider the possibility m = 8.
Euler’s formula shows that for m = 8 we have
∑
i d(vi) = 36 so the average vertex degree is 4.5,
and there must be at least one vertex of degree at least 5 = m− 3. By Theorem 4.4.4, this cannot
occur, for such a graph G would not permit a 2-well-centered neighborhood of u. Similarly, if m = 7
the average degree is 30/7 > 4 and there must be a vertex of degree at least m− 2. For m = 6 the
average degree is 4 and there must be a vertex of degree at least m− 2. In each of the cases m = 5
and m = 4, there is only one triangulation, and this triangulation has a vertex of degree m− 1.
When m = 9, the average degree is 4 23 , and there exists a triangulation of S
2 with degree list
(5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4) that can appear as the link of an interior vertex in a completely well-centered
mesh. Figure 4.18 shows an example of a completely-well-centered mesh that has a single interior
vertex u such that Lk u is a 9-vertex triangulation of S2 with the specified degree list. Up to
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x y z
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0.533 0.164
0.533 0 0.164
0 −0.533 0.164
−0.533 0 0.164
0.63 0.63 −0.7
−0.63 −0.63 −0.7
0.594 −0.594 −0.9
−0.594 0.594 −0.9
Figure 4.18: A completely well-centered mesh with an interior vertex u such that Lk u has nine
vertices and degree list (5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4). The vertex coordinates are listed in the table at right;
vertex u is at the origin.
isomorphism, this is the only triangulation of S2 with 9 vertices and no vertex of degree 6 or more,
so there are no other triangulations of S2 with 9 vertices that can appear as the link of a vertex in
a 2-well-centered or completely well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3.
It is clear from Theorem 4.4.4 that for each integer m ≥ 4 there is a triangulation of S2 with
m vertices that cannot appear as the link of a vertex in a 2-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3.
We have also seen, by Proposition 4.3.6, that there are infinitely many triangulations of S2 that
can appear as the link of an interior vertex in a 2-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3. The next
two results, in the same spirit as Proposition 4.3.7, show how to modify a triangulation of S2
that permits a 2-well-centered neighborhood and construct other triangulations of S2 that permit a
2-well-centered neighborhood.
In Proposition 4.4.6, we will consider a triangulation G of S2 with a vertex v1 such that d(v1) = 3.
In this context, the expression G− v1 means the triangulation of S2 obtained by deleting vertex v1
from triangulation G. To be more explicit, suppose that v2, v3, and v4 are the three neighbors of v1
in G. Then G− v1 is obtained from G by removing vertex v1 along with the three triangles incident
to v1 and adding the triangle v2v3v4.
Proposition 4.4.6. A triangulation G of S2 that contains a vertex v1 of degree three permits
a 2-well-centered neighborhood if and only if the triangulation G − v1 permits a 2-well-centered
neighborhood.
Proof. First we suppose that G permits a 2-well-centered neighborhood. Then consider some tetra-
hedral mesh embedded in R3 that consists of a single interior vertex u and Cl(St u) such that Lk u
is isomorphic to G and each facet incident to vertex u is 2-well-centered. Deleting v1 from Lk u to
obtain G− v1 removes the three facets of the mesh that are incident to edge uv1, but has no effect
on the other facets of the mesh that are incident to u. Thus all facets incident to u after removing
v1 are 2-well-centered, and the modified mesh is a tetrahedral mesh in R3 that certifies that G− v1
permits a 2-well-centered neighborhood.
On the other hand, suppose that G− v1 permits a 2-well-centered neighborhood. Then consider
some tetrahedral mesh in R3 that consists of a single interior vertex u and Cl(St u) such that Lk u
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is isomorphic to G and each facet incident to vertex u is 2-well-centered. We choose a coordinate
system on R3 such that u lies at the origin and identify each vertex vi of Lk u with the vector
originating at the origin and terminating at vi. Let v2, v3, and v4 be the three vertices of Lk u that
are adjacent to v1 in G. Then the mesh contains facets v2uv3, v3uv4, and v4uv2. Moreover, since
the face angles at u in these facets are acute, we have 〈vi, vj〉 > 0 for each i, j ∈ {2, 3, 4}. Let vertex
v1 = λ2v2 + λ3v3 + λ4v4 with λi > 0 for each i = 2, 3, 4. Then for each i = 2, 3, 4 we have
〈v1, vi〉 = λ2 〈v2, vi〉+ λ3 〈v3, vi〉+ λ4 〈v4, vi〉 > 0 .
Thus as long as v1 lies interior to the cone at u bounded by vectors v2, v3, and v4, it will make acute
face angles with each of v2, v3, and v4. It follows that G permits a 2-well-centered neighborhood.
Notice that Proposition 4.4.6 also implies that adding or deleting a degree three vertex from a
triangulation of S2 that does not permit a 2-well-centered neighborhood creates another triangu-
lation of S2 that does not permit a 2-well-centered neighborhood. In particular, this means that
Theorem 4.4.4 does not characterize the triangulations of S2 that cannot appear as the link of a
vertex in a 2-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3. The family of triangulations that do not permit
a 2-well-centered neighborhood appears to be much larger than the family of triangulations that
cannot appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3.
In the next proposition, we consider the case of a triangulation G of S2 with a vertex v1 such
that d(v1) = 4. To talk about removing vertex v1 from G in this case, we need to specify an edge to
add after removing the vertex. Let v2, v3, v4, and v5 be the neighbors of v1, listing in cyclic order.
Then (G− v1) ∪ v2v4 is the triangulation of S2 obtained from G by removing vertex v1 along with
the four edges and triangles incident to v1 and adding the edge v2v4 along with the two triangles
v2v3v4 and v2v4v5.
Proposition 4.4.7. Consider a triangulation G of S2 that contains a vertex v1 of degree four with
neighbors v2, v3, v4, v5 (listed in cyclic order). If (G − v1) ∪ v2v4 or (G − v1) ∪ v3v5 permits a
2-well-centered neighborhood, then G permits a 2-well-centered neighborhood.
Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that (G−v1)∪v2v4 permits a 2-well-centered neighborhood.
Consider some tetrahedral mesh in R3 that consists of a single interior vertex u and Cl(St u) such
that Lk u is isomorphic to (G − v1) ∪ v2v4 and each facet incident to vertex u is 2-well-centered.
We choose a coordinate system on R3 such that u lies at the origin and identify each vertex vi of
Lk u with the vector originating at the origin u and terminating at vi. We know that 〈v2, v3〉 > 0,
〈v3, v4〉 > 0, 〈v4, v5〉 > 0, 〈v5, v2〉 > 0, and 〈v2, v4〉 > 0, because each of these pairs of vectors bounds
a face with an acute face angle at u.
Now let v1 = (v2 + v4)/2 and, deleting the facet v2uv4, add the four facets v1uvi for i = 2, 3, 4, 5.
The new facets v1uv2 and v1uv4 have face angles at u that are smaller than the angle ]v2uv4, so
they are acute. The facets v1uv3 and v1uv5 also have acute face angles at u because
〈v1, v3〉 = 12 〈v2, v3〉+
1
2
〈v4, v3〉 > 0
and similarly
〈v1, v5〉 = 12 〈v2, v5〉+
1
2
〈v4, v3〉 > 0 .
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We see that adding v1 = (v2 + v4)/2 has created a new mesh for which all face angles at u are acute
and Lk u is isomorphic to G. Thus G permits a 2-well-centered neighborhood.
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Chapter 5
Mesh Improvement
In Chapter 2 through Chapter 4 we developed theory related to the well-centered simplex and well-
centered meshes. Now in Chapter 5 we introduce a heuristic for obtaining well-centered simplicial
meshes. The heuristic is based on mesh optimization and motivated in part by the theory discussed
in earlier chapters.
Meshes can be optimized in a variety of ways, so it is important to clarify the assumptions we
make in our mesh optimization heuristic. We assume that the input can be represented as a set of
vertices with specified coordinates and a connectivity table defining which subsets of vertices bound
simplices. Some of the vertices are designated as boundary vertices. We adopt the conventions that
the coordinates of boundary vertices cannot be modified during optimization and the connectivity
table is fixed. The coordinates of free vertices, i.e., vertices that are not designated as boundary
vertices, may be modified by the optimization.
We define a cost functional, or energy , on meshes that assigns some real number to the set of
vertex coordinates and the connectivity table that define the mesh. The optimization energy we use
is introduced in Sec. 5.1. The objective of the mesh optimization is to find a minimum of the cost
functional by relocating the free vertices. The energy is designed such that the mesh is likely to be
well-centered when the optimization has achieved a minimum of the energy.
Because we have adopted the conventions that the connectivity table is fixed and that the bound-
ary vertices cannot move, it is possible to define input meshes for which mesh optimization cannot
produce a well-centered mesh. In particular, if the connectivity table is defined such that the mesh
does not satisfy the combinatorial requirements of well-centered meshes developed in Chapter 4, then
repositioning vertices through mesh optimization will not produce a well-centered mesh. Section 5.2
discusses a preprocessing algorithm that addresses this potential problem for triangle meshes embed-
ded in R2. The preprocessing algorithm guarantees that the mesh satisfies the local combinatorial
requirements of triangle meshes embedded in R2, i.e., it guarantees that no vertex of the triangle
mesh is a lonely vertex.
The mesh improvement methods discussed in [20] and [1] are good mesh improvement techniques
based on optimization. Our mesh optimization is similar to those methods in that it is based on an
iterative procedure to minimize an energy defined globally on the mesh, but it differs in that the mesh
connectivity and the boundary vertices remain fixed as the energy is minimized. The cost function
used in our mesh optimization is also different from the energies defined in [20] and [1]; in contrast
to those cost functions, our energy was explicitly designed with the goal of finding well-centered
meshes. 1
1A large portion of this chapter has been modified from material previously published by the author and his
coauthors. Most of the material in Sec. 5.1 is based on [64] and is reprinted here by the permission of the copyright
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5.1 Optimization Energy
In the proof of Theorem 3.1.1 we showed that in order for a simplex σn to be n-well-centered, the
circumcenter c(σn) and vertex vi must lie in the same halfspace of aff(σn) with respect to hyperplane
aff(τn−1i ) for each i = 0, 1, . . . , n. This statement could be represented by a set of discrete variables
Xi such that Xi = 1 if c(σn) and vi are in the same halfspace and Xi = 0 otherwise. The simplex
is n-well-centered if and only if Xi = 1 for each i. In defining an optimization energy, however,
we move from this discrete variable to a continuous variable. Instead of asking, “Is the simplex
well-centered?”, we now ask, “How well-centered is the simplex?”
To answer this quantitative question we introduce the function h(vi, σn), the signed distance
from c(σn) to aff(τn−1i ). We take the sign of h(vi, σ
n) to be positive if c(σn) and vi lie in the same
halfspace with respect to aff(τn−1i ) and negative if aff(τ
n−1
i ) lies between c(σ
n) and vi. For purposes
of computation, the positions of c(σn) and c(τn−1i ) can be found by solving small linear systems
as discussed in [5]. (See also Sec. 3.3.) Then the magnitude of h(vi, σn) can be calculated as the
distance between c(σn) and c(τn−1i ), and the sign of h(vi, σ
n) can be calculated by testing whether
c(σn) and vi have the same orientation with respect to aff(τn−1i ). A simplex σ
n is well-centered
if and only if h(vi, σn) > 0 for every vertex vi of σn, and it becomes more well-centered as the
minimum h(vi, σn) grows. When h(vi, σn) is large for each i = 0, 1, . . . , n, there is some flexibility
in moving around the vertices of σn while keeping σn well-centered.
Intuitively the concept of how well-centered a simplex is should not depend on the scale of
the simplex. The quantity h(vi, σn) by itself, however, does change as σn is scaled. Thus we divide
h(vi, σn) by the circumradius R(σn) to get a quantity independent of the scaling of σn. The quantity
h(vi, σn)/R(σn) is the basis of our mesh optimization energy. A mesh optimization energy based
directly on h might also be good, but it seems likely that an energy based on h/R will keep the
grading (the relative sizes of the elements) of the result mesh more similar to the grading of the initial
mesh. Sazonov et al. also noticed that the quantity h/R is helpful in quantifying well-centeredness
of a simplex [50].
This h/R is the same h/R mentioned in Chapter 2 as a means to quantify the 3-well-centeredness
of a tetrahedron. As mentioned there, −1 < h(vi, σn)/R(σn) < 1 for finite σn. This follows from
R(σn)2 = h(vi, σn)2 + R(τn−1i )
2.
Consider the function
fn(σn) = max
vertices v∈σn
∣∣∣∣h(v, σn)R(σn) − kn
∣∣∣∣ ,
where 0 < kn ≤ 1 is some constant that may depend on the dimension n of the simplex. If we
holder.
Much of the rest of the chapter is modified from [63]. In particular, Figs. 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 appeared
in [63] as Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Portions of Figs. 7.2 and 7.8 are also substantially similar to (but not the exactly
the same as) portions of Figs. 10 and 12 from [63]. The article [63] is “Well-centered Planar Triangulation — An
Iterative Approach,” written by the author Evan VanderZee and his coauthors Anil N. Hirani, Damrong Guoy, and
Edgar Ramos. It appeared electronically in 2007 and in print in 2008 on pages 121–138 of the Proceedings of the 16th
International Meshing Roundtable. The publication [63] is© 2008 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg and portions of
it are reprinted here with kind permission of Springer Science+Business Media. The following is the original copyright
notice from that publication.
This work is subject to copyright. All rights are reserved, whether the whole or part of the material is concerned,
specifically the rights of translation, reprinting, reuse of illustrations, recitation, broadcasting, reproduction on micro-
film or in any other way, and storage in data banks. Duplication of this publication or parts thereof is permitted only
under the provisions of the German Copyright Law of September 9, 1965, in its current version, and permission for
use must always be obtained from Springer. Violations are liable to prosecution under the German Copyright Law.
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minimize fn instead of maximizing h/R, and if kn is chosen properly, we find that we can penalize
simplex vertices where h/R approaches 1 (e.g., small angles of triangles and sharp points of needle
tetrahedra) as well as vertices where h/R ≤ 0.
Proposition 5.1.1. Any simplex σn has a vertex vi such that h(vi, σn)/R(σn) ≤ 1/n, and equality
is achieved if and only if σn is the regular n-simplex.
Proof. If σn is not n-well-centered, then there exists some vertex vi such that h(vi, σn)/R(σn) ≤ 0 <
1/n, so we assume that σn is n-well-centered. Define h := mini h(vi, σn) and consider a geometric
sphere Sn−1 ⊂ aff(σn) with center c(σn) and radius h. We claim that σn contains this sphere
Sn−1. Indeed, for each facet τn−1i of σ
n, the radius of Sn−1 is h ≤ h(vi, σn), so the entire sphere
is contained in the same (closed) half space as c(σn) and vi. Thus the sphere is contained in the
intersection of half spaces that defines the simplex.
It follows, then, that h ≤ r(σn), where r(σn) is the inradius of σn, the radius of the largest
sphere that can be inscribed in σn. We see that h/R ≤ r/R, and r/R ≤ 1/n with equality achieved
for only the regular simplex is a known result. (The inequality r/R ≤ 1/n is proved in [36], among
others.)
We see from Proposition 5.1.1 that in terms of the minimum h/R, no simplex is more well-
centered than the regular simplex. This agrees with our intuition about the concept well-centered,
and when choosing kn in the function fn(σn), we would like to keep this property. Specifically,
we want fn(σn) to be minimized when σn is the regular n-simplex. Taking kn = 1/n may be a
good choice; when kn = 1/n, fn(σn) = 0 for the regular n-simplex σn, and it is obvious that fn
is minimized at the regular n-simplex. On the other hand, Proposition 5.1.1 has an easy corollary
that the regular simplex minimizes fn for any 1 ≥ kn ≥ 1/n.
Corollary 5.1.2. For kn ≥ 1/n, the function fn(σn) is minimized when σn is a regular simplex.
Proof. Suppose that kn ≥ 1/n. For σn a regular simplex we have fn(σn) = kn − 1/n. For an
arbitrary simplex σn there exists some vertex vi of σn such that h(vi, σn)/R(σn) ≤ 1/n, and
fn(σn) ≥
∣∣∣∣h(vi, σn)R(σn) − kn
∣∣∣∣ = kn − h(vi, σn)R(σn) ≥ kn − 1n .
In light of Corollary 5.1.2, we consider kn = 1/2, independent of n, to be the best generic choice.
For kn = 1/2, cost function fn assigns a value less than 1/2 to any simplex that is n-well-centered
and a value greater than or equal to 1/2 to any simplex that is not n-well-centered. At the same
time, the optimal simplex continues to be the regular simplex, and among well-centered simplices
fn penalizes those with h/R value near 0 or 1. We use kn = 1/2 for all of the experimental results
of Chapter 7.
For kn > 0 a simplex is guaranteed to be n-well-centered when |h/R− kn| < kn, though this is
not a necessary condition if kn < 1/2. For kn ≥ 1/2, at least, the goal of obtaining a well-centered
mesh is consistent with the goal of minimizing |h/R− kn| over all vertices and all simplices of the
mesh. This motivates the definition of the following cost function defined on a mesh M specified by
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Rθ
θ
Figure 5.1: For a triangle, h/R = cos(θ).
its vertex coordinates V and connectivity table T .
En,∞ (M) = E∞ (M) = E∞ (V, T ) = max
simplices σn∈T
vertices vi≺σn
∣∣∣∣h(vi, σn)R(σn) − 12
∣∣∣∣ .
We usually suppress the n in the notation for E∞, since the particular n is either irrelevant or made
clear by the context. We will also use the following cost functions defined with parameter p ≥ 1,
which are approximations to 2E∞.
En,p (M) = Ep (M) = Ep (V, T ) =
∑
σn∈T
vi≺σn
∣∣∣∣2h(vi, σn)R(σn) − 1
∣∣∣∣p .
The cost functions Ep approximate 2E∞ in the sense that limp→∞ (Ep (M))
1/p = 2E∞ (M).
Thus for large p, the cost function Ep is very similar to E∞, and for small p the cost functions
are less similar. The parameter p controls the relative importance of each vertex-simplex pair.
With E∞ the cost function looks at the vertex-simplex pair(s) with the absolute worst quality and
tries to improve it (them). Away from the worst vertex-simplex pair(s), the gradient of E∞ is not
well-defined. Cost function Ep is similar for large p, but does have a well-defined gradient away
from the worst vertex-simplex pair(s). For small p, on the other hand, the energy Ep takes the
quality of all vertex-simplex pairs into account, and Ep might be reduced by degrading the h/R
value at the worst vertex-simplex pair and simultaneously improving the h/R value at several other
vertex-simplex pairs.
The factor of 2 in the definition of Ep is included for numerical robustness; for any parameter
p, |2h/R− 1|p < 1 if and only if |h/R− 1/2| < 1/2. It is convenient to choose p as a positive even
integer, since the absolute value does not need to be explicitly computed in that case. Note also
that the energy is not well-defined for a degenerate simplex, which may occur in a computational
setting. For a degenerate simplex we define the circumcenter to be the point at infinity and take
h/R = −1. This definition produces cost functions Ep that are upper semicontinuous.
Remark. In the case of a triangle embedded in R2, the quantity h/R has a simple interpretation.
We see from Fig. 5.1 that h/R = cos(θ) for a triangle in the plane. Thus the cost functions defined
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Figure 5.2: A cost function that accurately reflects the goal of creating a 2-well-centered triangle
mesh in R2 cannot guarantee a unique minimum because the set of vertex coordinates that make
the mesh well-centered may be a symmetric disconnected set.
over a mesh M as ∑
θ∈M
|cos(θ)− 1/2|p ,
are a constant multiple of the Ep energy defined here. We introduced the cost functions based on
cos(θ) in [63] and used mesh optimization with the cost functions to find acute triangle meshes in
R2.
For a tetrahedron in three dimensions, there are several different ways to think about the quantity
h/R. The vertex angle of a tetrahedron, the linear angle associated to a facet of a tetrahedron, and
the alternative solid angle associated to a facet of a tetrahedron, which are all defined in Sec. 2.2,
are closely related to each other and to the quantity h/R.
Remark. The cost functions Ep and E∞ are not convex. When designing a cost function for mesh
optimization, one might hope to develop a function that has a unique optimum, preferably one that
is convex. We claim, however, that it is not possible to define an energy that accurately reflects the
goal of creating a well-centered mesh and also has a unique minimum.
Consider the simple mesh shown on the left in Fig. 5.2. We adopt our usual conventions that
the boundary vertices and the mesh connectivity are fixed. Thus the interior vertex of this mesh
is the only vertex that is free to move. Optimizing a cost function that accurately reflects the goal
of creating a well-centered mesh should move the free interior vertex to a place where the mesh is
well-centered. The right side of Fig. 5.2 shows where the free vertex can be placed to produce a
well-centered mesh. The light gray regions are prohibited because placing the free vertex in those
regions would make some boundary angle nonacute. (The dotted lines indicate how the four most
important boundary angles influence the definition of this region.) The darker gray regions, shown
overlaying the light gray region, are prohibited because placing the interior vertex in those regions
would make some angle at the interior vertex nonacute.
Removing the prohibited gray regions leaves two small white regions. If the interior vertex is
placed in either of these white regions, the mesh will be 2-well-centered. These white regions, the
locations that will produce a 2-well-centered mesh, form a disconnected set in R2. Moreover, the
mesh is radially symmetric, so there is no reasonable way to design a cost function that has a lower
energy value in one white region compared to the other white region. If there were such a cost
function, we could rotate the mesh by pi and find that the energy value had changed for the rotated
set of triangles. Any symmetric energy that has minima in both white regions and no minima outside
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Figure 5.3: The edge flip operation can increase the valence of a lonely vertex. In the initial mesh
(left) there is exactly one lonely vertex. Deleting the edge represented by a dotted line segment in
the initial and replacing it with the dotted line segment in the final mesh (right) produces a mesh
with no lonely vertices.
the white regions must have at least two distinct global minima.
In most triangle meshes embedded in R2 there is an interior vertex v that has exactly six neigh-
bors, all of which are interior vertices. Since all the interior vertices are free to move, we can arrange
the six neighbors of v in a small neighborhood around v such that the closed star of v is a scaling
of the mesh shown on the left side of Fig. 5.2. Leaving the neighbors of v in this arrangement of
positions and moving around v should exhibit this same nonconvexity for most triangle meshes in
R2 for any cost function that accurately reflects the goal of creating a 2-well-centered triangle mesh.
5.2 Preprocessing Triangle Meshes in the Plane
In Sec. 4.2 we defined a lonely vertex in a triangle mesh in the plane as a vertex that, subject to
the assumption of fixed boundary vertices, does not satisfy the local combinatorial requirements
of being a 2-well-centered mesh. Any triangle mesh in the plane that has a lonely vertex is not
2-well-centered and cannot be made 2-well-centered by any mesh optimization that fixes boundary
vertices. In this section we describe an algorithm that takes a general triangle mesh in R2 as input
and creates a similar triangle mesh that has no lonely vertices. The algorithm depends on three
operations that locally modify the mesh connectivity. We first discuss the three operations — edge
flip, edge split, and triangle subdivision — and later describe how the algorithm uses the operations
to increase the valence of lonely vertices.
5.2.1 Edge Flip
The simplest local modification to mesh connectivity is the ubiquitous edge flip. Figure 5.3 illustrates
the edge flip and shows that the edge flip can be used to increase the valence of a lonely vertex. In
the example, the final mesh, shown at right in Fig. 5.3, is a 2-well-centered mesh.
In the edge flip operation there are two vertices whose valence decreases and two vertices whose
valence increases. We permit an edge flip only if flipping the edge does not introduce new lonely
vertices or degrade existing ones. For example, if the endpoints of the prospective deleted edge are
both interior vertices in the mesh, the edge flip is not permitted if either endpoint has valence five
or less. We also do not permit an edge flip if flipping the edge would introduce an inverted triangle.
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Figure 5.4: When no edge flip can increase the valence of a lonely vertex, the more aggressive edge
split operation might be able to increase the valence of the vertex. In this illustration of the edge
flip, the initial mesh (left) has exactly one lonely vertex v, and no edge on the link of v may be
flipped. To perform the edge split, an edge (dotted line segment) in the initial mesh is replaced by
one new vertex (the empty circle), one split edge, and three new edges (dotted line segments) in the
final mesh.
5.2.2 Edge Split
The edge split operation, illustrated in Fig. 5.4, is a more aggressive mesh modification operation
than the edge flip. We generally consider the edge split operation as a unit, but it could be broken
down as inserting a new degree four vertex followed by an edge flip that increases the valence of the
newly inserted vertex. For the example in Fig. 5.4, the final mesh is not 2-well-centered, but it has
no lonely vertices, and can be made 2-well-centered by relocating the new vertex. It is also worth
pointing out that in this example there is no permissible edge flip that would increase the valence
of the lonely vertex.
For the edge split operation we add the new vertex at the midpoint of an existing edge. This split
edge may not be an edge on the boundary of the triangle mesh. The edge deleted by the edge split
operation must also be an interior edge. Analyzing the vertices that appear in the initial mesh, we
see that an edge split decreases the valence of one vertex and increases the valence of two vertices.
We do not permit the edge split if the vertex whose valence decreases would become (or already is)
a lonely vertex. We also do not permit the edge split if it would introduce an inverted triangle. At
the end of the edge split operation, the vertex that was inserted is an interior vertex with exactly
five neighbors, so it is not a lonely vertex.
5.2.3 Triangle Subdivision
The edge split operation is quite versatile, since in the interior of the mesh there is usually a choice
of both which edge to split and which endpoint of the edge will decrease in valence. There are some
cases, though, when no edge split is permitted, and a more aggressive mesh modification is necessary.
In almost all of these cases, the triangle subdivision operation, illustrated in Fig. 5.5, can be used
to increase the valence of a lonely vertex in the mesh. The final mesh in Fig. 5.5 has some angles
that are significantly larger than the largest angle of the initial mesh, but it has been improved
combinatorially. The final mesh has no lonely vertices, and one can obtain a 2-well-centered mesh
by relocating its interior vertices.
If the mesh shown in Fig. 5.5 were a submesh of a larger mesh, it might be possible to do an
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Figure 5.5: The triangle subdivision operation introduces three new vertices to increase the valence
of a lonely vertex. In this illustration, the initial mesh (left) has exactly one lonely vertex. The
triangle subdivision operation does not delete anything from the initial mesh, but adds three new
vertices (empty circles), splits three edges, and adds up to six new edges (dotted line segments) to
create the final mesh (right). There will be fewer new line segments if the subdivided triangle has
an edge on the boundary of the mesh.
edge split to increase the valence of the lonely vertex, but if this submesh occurs with the two edges
at the top along the boundary of the mesh, then there is no permissible edge split that increases the
valence of the lonely vertex. Even if the mesh is a submesh of a larger mesh, there is no permissible
edge flip that will increase the valence of the lonely vertex. Thus in some cases triangle subdivision
is necessary.
The vertices added to the mesh in a triangle subdivision operation are inserted at the midpoints
of edges in the initial mesh. Thus a Loop subdivision is applied to the subdivided triangle in both
a geometric and a combinatorial sense. The new vertices have valence five if they are interior to the
mesh, and are incident to three triangles (four edges) if they are inserted along the boundary of the
mesh, so the new vertices are not lonely. (This assumes that new boundary vertices may be inserted
at the midpoint of a boundary segment. In the case of meshing a domain with a curved boundary,
one might prefer to specify some way to insert a new boundary vertex on the curved boundary.
Even in that case the boundary angle at the new vertex should be significantly less than 3pi/2 if the
curved boundary is resolved well, so a new boundary vertex should not be lonely.)
A triangle subdivision can increase the valence of a lonely vertex v if and only if some edge
in Lk v is incident to two triangles. If there is a lonely vertex v with every edge in Lk v on the
boundary of the mesh, however, a single triangle subdivision is not sufficient to increase the valence
of the lonely vertex. In that case we resort to a double triangle subdivision, as illustrated in Fig. 5.6.
Double triangle subdivision can be performed within a single triangle to increase the valence of some
vertex of the triangle. Thus we see that through some local mesh modification we can increase the
valence of any lonely vertex of a mesh.
A double triangle subdivision adds six vertices to the mesh, splits three of the initial edges of the
mesh, and adds between twelve and fourteen new edges to the mesh. Vertices added to the mesh
by a double subdivision are like vertices added in a regular triangle subdivision; no added vertex
will be a lonely vertex. We see again that in our example (Fig. 5.6) the final mesh has some very
large angles. Increasing the valence of lonely vertices is part of preprocessing, though. There is a
2-well-centered mesh with the same mesh connectivity table and boundary vertices as the final mesh
in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: In extreme cases a double triangle subdivision may be necessary. If the initial mesh
(left) is the entire input mesh, then no single triangle subdivision will increase the valence of the
lonely vertex. Subdividing twice, however, does provide a way to increase the valence of the lonely
vertex.
for each lonely vertex v
repeat
perform first permissible operation among:
edge flip,
edge split,
triangle subdivision,
double triangle subdivision;
until v is not lonely
end
Figure 5.7: Preprocessing Algorithm
5.2.4 The Algorithm
There are multiple ways to organize these mesh modification operations into an algorithm that
creates a mesh without lonely vertices. The algorithm presented in Fig. 5.7 is a simple algorithm
that accomplishes that goal. In the analysis of the mesh modification operations, we saw that each
permissible operation increases the valence of some lonely vertex and does not introduce any new
lonely vertices or decrease the valence of any lonely vertices. Since the double triangle subdivision
is always permissible and there are a finite number of lonely vertices in a finite triangle mesh in the
plane, the algorithm of Fig. 5.7 must eventually terminate at a mesh with no lonely vertices. The
repeat-until loop of the algorithm is required because there may be lonely vertices in the mesh, e.g.
interior vertices that initially have valence three, that need to increase valence more than once.
Each local mesh modification operation increases the valence of at least one vertex other than the
target lonely vertex, and some operations decrease the valence of select vertices. Thus performing
one local mesh modification can affect whether a nearby mesh modification is permissible. For
instance, flipping one edge may make it possible to flip another edge that initially could not be
flipped. The order in which we consider lonely vertices can change the final mesh produced by the
algorithm.
The fact that some operations may influence whether other operations are permissible also sug-
gests that it may be advantageous to implement an algorithm with stages. Each stage looks like the
algorithm in Fig. 5.7, but except for the last stage of the algorithm, a stage will have a shorter list
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of operations. For example, one could implement a first stage that allows only edge flips, a second
stage that allows edge flips and edge splits, and a final stage that is exactly the algorithm in Fig. 5.7.
In the earlier stages the until condition in Fig. 5.7 would need to be modified to detect whether a
mesh modification had occurred; the algorithm should move on to the next lonely vertex when no
mesh modification is permissible among the shorter list of possible operations.
The preprocessing algorithm used in Chapter 7 for the large majority of experimental results on
triangle meshes in R2 is a four-stage algorithm. The first two stages allow only edge flips, the third
stage allows edge flips and edge splits, and the final stage is the algorithm in Fig. 5.7. The idea
behind this algorithm is to limit the number of new vertices inserted into the mesh. For each lonely
vertex we check three times whether edge flips are permissible before making any more aggressive
modification that inserts vertices into the mesh. This idea is merely a heuristic, and there is no
reason to believe that it will in general insert the minimum number of new vertices needed to obtain
a mesh without lonely vertices.
For several of the experimental results on triangle meshes in R2 we applied a more complicated
preprocessing algorithm. In these cases we ourselves created the initial input mesh using Shewchuk’s
software Triangle [55], and this allowed us to make some assumptions about the quality of the input
mesh. We do not discuss the more complicated preprocessing algorithm in detail, but make a few
comments about its features. First, the more complicated algorithm relaxes the definition of lonely
vertex for boundary vertices to the idea of a nearly lonely vertex. For example if a boundary vertex
is incident to exactly one triangle and the angle at the boundary vertex is less than pi/2 but greater
than pi/2 − ε for some parameter ε > 0, the vertex will be nearly lonely, and the algorithm will
require that there be at least two triangles incident to the vertex. Second, the more complicated
algorithm is fussier about creating large angles in the mesh. The basic algorithm allows edge flips if
they do not invert triangles, but the more complicated algorithm calculates the largest angle in the
new triangles that would be created by edge flips or edge splits, and it rejects some operations that
would be allowed by the basic algorithm. Finally, the more complicated algorithm employs some
heuristics to find beneficial edge flips in regions where there are no lonely vertices.
The more complicated preprocessing algorithm is more aggressive than the basic algorithm in
making changes to the initial mesh. In that sense it moves away from the goal of creating a well-
centered mesh that is similar to the initial mesh. On the other hand, since we make use of the more
complicated preprocessing algorithm exclusively in cases where we generate the mesh ourselves, it
could be considered as a helpful tool for the generation of 2-well-centered triangle meshes of domains
in R2.
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Chapter 6
Optimal Triangulations
In Chapter 5 we defined the energy E∞ for a mesh M with vertex coordinates V and mesh con-
nectivity table T . In contrast to the mesh optimization methods of [20] and [1], we adopted the
convention that the mesh connectivity table is fixed during mesh optimization. We also introduced a
preprocessing algorithm for triangle meshes in R2. In this chapter we consider the option of globally
optimizing the mesh connectivity in a fashion similar to that of [20] and [1]. We show that for E∞
the globally optimal triangulation for triangle meshes in the plane is a minmax triangulation, i.e., a
triangulation that minimizes the maximum angle. We also discuss some reasons behind our choice
to keep the mesh connectivity table fixed during mesh optimization.
As a general rule, the minmax triangulation differs from the Delaunay triangulation, which
maximizes the minimum angle [57]. When a point set in R2 has a 2-well-centered triangulation,
however, the Delaunay triangulation and the minmax triangulation are the same. This chapter
proves that and discusses some other connections between the Delaunay triangulation and well-
centered meshes. 1
6.1 Triangulation of 2-Dimensional Point Sets
Suppose that we are given a fixed set of vertices V in R2, not all collinear. We want to find
a triangulation T of the convex hull of V that minimizes E∞(V, T ). When we speak about a
triangulation T in this section, we assume (often implicitly) that the triangulation T comes from
some finite set of admissible triangulations. When not explicitly specified as something else, an
admissible triangulation is a triangulation T that is a simplicial complex in R2 with vertex set V
that covers the convex hull of V . Thus there are no inverted or overlapping triangles. It is worth
noting that many of the results in this section hold even if we change or restrict the set of admissible
triangulations. For example, we might change the admissible triangulations to accommodate meshing
a nonconvex polygon, or a polygon with a hole, and we might restrict the admissible triangulations
to contain only those triangulations that have no lonely vertices.
Since E∞ can be expressed as a function of the angles of triangles for triangle meshes in R2, we
find it helpful to start with a very general proposition about functions of angles. The proposition
defines a function Ef on triangulations and discusses arg minEf , the set T of triangulations T such
that Ef (T ) = minS Ef (S) for every T ∈ T .
1Figure 6.1 is scheduled to appear as Fig. 6.1 in the article “Well-Centered Triangulation” in the SIAM Journal of
Scientific Computing [64]. The article was written by the author Evan VanderZee and his coauthors Anil N. Hirani,
Damrong Guoy, and Edgar A. Ramos. A significant portion of the text of Sec. 6.1 is also based on that article. The
copyright for that article belongs to the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM). The copyrighted
material that is used here is reprinted with kind permission of SIAM.
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Proposition 6.1.1. Let f be a strictly increasing function of θ and g a nondecreasing function of
θ for θ ∈ [0, pi]. Define Ef (T ) = max{f(θi)} and Eg(T ) = max{g(θi)}, with angle θi ranging over
every angle of every triangle of T . Then arg minEf ⊆ arg minEg.
Proof. For each triangulation T there exists some angle θT such that Ef (T ) = max{f(θi)} = f(θT ).
For every angle θ in every triangle of T , we have f(θT ) ≥ f(θ).
Consider a triangulation T0 ∈ arg minEf . For any triangulation T , Ef (T0) ≤ Ef (T ). Thus
f (θT0) ≤ f (θT ). Moreover, since f is a strictly increasing function of θ, we conclude that θT0 ≤ θT .
Then since g is nondecreasing, this implies that g (θT0) ≤ g (θT ).
We claim that for each triangulation T and each angle θ in each triangle of T we have g (θT ) ≥
g (θ). If this were not the case, then there would exist some T and some angle θ˜ in some triangle
of T such that g(θ˜) > g (θT ). Since g is nondecreasing, it would follow that θ˜ > θT , and since f is
strictly increasing, we would conclude that f(θ˜) > f (θT ). But this contradicts our definition of θT
as an angle for which f(θT ) = max{f(θi)} ≥ f(θ˜). Thus the claim is correct.
We see that g(θT ) = max{g(θi)} = Eg(T ) for each triangulation T . In particular, g (θT0) ≤ g (θT )
implies that Eg (T0) ≤ Eg (T ). This holds for each triangulation T , so T0 ∈ arg minEg.
Recall that h/R = cos(θ) for a triangle in the plane. Thus for a fixed set of vertices V in R2 we
have
E∞(V, T ) = E∞(T ) = max
σ2∈T
vi≺σ2
∣∣∣∣h(vi, σ2)R(σ2) − 12
∣∣∣∣ = maxθ∈T
∣∣∣∣cos(θ)− 12
∣∣∣∣ .
The following simple cost function on triangulations, which picks out the angle measure of the largest
angle in the mesh, will also be useful.
Emax(V, T ) = Emax(T ) = max
θ∈T
θ
Now we are prepared to prove the following two corollaries to Proposition 6.1.1.
Corollary 6.1.2. If f is a strictly increasing function of θ for θ ∈ [0, pi], then arg minEf =
arg minEmax.
Proof. The cost function Emax has the form Eg where g(θ) = θ is the identity function on [0, pi].
Since g and f are both strictly increasing functions, Proposition 6.1.1 applies in both directions.
Thus arg minEf ⊆ arg minEmax and arg minEmax ⊆ arg minEf . We conclude that arg minEf =
arg minEmax.
Corollary 6.1.3. Let V be a fixed set of vertices and suppose that all (admissible) triangulations
of V have maximum angle at least pi/2. Then a triangulation minimizing Emax minimizes E∞ and
vice versa.
Proof. Define the function f on [0, pi] by
f(θ) =
θ/pi if 0 ≤ θ < pi/2,1/2− cos(θ) = |cos(θ)− 1/2| if pi/2 ≤ θ ≤ pi.
Now Ef is a strictly increasing function, and, by the hypothesis, for any triangulation T of V we
can choose some θT ≥ pi/2 such that Ef (T ) = f(θT ) = 1/2 − cos(θT ). The function |cos(θ)− 1/2|
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that defines E∞ is not strictly increasing on [0, pi], but |cos(θ)− 1/2| ≤ 1/2 on [0, pi/2), so E∞(T ) =
Ef (T ) = f(θT ). Thus arg minEf = arg minE∞ and Ef is effectively the same as E∞. Since f is
strictly increasing on [0, pi], Corollary 6.1.2 applies, and arg minE∞ = arg minEf = arg minEmax.
Corollary 6.1.3 says that if V has no 2-well-centered triangulation, then the triangulations that
minimize E∞ are exactly the triangulations that minimize the maximum angle. The proof of Corol-
lary 6.1.3 cannot be extended to the case where there exists a 2-well-centered triangulation T of V ;
in that case we may have E∞(T ) = cos(θT ) − 1/2 for some θT near 0. Theorem 6.1.5, however,
which we prove based on the next lemma, shows that the statement of Corollary 6.1.3 does extend to
the case of a 2-well-centered triangulation T of V . (A somewhat more general version of Thm 6.1.5
appeared in [8], with a different proof.)
Lemma 6.1.4. Let V be a fixed set of vertices in R2, not all collinear. If the Delaunay complex
of V is not a triangulation, i.e., if a Delaunay triangulation of V is not unique, then no Delaunay
triangulation of V is 2-well-centered.
Proof. If the Delaunay complex of V has a cell that is not a triangle, then the cell is a convex polygon
with k > 3 vertices. The vertices of the polygon are cocircular, and the circumball of the polygon
contains no vertices except the k vertices of the polygon. A (nonunique) Delaunay triangulation of
V is obtained by arbitrarily triangulating each cell of the Delaunay complex that is not a triangle.
We claim that for k > 3, any triangulation of a k-gon in the Delaunay complex must have a
nonacute triangle. Indeed, such a triangulation has at most one acute triangle. The vertices of the
k-gon are cocircular, so every triangle of the triangulation of the k-gon has the same circumcenter,
the center of the circle that passes through all the vertices of the k-gon. At most one of these
k − 2 ≥ 2 triangles has the circumcenter in its interior, and a triangle is 2-well-centered if and only
if its circumcenter is in its interior.
Theorem 6.1.5. Let V be a fixed set of vertices in R2, not all collinear. If there exists a triangulation
T of V that is 2-well-centered, then T is the unique 2-well-centered triangulation of V . Moreover T
is the Delaunay triangulation of V and minimizes the maximum angle among triangulations of V .
Proof. Suppose that T0 is a 2-well-centered triangulation of V . Then T0 is a Delaunay triangulation
of V . (This result of Rajan [47] can be proved as an easy corollary of Theorem 3.1.1. See Sec. 6.2.)
By Lemma 6.1.4, T0 is the unique Delaunay triangulation in this case.
Consider some triangulation T 6= T0 of V . If T were a 2-well-centered triangulation, then T would
be a Delaunay triangulation. But this would contradict T 6= T0, since T0 is the unique Delaunay
triangulation. Thus T is not 2-well-centered, and the maximum angle in T is at least pi/2. We
conclude that T0 minimizes the maximum angle and is the unique 2-well-centered triangulation of
V .
Putting Theorem 6.1.5 together with Corollary 6.1.3 provides the answer to the question that
started this section; given a fixed point set V and considering triangulations that cover the convex
hull of V , we can now more easily identify triangulations that minimize E∞(V, T ).
Corollary 6.1.6. Let V be a fixed set of vertices in R2. A triangulation T minimizes the maximum
angle if and only if T minimizes E∞(V, T ).
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Figure 6.1: The minmax triangulation of a point set V may have a lonely interior vertex even if
there is a triangulation of V with no lonely vertices. From left to right, this shows a point set V , the
minmax triangulation T0 of V , a triangulation T1 of V with no lonely vertices, and a 2-well-centered
triangulation obtained by relocating vertices to optimize E4 for triangulation T1.
Proof. If V has a 2-well-centered triangulation T0, then Theorem 6.1.5 applies, and T0 is the unique
triangulation that minimizes the maximum angle. In addition, E∞(V, T0) < 1/2, and since no other
triangulation is 2-well-centered, E∞(V, T ) ≥ 1/2 for any triangulation T 6= T0. Otherwise V has no
2-well-centered triangulation, and Corollary 6.1.3 applies.
In the early 1990s, Edelsbrunner, Tan, and Waupotitsch studied the problem of minimizing the
maximum angle and developed an O(n2 log n) time algorithm for computing the minmax trian-
gulation [24]. Now that we know that a triangulation T that minimizes E∞(V, T ) is a minmax
triangulation, their algorithm gives us a reasonably efficient algorithm to compute the triangulation
that minimizes E∞(V, T ).
In the mesh optimization algorithm discussed in Chapter 5, we adopted the convention that the
mesh connectivity table remains fixed during optimization, and we developed a preprocessing algo-
rithm that makes local modifications to the mesh. The fixed mesh connectivity table sets our method
apart from the methods of [20] and [1], which alternate recalculating the optimal triangulation with
relocating vertices. We have now seen that it is possible (in R2, at least) to compute a triangulation
that minimizes E∞. Considering the effectiveness of [20] and [1], we note that an experimental
study to try to minimize E∞ by alternating between recomputing the optimal triangulation and
optimizing vertex locations might be a worthwhile study. There are, however, a number of reasons
we have opted to avoid this in our algorithm.
The primary reason we avoid recomputing the optimal triangulation is that the minmax triangu-
lation may have lonely vertices, and we want to prevent the introduction of lonely vertices into the
mesh. A simple example in Fig. 6.1 illustrates this point. The minmax triangulation of the point
set V in Fig. 6.1 has a lonely vertex. In addition, for the minmax triangulation the vertex locations
optimize both E∞ and E4. Thus it is a fixed point for a method that seeks to optimize E∞ by
alternating between computing the minmax triangulation and relocating vertices.
If we change the triangulation by local preprocessing, though, we obtain a triangulation T1 that
has no lonely vertices. For triangulation T1 the vertex locations do not optimize E∞, and relocating
vertices to optimize E4 produces a 2-well-centered mesh.
This objection to computing the minmax triangulation during mesh optimization motivates the
problem of computing a minmax triangulation among triangulations that have no lonely vertices.
Unfortunately, it is not clear whether this problem has an efficient solution.
A second reason we avoid recomputing the minmax triangulation is efficiency. The computation
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takes O(n2 log n) time. This running time is polynomial in n but is larger than the O(n log n)
time to compute the Delaunay triangulation, which optimizes the energies defined in [20] and [1].
Furthermore, the Delaunay triangulation is widely used, and there are several good implementations
of algorithms to compute the Delaunay triangulation, but the minmax triangulation is not widely
used, and the author knows of no good implementations of an algorithm that computes it.
We also note that the minmax triangulation of a point set may bear little resemblance to an
input triangulation. If a user has a triangulation that is good in many respects but is not 2-well-
centered, then computing the minmax triangulation may make undesired changes to the mesh. The
local mesh modifications of the preprocessing algorithm may better preserve the initial mesh.
Finally, we comment that neither the local preprocessing algorithm nor the polynomial time
algorithm for computing the minmax angle triangulation of a point set in R2 has an obvious gener-
alization to higher dimensions.
6.2 Relationship to the Delaunay Triangulation
As early as 1991, Rajan showed that if a point set V has an n-well-centered triangulation T , then
T is the Delaunay triangulation of the point set [48]. Indeed, it is not hard to prove this using
Theorem 3.1.1.
Proposition 6.2.1. If a simplicial mesh T of a convex subset of Rn is n-well-centered, then the
mesh is a Delaunay triangulation of its vertex set V .
Proof. Let τn−1 be a facet in T . If τn−1 lies on the boundary of the convex hull of V , then it is
automatically a locally Delaunay facet. Otherwise τn−1 is incident to two n-simplices σnu = u∗ τn−1
and σnv = v ∗ τn−1. Since σnv is n-well-centered, Theorem 3.1.1 tells us that v lies outside the
circumball of τn−1. Now aff(τn−1) cuts C(σnu) into two pieces, and the piece that lies in the same
halfspace as v is inside the circumball of τn−1. Thus v lies outside the circumball of σnu , and τ
n−1
is locally Delaunay.
Since every facet of T is locally Delaunay, T is globally Delaunay [22].
Since the late 1970’s it has been known that in R2 the Delaunay triangulation maximizes the
minimum angle [57]. Thus Theorem 6.1.5 says that a 2-well-centered triangulation in the plane
enjoys a sort of double optimality in that it both maximizes the minimum angle and minimizes the
maximum angle. Does this double optimality extend to higher dimensions? In particular, does an
n-well-centered triangulation in Rn have this double optimality for the h/R generalization of the
angle?
We will see that in higher dimensions there is optimality in one direction. Optimality in the
other direction is still an open question. We do show, however, that the Delaunay triangulation,
which minimizes the maximum h/R in R2, does not always minimize the maximum h/R in R3. We
also prove that the maximum h/R value occurs at a locally Delaunay facet for triangulations in R2
and R3. We show that this result does not extend to higher dimensions and discuss a related local
optimality result for Delaunay triangulations. First we show that an n-well-centered triangulation in
Rn maximizes the minimum h/R. This result is a straightforward generalization of Theorem 6.1.5,
which shows that a 2-well-centered triangulation minimizes the maximum angle. (The minmax angle
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triangulation is the maxmin h/R triangulation.) The proof of this result is much the same as the
proof of Theorem 6.1.5.
Theorem 6.2.2. Let V be a fixed set of ≥ n + 1 vertices in Rn. If there exists an n-dimensional
triangulation T of V that is n-well-centered, then T is the unique n-well-centered triangulation of V
and maximizes the minimum h/R among triangulations of V .
Proof. Let T0 be an n-well-centered triangulation of V . By Proposition 6.2.1, T0 is a Delaunay
triangulation. Uniqueness of the Delaunay triangulation follows from the higher-dimensional analog
of Lemma 6.1.4. Any nonunique Delaunay triangulation has some set of ≥ n+ 2 cospherical vertices
triangulated into ≥ 2 n-simplices. All of these n-simplices have the same circumcenter, so they
cannot all be n-well-centered.
If we consider a triangulation T 6= T0 of vertex set V , then T is not n-well-centered, since
otherwise it would be a Delaunay triangulation and T0 would not be unique. Since T is not n-well-
centered, T contains some n-simplex σn, and a vertex v ≺ σn such that h(v, σn)/R(σn) ≤ 0. For T0,
on the other hand, h(v, σn)/R(σn) > 0 for every v ≺ σn in T0. Thus T0 maximizes the minimum
h/R.
Since the Delaunay triangulation minimizes the maximum h/R among triangulations of a fixed
point set V in R2, one might hope to extend this result to higher dimensions and use it to prove
double optimality for n-well-centered triangulations in Rn. Unfortunately, the result does not extend
to even R3, as we see in the following example.
Example 6.2.3. Let V be the set of vertices in R3 given by
{v0 = (−1, 0, 0), v1 = (1/2,−
√
3/2, 0), v2 = (1/2,
√
3/2, 0), v3 = (0, 0,−1/2), v4 = (0, 0, 1/2)} .
Then the (unique) Delaunay triangulation of V consists of three congruent tetrahedra [v0v1v3v4],
[v0v2v4v3], and [v1v2v3v4] meeting along edge v3v4. The h/R values in each of these three tetrahedra
are approximately
−0.19611614, −0.19611614, 0.72057669, 0.72057669 .
If we flip edge v3v4 for face v0v1v2 we obtain a triangulation consisting of two congruent tetrahedra
[v0v1v3v2] and [v0v1v2v4]. Each of these tetrahedra has h/R values of approximately
−0.6, 0.70710678, 0.70710678, 0.70710678 .
We see that the Delaunay triangulation does not minimize the maximum h/R value among trian-
gulations of V .
In the example, the Delaunay triangulation of V is not 3-well-centered. Thus V has no 3-well-
centered triangulation, and the example does not answer the question of whether an n-well-centered
triangulation possesses a double optimality. This example has another interesting feature as well. In
both triangulations the maximum h(vi, σn)/R(σn) value occurs at some vi ≺ σn such that the facet
τn−1i opposite vi is a locally Delaunay facet, where a locally Delaunay facet is defined as follows.
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Definition. A facet τn−1 in an n-dimensional mesh is said to be locally Delaunay if either τn−1 is
on the boundary of the mesh or τn−1 is incident to two n-simplices σnu = u∗ τn−1 and σnv = v ∗ τn−1
such that v lies outside the circumball of σnu or on C(σ
n
u). (Vertex v lies outside the circumball of
σnu if and only if vertex u lies outside the circumball of σ
n
v .)
The fact that the maximum h/R value occurs at a locally Delaunay facet in the example is not
accidental. Indeed, we will prove the following proposition later in this chapter.
Proposition 6.2.4. Let V be a fixed set of points in Rn for n = 2 or n = 3, and let T be a
triangulation of V with n-simplices. Wherever the maximum h(v, σn)/R(σn) value in T occurs, the
facet opposite v in σn is a locally Delaunay facet.
We delay the proof of Proposition 6.2.4 temporarily to assemble several related results. The
first two lemmas are basically geometric lemmas that apply in any dimension n ≥ 2. For these two
lemmas we adopt the following notation. We consider an n-simplex σn = v0v1 . . . vn and label its
facets τn−1i so that τ
n−1
i is the facet opposite vi. We label the facets of τ
n−1
n , which are a subset of
the (n− 2)-dimensional faces of σn, as ρn−2i = τn−1i ∩ τn−1n . See also the left side of Fig. 6.2.
Lemma 6.2.5. |h(vi, σn)| ≤ |h(vn, σn)| if and only if
∥∥c(τn−1i )− c(ρn−2i )∥∥ ≥ ∥∥c(τn−1n )− c(ρn−2i )∥∥.
Proof. Vector c(σn) − c(τn−1i ) is orthogonal to aff(τn−1i ) for each i = 0, 1, . . . , n, so we can apply
the Pythagorean theorem to write
∥∥c(σn)− c(ρn−2i )∥∥2 = ∥∥c(σn)− c(τn−1i )∥∥2 + ∥∥c(τn−1i )− c(ρn−2i )∥∥2
= h(vi, σn)2 +
∥∥c(τn−1i )− c(ρn−2i )∥∥2
and
∥∥c(σn)− c(ρn−2i )∥∥2 = ∥∥c(σn)− c(τn−1n )∥∥2 + ∥∥c(τn−1n )− c(ρn−2i )∥∥2
= h(vn, σn)2 +
∥∥c(τn−1n )− c(ρn−2i )∥∥2 .
Another way to think about Lemma 6.2.5 is to consider the relationship of h(vi, σn) to R(τn−1i ).
For a fixed R(σn), as |h(vi, σn)| grows, R(τn−1i ) shrinks. Thus |h(vi, σn)| ≤ |h(vn, σn)| if and only
if R(τn−1i ) ≥ R(τn−1n ). This observation could be used to write a different proof of Lemma 6.2.5
based on the fact that R(τn−1i )
2 = R(ρn−2i )
2 +
∥∥c(τn−1i )− c(ρn−2i )∥∥2.
Lemma 6.2.6. Let P be the map that sends a point x in Rn to the orthogonal projection of x
into aff(τn−1n ). If |h(vi, σn)| ≤ |h(vn, σn)| and h(vn, σn) < 0, then P (vn) lies in the interior of the
reflection of the circumball of τn−1n across aff(ρ
n−2
i ).
Proof. Figure 6.2 illustrates Lemma 6.2.6 for a general tetrahedron. We consider a simplex σn
satisfying |h(vi, σn)| ≤ |h(vn, σn)| and h(vn, σn) < 0. We first prove the lemma for the special case
c(τn−1n ) = c(ρ
n−2
i ). In this special case, reflection across aff ρ
n−2
i is a symmetry of the circumball of
τn−1n , so it suffices to prove that P (vn) lies in the circumball of τ
n−1
n .
Since h(vn, σn) < 0, the hyperplane aff(τn−1n ) separates c(σ
n) from vn. We say in this proof
that points in the same halfspace as c(σn) (respectively vn) are above (below) aff(τn−1n ). Since vn is
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c(σn)
c(τn−1n )
c(τn−1i )
c(ρn−2i )
vi
c(τn−1n )
c(ρn−2i )
P (vn)
Figure 6.2: Consider a simplex σn with facets τn−1n and τ
n−1
i such that |h(vi, σn)| ≤ |h(vn, σn)| and
h(vn, σn) < 0 (left). Let P be the orthogonal projection into aff(τn−1n ). Because h(vn, σ
n) < 0, we
know that P (vn) lies in the circumball of τn−1n . Lemma 6.2.6 says that for ρ
n−2
i = τ
n−1
i ∩τn−1n , P (vn)
also lies in the reflection of the circumball of τn−1n across ρ
n−2
i . Thus P (vn) lies in the intersection
of two balls in aff(τn−1n ), as shown in the sketch on the right.
below aff(τn−1n ), it lies in a lower spherical cup of C(σ
n). Thus P (vn) always lies in the circumball
of τn−1n . In particular, this proves the lemma for the special case c(τ
n−1
n ) = c(ρ
n−2
i ).
So we assume that c(τn−1n ) 6= c(ρn−2i ). Then
∥∥c(τn−1n )− c(ρn−2i )∥∥ > 0, and since |h(vi, σn)| ≤
|h(vn, σn)|, this implies (by Lemma 6.2.5) that
∥∥c(τn−1i )− c(ρn−2i )∥∥ > 0 as well. Thus vectors
c(ρn−2i )− c(τn−1n ) and c(ρn−2i )− c(τn−1i ) both have well-defined direction.
Now vertex vn lies on C(τn−1i ), and we can decompose vector vn − c(τn−1i ) into two orthogonal
vectors ui and wi as shown at left in Fig. 6.3, with ui pointing in the direction c(ρn−2i ) − c(τn−1i )
and wi in the linear subspace aff(ρn−2i )− c(ρn−2i ). Since ui and wi are orthogonal, we can apply the
Pythagorean theorem to write
‖ui‖2 + ‖wi‖2 = R(τn−1i )2 = R(ρn−2i )2 +
∥∥c(ρn−2i )− c(τn−1i )∥∥2 . (6.1)
After wi is defined we can choose a vector un,i in the direction of c(ρn−2i ) − c(τn−1n ) such that
c(τn−1n ) + wi + un,i lies on C(τ
n−1
n ). Then wi is orthogonal to un,i, so
‖un,i‖2 + ‖wi‖2 = R(τn−1n )2 = R(ρn−2i )2 +
∥∥c(ρn−2i )− c(τn−1n )∥∥2 . (6.2)
Rearranging equations (6.1) and (6.2), we obtain
‖ui‖2 −
∥∥c(ρn−2i )− c(τn−1i )∥∥2 = R(ρn−2i )2 − ‖wi‖2 = ‖un,i‖2 − ∥∥c(ρn−2i )− c(τn−1n )∥∥2 . (6.3)
Notice, then, that |h(vi, σn)| ≤ |h(vn, σn)|, so by Lemma 6.2.5 we have
∥∥c(τn−1i )− c(ρn−2i )∥∥ ≥∥∥c(τn−1n )− c(ρn−2i )∥∥. Combining this fact with equation (6.3) and observing that R(ρn−2i )2 −
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c(τn−1i )
c(ρn−2i )
ui
wi
vi
c(τn−1n )
c(ρn−2i )
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un,i
Figure 6.3: In the general case in the proof of Lemma 6.2.6, we decompose vector vn− c(τn−1i ) into
orthogonal vectors wi and ui, with ui pointing in the direction of c(ρn−2i ) − c(τn−1i ) (left). Then
we define vector un,i in the direction of c(ρn−2i )− c(τn−1n ) such that c(τn−1n ) +wi + un,i lies on the
circumsphere of τn−1n (right). The proof uses these vectors and the point c(ρ
n−2
i ) + wi, which is
marked by an open circle in each of these sketches.
‖wi‖2 > 0 holds because vn is below aff(τn−1n ), we can conclude that
‖un,i‖ −
∥∥c(ρn−2i )− c(τn−1n )∥∥ ≥ ‖ui‖ − ∥∥c(ρn−2i )− c(τn−1i )∥∥ .
Now the point in ρn−2i closest to vertex vn is the point c(ρ
n−2
i ) + wi, and the distance between
these two points is ‖ui‖−
∥∥c(ρn−2i )− c(τn−1i )∥∥. Moreover, the distance from P (vn) to c(ρn−2i ) +wi
is strictly less than the distance from vn to c(ρn−2i ) + wi. This completes the proof, for P (vn) lies
in τn−1n on a line through c(ρ
n−2
i ) +wi orthogonal to aff(ρ
n−2
i ), and the distance along that line to
the closer point on C(τn−1n ) is ‖un,i‖ −
∥∥c(ρn−2i )− c(τn−1n )∥∥.
Now we can apply Lemma 6.2.6 to prove a result that holds for every simplex σn in dimensions
n = 2 and n = 3, but does not hold for some simplices σn if n ≥ 4. This result is key to proving
Proposition 6.2.4, and we will see that Proposition 6.2.4 does not extend to dimensions n ≥ 4.
Proposition 6.2.7. In a simplex σn for n = 2 or n = 3,
max
v≺σn
∣∣∣∣h(v, σn)R(σn)
∣∣∣∣ = maxv≺σn h(v, σn)R(σn)
Proof. Since h and R scale together, we may assume without loss of generality that R(σn) = 1 and
proceed to show that maxv≺σn |h(v, σn)| = maxv≺σn h(v, σn). If h(v, σn) ≥ 0 for every v ≺ σn, then
there is nothing to show, so we assume that there exists some vertex v such that h(v, σn) < 0, and
we label the vertices v0, v1, . . . , vn such that h(vn, σn) = minv≺σn h(v, σn) < 0.
We first consider the case n = 2. In this case, cos(]v2) = h(v2, σ2) < 0 implies that ]v2 > pi/2.
Moreover, since ]vi < (pi − ]v2) for i = 0, 1, we have cos(]vi) = h(vi, σ2) >
∣∣h(v2, σ2)∣∣ for both
i = 0, 1.
The case n = 3 is more difficult. In that case we look at the facet τ23 ≺ σ3 and consider the
reflection of its circumball through each of its edges. As shown in Fig. 6.4, the reflected circumspheres
intersect at the orthocenter of the triangle, and any point in the circumball of the original triangle
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Figure 6.4: Each of these sketches shows a triangle, its circumball, and the reflection of the circumball
across each edge of the triangle. The sketches are from left to right for the three different cases acute,
right, and obtuse. In each case, a point in the circumball of the original triangle lies is in the interior
of at most two of the reflected copies of the circumball.
lies in the interior of at most two of the reflected circumballs. (If the original triangle is obtuse, as
in the case at right in Fig. 6.4, there is a nonempty open set where all three reflected circumballs
intersect, but that region lies outside the circumball of the triangle.)
In particular, the point P (v3) lies in at most two of the reflected circumballs. Let ρ10 be an edge
of τ23 such that P (v3) is not interior to the reflection of the circumball of τ
2
3 across ρ
1
0. By the
contrapositive of Lemma 6.2.6,
∣∣h(v0, σ3)∣∣ > ∣∣h(v3, σ3)∣∣. Thus maxv≺σ3 ∣∣h(v, σ3)∣∣ > ∣∣h(v3, σ3)∣∣. We
chose v3 such that h(v3, σ3) is minimal, so this completes the proof.
The next lemma can be proved several different ways. Indeed, some might consider the statement
an obvious one. Nonetheless, we state the result for easy later reference, and we include a proof for
the sake of completeness.
Lemma 6.2.8. For n ≥ 2, let τn−1 be a fixed (n− 1)-dimensional simplex embedded in Rm, m > n
and consider the family of n-simplices v ∗ τn−1 for some vertex v ∈ Rm. Then h(v, σn)/R(σn) is
an increasing function of h(v, σn).
Proof. If v ∈ aff(τn−1), then h(v, σn) = −∞ and h(v, σn)/R(σn) = −1 are both minimal, so we
assume v /∈ aff(τn−1). By the Pythagorean theorem, we have
R(σn)2 = h(v, σn)2 + R(τn−1)2 , which implies(
h(v, σn)
R(σn)
)2
= 1− R(τ
n−1)2
R(σn)2
Since R(τn−1) is fixed, the first equation shows that R(σn) increases as |h(v, σn)| increases. More-
over, the second equation shows that |h(v, σn)| /R(σn) increases as R(σn) increases.
Thus |h(v, σn)| /R(σn) is an increasing function of |h(v, σn)|. A straightforward case analysis
comparing h(v1, σn) and h(v2, σn) when the terms are negative, zero, and positive completes the
proof.
Finally we are in a position to prove Proposition 6.2.4.
Proof of Proposition 6.2.4. It suffices to show that in Rn, n = 2, 3, for any facet τn−1 that is not
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locally Delaunay and any vertex v opposite τn−1 in some n-simplex σn = v ∗ τn−1, h(v, σn)/R(σn)
is not maximal.
We consider a particular facet τn−1 that is not locally Delaunay. Facet τn−1 is not on the
boundary of the mesh, so there are exactly two n-simplices incident to τn−1. We denote these by
σnu = u ∗ τn−1 and σnv = v ∗ τn−1, and we say that σnu is above aff(τn−1), which is above σnv . Now
c(σnu) and c(σ
n
v ) both lie on the line through c(τ
n−1) orthogonal to aff(τn−1), and since τn−1 is not
locally Delaunay, c(σnv ) is above c(σ
n
u).
It follows that at least one of σnu , σ
n
v is not n-well-centered because its circumcenter is on the
“wrong” side with respect to aff(τn−1). Suppose without loss of generality that this is simplex σnu .
Then c(σnu) is below aff(τ
n−1), and h(u, σnu)/R(σ
n
u) < 0. By Proposition 6.2.7 there exists some
vertex u˜ ≺ σnu , u˜ 6= u, such that |h(u˜, σnu)/R(σnu)| is maximal in σnu , and h(u˜, σnu) is positive.
There are two cases to consider for σnv . If c(σ
n
v ) is above aff(τ
n−1), then h(v, σnv )/R(σ
n
v ) < 0 <
h(u˜, σnu)/R(σ
n
u). Otherwise c(σ
n
v ) is on or below aff(τ
n−1), but because it is above c(σnu) we have
|h(v, σnv )| < |h(u, σnu)|. Then by Lemma 6.2.8 we have |h(v, σnv )/R(σnv )| < |h(u, σnu)/R(σnu)|. Hence
h(v, σnv )/R(σ
n
v ) < h(u˜, σ
n
u)/R(σ
n
u).
We see that neither h(u, σnu)/R(σ
n
u) nor h(v, σ
n
v )/R(σ
n
v ) is maximal.
Lemma 6.2.8 says that an n-dimensional Delaunay triangulation in Rn is in some sense a locally
optimal triangulation for minimizing the maximum h/R. Consider a particular facet τn−1 that is
a facet of the Delaunay triangulation. Suppose that τn−1 appears as a facet in some triangulation
T , and let σnu = u ∗ τn−1 be a tetrahedron incident to τn−1. We call the halfspace containing
σnu the halfspace above aff(τ
n−1). If σnu is not a Delaunay tetrahedron, i.e., if the circumball of
σnu contains some vertex v, v ⊀ σnu , then v is above aff(τn−1). (If v were below aff(τn−1), then
any circumball of any simplex σn  τn−1 would contain either u, v, or both, so τn−1 could not
be a facet of the Delaunay triangulation.) Define σnv = v ∗ τn−1. It follows from Lemma 6.2.8
that h(v, σnv )/R(σ
n
v ) < h(u, σ
n
u)/R(σ
n
u). In other words, if σ
n
u is not a Delaunay tetrahedron, then
the h/R value above facet τn−1 in triangulation T is larger than the h/R value above τn−1 in the
Delaunay triangulation.
The idea behind Proposition 6.2.4 is to strengthen this result. In a triangulation T , the maximum
h/R occurs at a locally Delaunay facet τn−1. If the simplex containing the maximum h/R is a
Delaunay simplex, then the maximum h/R value in T is the same as the maximum h/R value in
the Delaunay triangulation. Otherwise σnu incident to τ
n−1 is not a Delaunay tetrahedron, but
maximizes h/R. If τn−1 is a facet of the Delaunay triangulation as well as locally Delaunay, then
by retriangulating to get the Delaunay triangulation, we are guaranteed to improve the maximum
h/R value at τn−1.
In R2 this idea can be turned into an edge-flipping algorithm for computing the Delaunay tri-
angulation, and the Delaunay triangulation in R2 minimizes the maximum h/R. In fact, every
triangulation that lexicographically minimizes the vector of decreasing h/R-values is a Delaunay
triangulation [57, 21].
On the other hand, as we have already seen, in R3 the Delaunay triangulation does not necessarily
minimize the maximum h/R. The reason is that retriangulating to get the Delaunay triangulation
and improve the h/R value at some specific facet τn−1 may introduce some other (locally Delaunay)
facet that has a larger h/R value than the original h/R value at τn−1. In the triangulation of
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Example 6.2.3 that is not Delaunay, the maximum h/R value of approximately 0.707 occurs at the
locally Delaunay facets on the boundary. Switching to the Delaunay triangulation reduces the h/R
value at these facets to about −0.196 but introduces three interior locally Delaunay facets that have
h/R values of about 0.721 in both halfspaces.
We claimed earlier that Proposition 6.2.4 and 6.2.7 do not extend Rn for n ≥ 4. The following
examples prove this for R4. It is not hard to generalize the examples to higher dimensions.
Example. Let V be the set of vertices in R4 given by
{v0 = (0, 0,−
√
199/100,−99/10),
v1 = (0,
√
398/225,
√
199/900,−99/10),
v2 = (−
√
199/150,
√
199/450,
√
199/900,−99/10),
v3 = (
√
199/150,
√
199/450,
√
199/900,−99/10),
v4 = (0, 0, 0,−10),
v5 = (0, 0, 0, 99/10)} .
Vertices v0, v1, v2, and v3 are the vertices of a regular tetrahedron in the plane x4 = −99/10.
The triangulation T of V by the two 4-simplices [v0v1v2v3v4] and [v0v1v2v5v3] is not a Delaunay
triangulation. For T the minimum h/R value is
h(v4, [v0v1v2v3v4])/R([v0v1v2v3v4]) = −0.99 ,
and the maximum h/R value is
h(v5, [v0v1v2v5v3])/R([v0v1v2v5v3]) ≈ 0.98989925 .
Both the maximum and the minimum occur for vertices opposite facet [v0v1v3v2], which is not
locally Delaunay. Thus the maximum h/R occurs at a facet that is not locally Delaunay, showing
that Proposition 6.2.4 does not extend to R4, and in simplex [v0v1v2v3v4] the maximum |h/R| value
is 0.99 = |−0.99|, showing that Proposition 6.2.7 does not extend to R4.
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Chapter 7
Experimental Results
The mesh optimization algorithm introduced in Chapter 5 was described as a heuristic for obtaining
well-centered meshes. In this chapter we present experimental results of applying that algorithm to
a variety of meshes. We begin with a description of our implementation of the mesh optimization
algorithm, followed by some general comments about the presentation of the results and the machine
used to run the experiments. The rest of the chapter is divided into sections that discuss the
experimental results for specific meshes. 1
The algorithm described in Chapter 5 is focused on energy minimization for energies E∞ and
Ep, but also includes a preprocessing method for updating the mesh connectivity of triangle meshes
in the plane. We implemented the preprocessing algorithm by writing some MATLAB scripts. The
MATLAB scripts are fairly slow, and it is clear that a faster, more robust implementation could
be written in some other language, but the MATLAB code sufficed for preprocessing the triangle
meshes presented in this chapter.
We argued in Chapter 5 that the preprocessing algorithm always produces a mesh without lonely
vertices. Since this is known theoretically, there is little benefit in presenting experimental results
for the preprocessing. Thus in many of the experimental results in this chapter, the so-called initial
mesh is, in fact, the output mesh from MATLAB preprocessing code, and we do not show the mesh
that preceded the preprocessing step. For the mesh of the disk in Fig. 7.2, the mesh that preceded
the preprocessing step is shown in [63]. Although we noted earlier that it might not be possible
to make a 2-dimensional triangle mesh in R2 2-well-centered even if it has no lonely vertices, every
initial mesh for the 2-dimensional experimental results in this chapter can be made 2-well-centered
by relocating its interior vertices.
We implemented the energy minimization using the Mesquite library developed at Sandia Na-
tional Laboratories [13]. The cost function Ep is implemented on top of Mesquite as an element-based
QualityMetric with a constructor accepting the argument p. The standard LPtoPTemplate objec-
tive function of Mesquite with power 1 sums the energy values over the different elements to complete
the definition of Ep as defined in Chapter 5.
The minimization of Ep is performed using the ConjugateGradient class of Mesquite to relo-
1Portions of Figs. 7.2 and 7.8 are substantially similar to, but not exactly the same as portions of Figs. 10 and 12
of [63]. Material from that publication is reprinted here with kind permission of Springer Science+Business Media.
The publication information and copyright notice for [63] appear in the footnote beginning on page 59.
Figures 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, 7.9, 7.10, 7.11, and 7.12 are scheduled to appear as Figs. 7.1, 7.2, 7.3,
7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, 7.9, 7.10, 7.11, and a portion of Fig. 7.12 in the article “Well-Centered Triangulation” in the
SIAM Journal of Scientific Computing [64]. The article was written by the author Evan VanderZee and his coauthors
Anil N. Hirani, Damrong Guoy, and Edgar A. Ramos. A significant portion of the text of this chapter is also based
on that article. The copyright for that article belongs to the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM).
The copyrighted material that is used here is reprinted with kind permission of SIAM.
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Figure 7.1: For two-dimensional meshes included in the experimental results, the shade of a triangle
indicates the measure of its largest angle. This scale shows the relationship between the shade of
the triangle and the angle measure.
cate interior vertices. The conjugate gradient method (CG) depends on a gradient computation.
Rather than implement an analytical gradient for Ep, we chose to let Mesquite numerically estimate
the necessary gradients. For the experiments in this chapter, optimization was terminated with a
TerminationCriterion based on the number of iterations of CG. Thus where the phrase number
of iterations appears in the experimental results, it refers to the number of CG iterations.
The experimental results for two-dimensional meshes include histograms showing the distribution
of angle measures for all the angles in the mesh. The mean of each distribution is 60°, and the
standard deviation σ is reported near the histogram, along with the percentage p and number n of
nonacute triangles in the mesh.
The results also include the running time of the optimization. The timings were obtained running
experiments on a desktop machine with a dual 1.42 GHz PowerPC G4 processor and 2 GB of memory.
As is often the case with mesh optimization algorithms, the method is quite slow. There are some
opportunities for improving the running times. For instance, modifying the algorithm to optimize
in the specific regions where improvement is necessary might significantly improve efficiency over
the current implementation, which optimizes over the entire mesh at every iteration. In this study,
however, efficiency was not a primary concern, and the current implementation was fast enough to
complete an experiment in a reasonable amount of time for a mesh with more than 60000 triangles.
Shading scheme. For all the two-dimensional meshes shown in this chapter, we use the scale
shown in Fig. 7.1 to determine the shade of each triangle. The shade of a triangle is determined by
the measure of the largest angle of the triangle. The shade gets darker as the largest angle increases,
with a noticeable jump at 90° so that 2-well-centered triangles can be distinguished from nonacute
triangles. For example, the three small meshes in Fig. 6.1 on page 72 use this shading scheme, and
it should be easy to identify which of the triangles are not 2-well-centered.
7.1 Mesh of a Disk
The mesh of the disk in Fig. 7.2 has 870 triangles. The triangles are all of similar size, and there
are few enough triangles that the whole mesh can be visually inspected. Many of the triangles are
already acute in the initial mesh, but 27 of them are not. The shading scheme makes it visually
evident that the result mesh has no nonacute triangles. The angles histogram for the result mesh
confirms this, showing that the maximum angle in the result is 82.55°. The minimum angle also
improved in this experiment, increasing from 22.15° to 33.46°. Optimization of E4 with Mesquite
took 1.61 seconds over 30 iterations.
In this small example the initial mesh is fairly high quality, and it is easy to for the optimization
to find a 2-well-centered mesh. The experiment demonstrates that the heuristic is successful for
at least this simple problem. We also see that the result mesh is quite similar to the initial mesh.
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Figure 7.2: From the initial mesh shown at left, with 3.10% of its triangles nonacute, minimizing
E4 produces the 2-well-centered mesh shown at right in 30 iterations. Histograms of the angles in
the mesh are included, with the minimum and maximum angles marked on each histogram. The
optimization took 1.61 seconds.
Significant changes have occurred primarily in the specific places where change was necessary.
7.2 A Larger Mesh
Figure 7.3 displays results for a larger mesh, a mesh of a two-dimensional slice of the combustion
chamber inside the Titan IV rocket. This mesh, which is based on a mesh that Damrong Guoy
produced from his work for the Center for Simulation of Advanced Rockets, has 8966 triangles. The
top portion of Fig. 7.3 has an overview of the experiment for the entire mesh, with the initial mesh
at the very top and the result mesh (obtained by optimizing E10 for 1000 iterations) just below it.
These meshes are drawn without element edges because even very thin edges would entirely obscure
some parts of the mesh. The background color helps visually define the boundary of the mesh by
providing contrast with the light gray elements.
Below the mesh overview is a zoomed view of the top center portion of the mesh, which comes
from a portion of a joint slot of the combustion chamber of the Titan IV rocket. Figure 7.3 also
includes histograms of the angle distribution of the full mesh before and after the optimization. The
angle histogram and zoomed portion for the initial mesh appear at left and for the optimized mesh
are shown on the right.
In the initial mesh there are 1188 nonacute triangles (≈ 13.25% of the triangles), with a maximum
angle around 155.89°. The result mesh has a maximum angle of 89.98°, and all but 143 triangles
(≈ 1.59%) have maximum angle below 85°. Of the 143 triangles that have angles above 85°, 14 have
all three vertices on the boundary and are thus completely specified by the boundary. One such
triangle is in the upper left nearly square corner of the zoomed portion of the mesh, where there is
a triangle that looks much like an isosceles right triangle. Another 60 triangles are forced to have
triangles larger than 85° because they are part of a pair of triangles along a part of the boundary
with small but nonzero curvature. There are four such pairs along each curved boundary in the
zoomed view in Fig. 7.3. In fact, all but four of the 143 largest angles occur in a triangle that has
at least one vertex on the boundary of the mesh, and the remaining four angles larger than 85° each
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Figure 7.3: Results of an experiment with a mesh of a 2-dimensional slice of the combustion chamber
inside the Titan IV rocket. The initial mesh is displayed at the very top. Below it is the result mesh,
which was obtained by 1000 iterations minimizing E10 on the mesh. Histograms show the distribution
of angles in the full initial and final meshes. The zoomed-in views of the joint slot (at top center of
the full mesh) show the level of mesh refinement in the regions of higher detail. For the histograms
and the zoomed views, the original mesh is on the left, and the result mesh is on the right. The
optimization took 805.35 seconds.
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Figure 7.4: A first attempt at energy minimization applied to the two holes mesh on the left does
not yield a well-centered mesh. Result after 500 iterations of E4 minimization is shown on the
right. The optimization took 88.70 seconds. The result mesh has some inverted triangles which are
too thin to be seen. In subsequent figures we show several strategies for producing a well-centered
configuration.
occur in a triangle that has a vertex at distance one from the boundary.
7.3 Some More Difficult Tests
Next we consider some meshes of a circular domain with two circular holes. The initial mesh in
Fig. 7.4 was provided by Guoy. It was created by adding diagonals to a quadrilateral mesh generated
with a method based on his work with Erickson in [32]. Because of the way the mesh was generated, it
needed no preprocessing to remove lonely vertices; however, the initial mesh is geometrically far from
being 2-well-centered, with 61.04% of its triangles nonacute and a standard deviation σ ≈ 31.238
for the angle distribution.
An initial attempt to make the mesh 2-well-centered with the Mesquite-based optimization was
unsuccessful, but two slightly different strategies, described later, do produce a 2-well-centered
mesh. The initial mesh and its angle histogram are shown in Fig. 7.4 (left), along with the result
of minimizing E4 on the mesh for 500 iterations (right). In this case, the optimization took 88.70
seconds. Comparing the optimized mesh to the initial mesh, we see that the quality has improved;
the percentage of nonacute triangles is reduced, the standard deviation is smaller, and many of the
largest angles have been reduced.
Unfortunately, some of the smallest angles of the initial mesh have also gotten smaller in the
optimized mesh. In fact, four angles got so small that their triangles became inverted in the optimized
mesh. The inverted triangles are too thin to actually see, but they occur in two pairs. One pair
is near the top right of the mesh, near some other triangles with noticeably small angles, and the
other pair is near the bottom left. The energy value required to invert a triangle is quite high, but
for meshes with a larger number of elements or a high percentage of bad triangles, improvements
at other locations in the mesh may be significant enough to push a small number of triangles up to
(and over) the energy of inversion. Thus using the basic mesh optimization energy Ep can lead to
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Figure 7.5: A 2-well-centered mesh of the two holes domain conforming to the mesh connectivity
and boundary vertices of the original two holes mesh shown in Fig. 7.4. The mesh was obtained
using cost functions E˜p that are similar to cost functions Ep but have a barrier against triangle
inversion. The optimization procedure was 500 iterations of E˜4, followed by 500 iterations of E˜6,
followed by 500 iterations of E˜10. Total optimization time was 115.37 seconds.
inverted triangles.
Energy combined with inversion barrier. The triangle inversion that occurs when opti-
mizing the basic Ep can be prevented by introducing an explicit barrier to inversion in the cost
function. That is, we modify the energy by adding a term that goes to infinity as a triangle
moves towards becoming degenerate. This has the potential to adversely affect the primary goal
of optimizing Ep, but it is an effective way to deal with the problem of triangles that would be-
come inverted optimizing the basic Ep. The Mesquite library provides a QualityMetric called the
IdealWeightInverseMeanRatio that has an implicit barrier against inversion [44]. Let Eimr denote
the cost function associated with the IdealWeightInverseMeanRatio. We define E˜p := 100Ep+Eimr
, a linear combination of the energy Ep with Eimr. This new energy has a barrier against inversion
and, because of the chosen coefficients, is still quite similar to the basic Ep when there are no tri-
angles with small angles. The particular coefficients chosen for the linear combination might not be
best possible, and it might be better to optimize with a series of linear combinations approaching the
basic Ep rather than use any particular coefficients for the linear combination, but we have found
that E˜p is often effective in cases where the basic Ep leads to inverted triangles.
For this particular mesh of a circular domain with two circular holes, optimizing E˜p leads to a
2-well-centered result with no inverted triangles. Starting from the initial mesh and applying 500
iterations of E˜4, followed by 500 iterations of E˜6, followed by 500 iterations of E˜10 produced the
2-well-centered mesh of the original domain displayed in Fig. 7.5. The optimization took 37.37 +
36.79 + 41.21 = 115.37 seconds.
Improved boundary vertex locations. Another way to get a well-centered mesh similar to
the initial mesh in Fig. 7.4 is to change the location of the boundary vertices to make the optimization
problem easier. The mesh on the left side of Fig. 7.6 has the same mesh connectivity as the initial
mesh, but the vertices along the boundary have been relocated. In the initial mesh the vertices
along each boundary were equally spaced, but in this mesh, the vertices on the outer boundary are
more dense at the north and south and less dense at the east and west. The vertices along the inner
boundary circles have also moved a bit. For this mesh optimizing the basic energy E6 reaches a
well-centered configuration by 200 iterations. The result, obtained in 18.03 seconds, appears on the
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Figure 7.6: This mesh has the same mesh connectivity as the initial mesh in Fig. 7.4, but the vertices
along the boundary have been relocated. The 2-well-centered mesh on the right was obtained from
the mesh on the left in 18.03 seconds with 200 iterations of E6 minimization.
right in Fig. 7.6.
Different mesh of the same domain. The difficulty of finding a 2-well-centered mesh is
primarily due to the combined constraints of the mesh connectivity of the initial mesh and the
locations of the boundary vertices. The shape of the domain or the fact that the domain is not simply
connected are not inherent difficulties for the problem of finding a 2-well-centered triangulation.
When separated from the mesh connectivity of the initial mesh, the location of the boundary vertices
are not a problem either, at least for this mesh of this domain. We demonstrate this by an experiment
on the same domain with a completely different mesh that has the same set of boundary vertices
and the same boundary vertex locations as the meshes of Figs. 7.4 and 7.5. The experiment, shown
in Fig. 7.7, produced a mesh of the domain with maximum angle around 79.50° by optimizing E8
for 100 iterations. The optimization took 7.44 seconds.
7.4 A Graded Mesh
The two holes mesh of Fig. 7.4 and the mesh in Fig. 7.3 related to the Titan IV rocket are both
graded meshes, i.e., they have triangles of different sizes in different regions of the mesh, and the size
changes gradually between the different regions. The gradation of the meshes in Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.3
is controlled partly by the size of elements on the boundary and by the geometry of the mesh. For
the initial mesh at left in Fig. 7.8, however, the size of the small triangles near the center of the
mesh is not necessary to accurately represent the mesh geometry and is not controlled by elements
on the boundary of the mesh. The nearly converged result produced by 30 iterations minimizing E4
is displayed on the right side of Fig. 7.8. We see that the sizes of triangles in the result mesh are
similar to sizes of triangles in the input mesh.
Mesh optimization with cost functions Ep does not not always preserve the initial size of triangles
in a mesh. We expect, however, that the energy will generally preserve the grading of an input
mesh if the initial mesh is relatively high quality. This hypothesis stems from the observation that
the energy is independent of triangle size, the idea that the mesh connectivity combined with the
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Figure 7.7: This is a mesh with the same domain and same boundary vertices as the mesh in
Fig. 7.4. The 2-well-centered mesh on the right was obtained from the mesh on the left in 7.44
seconds by minimizing E8 for 100 iterations. The high-quality result shows that the difficulty of
getting a 2-well-centered mesh in Fig. 7.4 is not due solely to the domain or the boundary vertices.
The initial mesh for this experiment was generated using the freely available software Triangle [55]
and heuristics for improving the mesh connectivity.
property of 2-well-centeredness somehow controls the triangle size, and the supporting evidence of
the experimental results presented in this chapter, especially this particular experiment.
Thus we expect that optimizing graded meshes to obtain 2-well-centered graded meshes may be
a useful application of our algorithm. We have not proved that we preserve the grading, but there
are no known algorithms proven to create graded acute-angled triangulations of planar domains.
The recent algorithm of [28] has produced graded acute triangulations in a variety of experiments,
but in all cases we have tried, we have been able to improve the quality of their triangulations. (See
Sec. 7.5.) Moreover, their algorithm is not known to generalize to higher dimensions.
7.5 Mesh of Lake Superior
The Lake Superior domain, with its complicated shape, has appeared in many papers about quality
meshing. We include an example optimizing a mesh of this well-known domain. The initial mesh
is already 2-well-centered in this experiment, but we show that we can improve its quality by
minimizing Ep on the mesh. The results are represented graphically in Fig. 7.9.
The initial acute-angled mesh is from the work of Erten and U¨ngo¨r [28] on generating acute 2-D
triangulations with a variant of Delaunay refinement. The initial mesh has a maximum angle of
89.00° with 174 triangles having angles larger than 88.00°. Directly optimizing E10 on the initial
mesh, Mesquite finds a local minimum of E10 after 6.63 seconds (21 iterations). The local minimum
has exactly one nonacute triangle (maximum angle 91.03°) and only 40 triangles having angles larger
than 88.00°. The angle histogram for this result is included in Fig. 7.9 at top center. The mesh is
visually very similar to the initial mesh and does not appear here.
If we start by optimizing E4 and follow that by optimizing E10, we obtain a local (perhaps also
global) minimum of E10 with much lower energy than the result obtained by directly optimizing
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Figure 7.8: For this graded mesh of the square, minimizing E4 on the initial mesh (left) produces a
2-well-centered mesh (right) that has grading similar to the initial mesh. The optimization ran for
30 iterations, completing in 2.16 seconds.
E10. The result of this optimization process is shown on the right in Fig. 7.9. The optimization took
131.48 seconds total; Mesquite spent 102.81 seconds (453 iterations) finding a minimum of E4 and
28.67 seconds (125 iterations) finding a minimum of E10. For these experiments the optimization
was run until Mesquite’s implementation of CG stopped improving the Ep energy of the mesh, and
the number of iterations was not chosen a priori.
Laplacian smoothing is a popular mesh optimization technique that was first used for structured
meshes with quadrilateral elements and later generalized to triangle meshes [67]. A brief description
of Laplacian smoothing is given in [29]. We compare our mesh optimization technique with Laplacian
smoothing, using the implementation of Laplacian smoothing provided by the Mesquite library. The
result of Laplacian smoothing on the Lake Superior mesh is shown in Fig. 7.10. The optimization
was terminated after 100 iterations, which is near convergence. The run time was 1.31 seconds. The
maximum angle in the result is 109.27°, and more than 4% of the triangles are nonacute.
The result of optimizing the Lake Superior mesh with Laplacian smoothing is typical of the
results obtained with Laplacian smoothing. We performed experiments with Laplacian smoothing
on all of the 2-D meshes presented in this chapter, and no mesh became 2-well-centered except for
the mesh of the square in Fig. 7.8, where Laplacian smoothing produced a mesh with maximum
angle 87.54° compared to the maximum angle of 78.50° obtained by our method. In most cases the
percentage of nonacute triangles after Laplacian smoothing was between 1% and 5%, but for the
meshes in Figs. 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6, the percentage of nonacute triangles was much higher, getting
as high as 48.70% for the mesh in Fig. 7.6. Clearly the traditional Laplacian smoothing is not an
appropriate tool for finding acute triangulations.
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Figure 7.9: Result for a mesh of Lake Superior. The initial mesh shown on the left is a 2-well-
centered mesh from [28]. The improved mesh shown on the right was obtained by first optimizing
E4 and then optimizing E10. The angle histogram at top center shows the result of optimizing E10
directly on the initial mesh.
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Figure 7.10: Result of applying Laplacian smoothing to the initial acute mesh of Lake Superior (left
side of Fig. 7.9). More than 4% of the triangles become nonacute, and the maximum angle increases
to 109.27°.
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7.6 Colombia, India, and Thailand
We end our 2-D experimental results with a collection of three large meshes of complicated geo-
graphical domains. The experiments are summarized in Fig. 7.11. For each of these meshes the
optimization started by minimizing E˜8 for 500 iterations and then proceeded by minimizing E8,
running 500 iterations at a time until the mesh became well-centered. After the mesh became
well-centered, we used one more round of 500 iterations minimizing E8 to get some additional im-
provement in the angle distribution.
The total number of iterations for the meshes was 2000 iterations for Colombia, 3500 iterations for
India, and 3000 iterations for Thailand, with total optimization times of 5284.01 seconds, 16162.20
seconds, and 8263.82 seconds, respectively. The meshes are quite large, with 38233 triangles, 62370
triangles, and 34562 triangles, respectively. In each case, more than 19% of the triangles are nonacute
in the initial mesh, and the maximum angle is larger than 160°, yet the optimization finds a well-
centered result. It is also clear that the optimization preserves the gradual change in element size
from the tiny triangles needed to resolve the boundaries to the much larger triangles in the interiors
of the meshes.
7.7 A 3-D Mesh
For tetrahedral meshes, the question of whether the mesh connectivity permits a well-centered mesh
is more difficult than its two-dimensional analogue. (See Chapter 4 and [65].) In part because we
do not have an effective preprocessing algorithm for tetrahedral meshes, many of our optimization
experiments in three dimensions have been limited to meshes with carefully designed mesh connec-
tivity. The mesh shown in Fig. 7.12 is one of these meshes. The shading of the tetrahedral elements
in Fig. 7.12 represents the shadows that would result from viewing the faceted object under a light
source; it has nothing to do with the quality of the elements of the mesh. The full mesh is a mesh
of the three-dimensional cube with 430 tetrahedra, but Fig. 7.12 uses a cutaway view, so some of
the elements in the interior of the mesh are visible.
Although the initial mesh was carefully designed to have good mesh connectivity (e.g., each
vertex has at least 10 incident edges) and a high-quality surface mesh, it is not 3-well-centered.
In fact, 22.33% of the tetrahedra are not 3-well-centered. Optimizing E3,16 for 3.92 seconds (20
iterations) produced a 3-well-centered mesh. Recall that E3,16 is a cost function designed to seek
3-well-centered meshes. The energy does not explicitly seek a 2-well-centered mesh, and the result
mesh is not 2-well-centered.
Even though the initial mesh was carefully designed to have good mesh connectivity, this opti-
mization result is nontrivial. We compared optimization of E3,16 to the Mesquite implementation
of Laplacian smoothing, applying Laplacian smoothing to the initial mesh and running it until it
converged after 60 iterations (0.14 seconds). The result of Laplacian smoothing is a mesh in which
22.33% of the tetrahedra are not 3-well-centered. Figure 7.12 includes the h(v, σ3)/R(σ3) distri-
butions for the initial mesh, the mesh obtained by optimizing E3,16, and the mesh resulting from
Laplacian smoothing. Near each histogram we show the percentage p and number n of tetrahedra
(not h/R values) that are not 3-well-centered, and we report the mean µ and standard deviation σ
of the distribution of h/R values.
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10 30 50 70 90 110130150170
4.86 164.94
p = 19.96%
n = 7631
σ = 18.172
10 30 50 70 90 110130150170
15.89 89.43
p = 0.00%
n = 0
σ = 11.278
10 30 50 70 90 110130150170
4.99 166.92
p = 20.04%
n = 12497
σ = 18.180
10 30 50 70 90 110130150170
13.61 87.62
p = 0.00%
n = 0
σ = 11.295
10 30 50 70 90 110130150170
6.69 163.53
p = 19.43%
n = 6715
σ = 17.999
10 30 50 70 90 110130150170
19.78 86.93
p = 0.00%
n = 0
σ = 11.583
Figure 7.11: These meshes of complicated geographical boundaries were optimized with an initial
500 iterations of CG minimizing E˜8, followed by successive rounds of 500 iterations of CG minimizing
the basic E8. The optimization produces well-centered meshes that preserve the grading of the input
meshes. (The dark regions near the boundaries of the meshes come from the agglomeration of the
edges of triangles that are too small to be seen.) The data for the geographical boundaries was
produced using the CountryData command of Mathematica. Initial meshes were constructed from
the input polygons using Triangle [55] and heuristics for improving the mesh connectivity.
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σ = 0.20442
Figure 7.12: A cutout view showing the interior of a 3-well-centered mesh of the cube. The mesh
is the result of 3.92 seconds (20 iterations) of optimizing E16 on an initial mesh in which 22.33%
of the tetrahedra were not 3-well-centered. Recall that a tetrahedron σ3 is 3-well-centered if and
only if h(v, σ3)/R(σ3) > 0 for each vertex v of σ3. For a regular tetrahedron, h/R = 1/3. The h/R
distributions for the initial mesh, the result of optimizing E16, and the result of Laplacian smoothing
show the superiority of our method for finding 3-well-centered meshes.
It is worth noting that, because of its difficulty, obtaining well-centered triangulations and/or
acute triangulations of 3-dimensional objects is significant no matter how they are obtained. As
discussed in the next chapter and in our other work, we have made use of the optimization techniques
developed in this paper to construct well-centered triangulations of several simple three-dimensional
shapes [62] and to constructively prove the existence of an acute triangulation of the 3-dimensional
cube [66].
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Chapter 8
Quality Meshes of Particular
Domains
Chapter 7 closes with an example of optimizing a tetrahedral mesh in R3. The initial mesh in that
example was constructed to have a high-quality surface mesh and good mesh connectivity. Many of
the well-centered meshes presented in this chapter are tetrahedral meshes in R3 that continue the
theme of that closing example of Chapter 7, combining a hand construction of combinatorics with
mesh optimization. Some of the meshes, however, are directly constructed, such as those in Sec. 8.1.
The meshes presented here are by no means exhaustive of the well-centered meshes constructed
in the author’s research, but most of them are of particular interest for one reason or another. For
some the interest is related to the analogous problem for acute triangulations in R3. Others are
included to establish claims from Chapter 4 about the existence of certain well-centered tetrahedral
meshes. The chapter closes with a variety of acute triangulations of the square, continuing the
discussion of a problem that has fascinated mathematicians for years. 1
8.1 3-Space, Slabs, and Infinite Rectangular Prisms
Eppstein, Sullivan, and U¨ngo¨r showed in 2004 that it is possible to fill R3 with acute tetrahedra
and possible to triangulate an infinite slab R2 × [0, a] for a ∈ R with acute tetrahedra [26]. They
suggest several different ways to fill space with acute tetrahedra, each using copies of at least two
different tetrahedra, and they suggest that it is unlikely that there is a tiling of space with copies of
any single tetrahedron. Their acute triangulation of the slab appears to use copies of seven distinct
tetrahedra.
As we shall see later in this section, there are simpler tilings of 3-space and infinite slabs with
completely well-centered tetrahedra. Indeed, the same construction used for these domains extends
to triangulate any infinite rectangular prism R×[0, a]×[0, b] with completely well-centered tetrahedra.
We start by describing the vertex set of one of these triangulations, and later discuss the mesh
connectivity that produces a triangulation with the given vertex set. Consider first the set of vertices
{(i, 0, 0) : i ∈ Z}. Choose a parameter a > 0 and make copies of the initial set of vertices translated
by integer multiples of the vector (1/2, a, 0). This produces a set of vertices in the xy-plane P . Then
choose a parameter b > 0 and duplicate the vertices from the plane P displaced by integer multiples
1The constructions presented in Secs. 8.1, 8.2.1, and 8.3 appeared previously in a paper by the author and his
coauthors [62]. The bounds on the number of tetrahedra in a well-centered triangulation of the cube, discussed in
Sec. 8.2.2, are similar to a discussion of those bounds in [62]. Versions of Figs. 8.1, 8.3, 8.2, 8.4, 8.7, 8.8, 8.9, and 8.10
appeared as Figs. 9, 10, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 in [62]. The picture portions of Figs. 8.4, 8.9, and 8.10 were created
by Damrong Guoy for [62]. All these materials are reprinted here with kind permission of Springer Science+Business
Media. The full copyright notice for this publication appears in the footnote beginning on page 9.
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Figure 8.1: We define a triangulation of R3 whose vertices are the points of a lattice with basis
vectors u1 = (1, 0, 0), u2 = (1/2, a, 0), and u3 = (1/2, 0, b). In each plane z = kb for k ∈ Z, the
lattice points are triangulated as shown.
Figure 8.2: After defining the triangulation of each plane z = kb for k ∈ Z, we construct tetrahedra
between each pair of planes z = kb and z = (k + 1)b as shown here. There are two distinct types
of tetrahedra in the construction, one type that has three vertices in one plane and one vertex in
the other plane (top two tetrahedra), and one type that has two vertices in each plane (bottom
tetrahedron).
of translation vector (1/2, 0, b). The resulting vertex set is
{(i+ j/2 + k/2, aj, bk) : i, j, k ∈ Z},
which can also be described as the points of the lattice Λ = {∑3i=1 ciui : ci ∈ Z} with basis vectors
u1 = (1, 0, 0), u2 = (1/2, a, 0), and u3 = (1/2, 0, b) .
The mesh connectivity for this vertex set is defined as follows. First we define the triangular
facets in each plane z = kb for k ∈ Z. For each vertex v there are six edges incident to v in the
plane z = kb. These edges connect v to the vertices at positions v ± (1, 0, 0), v ± (1/2, a, 0), and
v ± (1/2,−a, 0). (See Fig. 8.1.) For example, if a = √3/2, this produces a standard tiling of the
plane with equilateral triangles.
Now we describe the mesh connectivity between planes z = (k − 1)b, z = kb and z = (k + 1)b.
Each triangle in z = kb is incident to exactly one edge in the direction (1, 0, 0). Let v be the endpoint
of this edge with smaller x-coordinate. There is a vertex directly above the midpoint of the edge
at v + (1/2, 0, b), and a vertex below the midpoint at v + (1, 0, 0) − (1/2, 0, b). The first type of
tetrahedron is the convex hull of a triangle in z = kb with a vertex directly above or below the
midpoint of the edge in direction (1, 0, 0). (See Fig. 8.2.)
After creating all possible tetrahedra of the first type, the gaps that remain are, in fact, tetra-
hedra. An example of this second type of tetrahedron is the convex hull of the points (0, 0, 0),
(1/2, a, 0), (1/2, 0, b), and (0, a, b). For this second type of tetrahedron there are two vertices in a
plane z = kb and two vertices in a plane z = (k+ 1)b. The midpoint of the edge in the plane z = kb
is directly below the midpoint of the edge in the plane z = (k + 1)b.
Proposition 8.1.1. A triangulation in the two-parameter family of triangulations just discussed is
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completely well-centered if and only if both a > 1/2 and b > 1/2.
Proof. We work with a canonical tetrahedron of each type. For a tetrahedron of the first type
we analyze the tetrahedron with vertices u0 = (0, 0, 0), u1 = (1, 0, 0), u2 = (1/2, a, 0), and u3 =
(1/2, 0, b), and for the tetrahedron of the second type we analyze the tetrahedron with vertices
v0 = (0, 0, 0), v1 = (1/2, a, 0), v2 = (1/2, 0, b), and v3 = (0, a, b).
The faces u0u1u2 and u0u1u3 of the tetrahedron of the first type are isosceles triangles with apices
at u2 and u3 respectively. The angles at the apices are 2 atan(1/2a) and 2 atan(1/2b) respectively.
Since atan(1) = pi/4, these angles and the associated isosceles triangles will be acute if and only if
both a > 1/2 and b > 1/2.
The remaining two faces of the type one tetrahedron meet along the edge u2u3 and are congruent
to each other. The length of edge u2u3 is
√
a2 + b2, and the other two edges have length
√
1/4 + a2
and
√
1/4 + b2. We compare the squared length of each edge to the sum of the squared length of
the other two edges and find that for any a 6= 0, b 6= 0 the inequalities
a2 + b2 < a2 + b2 +
1
2
a2 +
1
4
< a2 + 2b2 +
1
4
b2 +
1
4
< 2a2 + b2 +
1
4
hold. Thus by the law of cosines we conclude that these triangles are acute triangles. This shows
that the type one tetrahedron is 2-well-centered if a > 1/2 and b > 1/2.
To show that the type one tetrahedron is 3-well-centered we explicitly compute its circumcenter.
The coordinates of the circumcenter are(
1
2
,
a
2
− 1
8a
,
b
2
− 1
8b
)
,
and the circumradius is (a2+b2)/4+1/(64a2)+1/(64b2). The intersection of the plane x = 1/2 with
the canonical tetrahedron of the first type is a triangle with vertices at (1/2, 0, 0), (1/2, a, 0), and
(1/2, 0, b). It suffices to show that the circumcenter of the tetrahedron is in the interior of this triangle
of intersection. We will show this by proving that the circumcenter lies in the three halfspaces whose
intersection defines the triangle. These three halfspaces are defined by the inequalities y > 0, z > 0
and z < b− (b/a)y.
For a > 1/2 the inequality a/2− 1/(8a) > 0 is satisfied, showing that y > 0, and for b > 1/2 the
inequality b/2− 1/(8b) > 0 is satisfied, showing that z > 0. For the third inequality we note that
b
2
− 1
8b
<
b
2
+
b
8a2
= b− b
a
(
a
2
− 1
8a
)
,
for any positive a and b. Thus the type one tetrahedron is 3-well-centered (hence completely well-
centered) if a > 1/2 and b > 1/2.
The proof for the type two tetrahedron is easier. We already know that the type two tetrahedron
is 2-well-centered, because each facet of the type two tetrahedron is also a face of some type one
tetrahedron and is congruent to to the faces that meet at edge u2u3. Thus the type two tetrahedron
is 2-well-centered for any a > 0, b > 0.
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Vertex Coordinates
x y z
−1 −2 0
1 0 −2
−1 2 0
1 0 2
Quality Statistics
Quantity Min Max
h/R 0.316 0.316
Face Angle 54.74° 70.53°
Dihedral Angle 60.00° 90.00°
R/` 0.645 0.645
Figure 8.3: The second Sommerville tetrahedron, shown here, is a completely well-centered tetra-
hedron that tiles 3-space. The tiling of 3-space with this tetrahedron is a special case of the two-
parameter family of completely well-centered tilings.
The circumcenter of the canonical type two tetrahedron is (1/4, a/2, b/2), and its circumradius is
1/16+(a2+b2)/4. The circumcenter is also the barycenter, i.e., it is the point (1/4)(v0+v1+v2+v3),
which is a convex combination of the vertices. Thus the type two tetrahedron is 3-well-centered (and
completely well-centered) for any positive parameters a and b.
Proposition 8.1.1 shows that there is a large family of fairly simple completely well-centered
triangulations of 3-space. An important member of this family is the triangulation obtained for
parameters a = b =
√
2/2. In this case the type one tetrahedron is congruent to the type two
tetrahedron, and we obtain a tiling of 3-space with copies of a single complete well-centered tetra-
hedron. This tetrahedron, shown in Fig. 8.3, is the second tetrahedron of four tetrahedra discovered
by Sommerville [58, 26] that tile space. The other three tetrahedra Sommerville described are nei-
ther 3-well-centered nor 2-well-centered, though one of them has a maximum face angle of pi/2 and
is dihedral nonobtuse. It is interesting to note that an algorithm of Fuchs for meshing a spatial
domain based on a high-quality spatial tiling had “good performance . . . when he used the second
Sommerville construction,” [26, 30].
It is also worth noting that when a = b =
√
2/2 the vertices of the lattice are the vertices of a
body-centered cubic (BCC) lattice. It is not so hard to see that the vertices of the second Sommerville
tetrahedron in Fig. 8.3 come from a BCC lattice, with the horizontal edge coming from a cube and
the other two vertices taken from cube centers. It is more difficult to visualize this in the original
description of the completely well-centered family of triangulations of 3-space, since the cubes of
the BCC lattice are not fully axis-aligned in that description. Barnes and Sloane proved that the
optimal lattice for quantizing uniformly distributed data in R3 is the BCC lattice [4]. Since this is
related to centroidal Voronoi tesselations (CVTs) [19], and methods motivated by CVTs have been
used for high-quality meshing of 3-dimensional domains (see [1]), it is not surprising that a Delaunay
triangulation of the vertices of the BCC lattice gives rise to a high quality triangulation of space.
(Proposition 6.2.1 shows that our triangulation of the BCC lattice is the Delaunay triangulation
because it is 3-well-centered.)
One nice property of the two-parameter family of completely well-centered triangulations is that
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it provides an elegant solution to the problems of tiling an infinite slab in R3 and tiling infinite
rectangular prisms in R3. To tile the slab one merely restricts to the tetrahedra between the planes
z = k1b and z = k2b for some k1, k2 ∈ Z, limiting the vertex set to a finite interval of |k2 − k1| + 1
translates along the vector (1/2, 0, b). A triangulation of a slab of one particular thickness can be
scaled to get a triangulation of a slab of any other thickness, and choosing a = b =
√
2/2 shows
that any slab in R3 can be triangulated with copies of a single appropriately scaled version of the
second Sommerville tetrahedron. Triangulating infinite rectangular prisms is also easy. If we use a
finite interval of translates along the vector (1/2, a, 0) as well as a finite interval of translates along
vector (1/2, 0, b), the result will be a triangulation of an infinite rectangular prism. If the ratio of
side lengths of the rectangle is a rational number p/q, then this triangulation can also be done with
copies of the second Sommerville tetrahedron by choosing a = b =
√
2/2, using p + 1 translates of
vector (1/2, a, 0) and q + 1 translates of vector (1/2, 0, b), and scaling the result appropriately.
8.2 The Cube
The 3-D experimental result of Chapter 7 showed that, given a sufficiently nice input mesh, mesh
optimization with the energy E3,p can find a 3-well-centered mesh of a bounded domain. In fact, the
result of that experiment may be the first mesh of the cube that was known to be 3-well-centered.
Creating a completely well-centered mesh of the cube is somewhat more difficult than making a 3-
well-centered mesh of the cube, but it can be accomplished by optimizing an appropriate input mesh
with a linear combination of energy E3,p and E2,p. This section discusses a completely well-centered
mesh of the cube created by this method.
8.2.1 A Completely Well-Centered Triangulation
The completely well-centered mesh of the cube we describe has 194 tetrahedra. We first published a
description of this mesh in [62], where we also mention that, as far as we know, the first completely
well-centered mesh of the cube in R3 is a mesh with 224 tetrahedra that we generated in a similar
fashion. Figure 8.4, courtesy of Damrong Guoy, gives a visual overview of our completely well-
centered mesh of the cube with 194 tetrahedra.
The bottom left quarter of Fig. 8.4 shows a set of six tetrahedra that are incident to a corner
vertex of the cube. The bottom right quarter of Fig. 8.4 shows the same corner with an additional
layer of tetrahedra built on top of the six tetrahedra incident to the corner vertex. This triangulation
that fits into a corner of the cube extends exactly to a diagonal of each of three faces of the cube. In
constructing a triangulation of the cube as a whole, we use in each of four corners a triangulation that
is combinatorially the same and geometrically similar to the triangulation in this corner. Bold lines
in the top left quarter of Fig. 8.4 indicate the visible boundaries of the four corner triangulations,
showing how the corner triangulations fit together and complete a triangulation of the surface of
the cube. Given the triangulations in theses four corners, the triangulation of the cube volume is
completed by adding a vertex at the center of the cube and computing the Delaunay triangulation.
The mesh pictured in Fig. 8.4 does not have the best possible quality for meshes of the cube
with the given combinatorics, but it is chosen because the surface triangulation has some desirable
symmetries. In particular, every vertex on the surface of the cube is either at a corner of the cube,
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Figure 8.4: The mesh shown here is a completely well-centered mesh of the cube with 194 tetrahedra.
The view at top left shows the surface triangulation and highlights the structure of the mesh. The
other views show important parts of the interior of the mesh, as described more fully in the text.
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Cube Mesh Quality Statistics
Quantity 224 Tets 194 Tets 146 TetsMin Max Min Max Min Max
h/R 0.041 0.850 0.005 0.790 0.016 0.854
Face Angle 21.01° 87.49° 26.93° 89.61° 17.09° 112.60°
Dihedral Angle 24.91° 105.61° 28.26° 126.64° 10.73° 163.17°
R/` 0.618 1.569 0.612 1.134 0.711 1.835
Table 8.1: The quality of our meshes of the cube decreases with the number of tetrahedra in the
mesh of the cube.
or at a midpoint of an edge of the cube, or on a diagonal of a face of the cube. Up to an appropriate
symmetry of R3, the triangulation on each face of the cube exactly matches the triangulation on
any other face of the cube. Thus it is easy to fit together copies of this triangulation of the cube to
triangulate any three-dimensional object that can be tiled with cubes.
8.2.2 Bounds on Number of Tetrahedra
Cassidy and Lord showed that there is an acute triangulation of the square with n triangles for n = 8
and for n ≥ 10, n ∈ Z. They also proved that for any other n, the square has no acute triangulation
with n triangles [16]. The research of Cassidy and Lord can be generalized to questions about the
three-dimensional cube in a variety of ways. From a practical point of view, since it usually requires
less computer time to solve a problem on a mesh with a smaller number of elements, one of the
more interesting generalizations is the question of the minimum number of tetrahedra necessary for
a well-centered triangulation of the cube.
We have just seen that there exists a completely well-centered triangulation of the cube with 194
tetrahedra. For completely well-centered and 2-well-centered meshes, this is the best known. The
smallest known 3-well-centered mesh of the cube, on the other hand, is a mesh with 146 tetrahedra,
which we constructed with the same general technique used to create the meshes with 194 and 224
tetrahedra. We do not describe in detail the meshes with 146 or 224 tetrahedra, but in Table 8.1
we compare their quality to the quality of the mesh of the cube with 194 tetrahedra.
An upper bound on the number of tetrahedra needed for a well-centered mesh can be proved by
presenting an explicit construction. Lower bounds are necessarily more abstract. The observations
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 about the geometry and combinatorics of well-centered meshes are
helpful in both regards. In constructing a mesh, these observations guide decisions about what
constitutes a good mesh. In proving lower bounds, the observations become useful theoretical tools.
For example, no cube corner tetrahedron, e.g., the tetrahedron shown in Fig. 8.5, can be 3-well-
centered; considering the bottom facet to be a given facet, we see that the fourth vertex of the
tetrahedron projects onto (not inside) the circumcircle of the given facet, violating the necessary
Cylinder Condition of Proposition 3.2.1.
It follows that in a 3-well-centered mesh of the cube there must be at least two tetrahedra incident
to each corner of the cube. Indeed, there must be at least three tetrahedra incident to each corner
of the cube in a 3-well-centered mesh. In the case of two tetrahedra incident to a corner vertex
there must be exactly four edges incident to the corner vertex, of which three are in the directions
of the coordinate axes. The fourth edge must lie in a face, and both tetrahedra are incident to the
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Figure 8.5: No 2-well-centered or 3-well-cen-
tered mesh of the solid cube has a tetrahedron
with three of its facets lying in faces of the
cube.
Figure 8.6: No 3-well-centered mesh of the
cube has a face with this triangulation.
axis orthogonal to the face of the cube containing the fourth edge. The Cylinder Condition applies
again, and we see that the mesh cannot be 3-well-centered.
Ad hoc arguments from basic Euclidean geometry provide more restrictions on well-centered
triangulations of the solid cube. For instance, in any 3-well-centered mesh of the cube, no face of
the cube is triangulated as shown in Fig. 8.6, with two right triangles meeting along the hypotenuse.
The two right triangles have the same circumcenter, which lies at the midpoint of the common
hypotenuse of the triangles—the center of the face of the cube. For either triangle, a tetrahedron
having that triangle as a facet must have its circumcenter on a line ` perpendicular to the face of the
cube that meets the cube face at its center. Considering two tetrahedra σ1 and σ2, each having one
of the right triangles as a face, it can be shown that at most one of σ1, σ2 can be 3-well-centered.
There is a plane that contains the hypotenuse of the right triangles and divides R3 into two open
halfspaces H1 and H2 such that σ1 is in the (topological) closure of H1 and σ2 is in the closure of
H2. If σ1 and σ2 share a common face, the plane must be aff(σ1 ∩ σ2). Otherwise there is some
flexibility in the choice of the plane. The portion of ` interior to the cube is either in the boundary
between H1 and H2 or without loss of generality can be assumed to lie entirely in H1. In either
case, the circumcenter of σ2 is not strictly interior to σ2, so σ2 is not 3-well-centered.
In a triangulation of the cube, the number of tetrahedra incident to the surface of the cube is
a lower bound on the total number of tetrahedra, so one can obtain a lower bound on the number
of tetrahedra by counting the number of triangular facets in a surface triangulation. The number
of surface facets is not a direct lower bound, since there may be a single tetrahedron with multiple
facets in the surface of the cube. Because there are at least three distinct tetrahedra incident to a
cube corner in a 3-well-centered triangulation of the cube, however, a tetrahedron cannot be counted
more than twice in counting the number of surface facets of a 3-well-centered triangulation of the
cube. We also know that a tetrahedron cannot be counted more than twice in counting the number
of surface facets of a 2-well-centered triangulation of the cube, since three of the facets of a cube
corner tetrahedron are right triangles.
Noting, then, that each face of the cube must contain at least 3 triangles in a 3-well-centered
mesh of the cube and at least 8 triangles in a 2-well-centered mesh of the cube, we easily obtain a
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lower bound of 9 tetrahedra for a 3-well-centered triangulation of the cube, and 24 tetrahedra for
a 2-well-centered triangulation of the cube. In fact, every acute triangulation of the surface of the
cube must have at least 56 surface facets, and any tetrahedron that is counted twice in counting
the number of surface facets must have an edge coinciding with an edge of the cube. This implies a
lower bound of 38 tetrahedra for a 2-well-centered triangulation of the cube. These relatively simple
bounds count only tetrahedra with three or more vertices on the surface of the cube, and can hardly
be considered more than a starting place for a more careful analysis.
8.2.3 Acute Triangulation
The question of obtaining well-centered triangulations of the cube is motivated in part by the
similar but more difficult problem of constructing an acute triangulation of the cube. One of the
motivations for acute triangulations in R3 is that a finite element solution of a reaction-diffusion
problem is guaranteed to satisfy a discrete maximum principle if the mesh satisfies some geometric
conditions. In particular, the mesh must be an acute triangulation [17, 12].
A review article published in 2009 on the subject of nonobtuse and acute triangulations shows
that the topic is of current interest [11]. The specific problem of construction an acute triangulation
of the cube is posed by Eppstein, Sullivan, and U¨ngo¨r in [26], where they solve the acute triangulation
of 3-space and slabs in R3. The problem is also mentioned in [49].
We solved the problem in [66], using essentially the same method that we used to construct well-
centered triangulations of the cube. Every edge in the interior of an acute triangulation in R3 must
be incident to at least five tetrahedra. It is an easy exercise to show that this implies every interior
vertex must be incident to at least 12 edges (20 tetrahedra). Thus the combinatorial requirements
of an acute triangulation are more restrictive than the requirements for a completely well-centered
triangulation. To meet these combinatorial requirements, we constructed a mesh of the cube with
1370 tetrahedra. In other respects, our solution to the problem was similar to the well-centered case,
and it is worth noting that our mesh of the cube with 1370 tetrahedra is completely well-centered
as well as dihedral acute.
The problem of acute triangulation of the cube was independently solved at about the same time
as our solution by Kopczyn´ski, Pak, and Przytycki, who give a construction using 2715 tetrahe-
dra [37]. Kopczyn´ski et al. also solve some other important problems related to acute triangulation
in dimensions higher than 2. In particular, they show that the cube in R4 (and higher dimensions)
cannot be triangulated with dihedral acute simplices. In R5 and higher there is no tiling of Eu-
clidean space with dihedral acute simplices. (This result was stated by Krˇ´ızˇek in [38], but his proof
is incorrect [37].) For R3 Kopczyn´ski et al. show that all the Platonic solids can be triangulated
with acute tetrahedra.
Although the subject of acute triangulation is somewhat related to well-centered triangulation,
a more detailed discussion of the acute triangulation of the cube or other Platonic solids is outside
the scope of this dissertation.
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Quality Statistics
Quantity Min Max
h/R 0.0345 0.712
Face Angle 38.87° 86.76°
Dihedral Angle 38.44° 121.37°
R/` 0.702 0.934
Figure 8.7: The triangulation shown here is a triangulation of the regular tetrahedron with eight
smaller completely well-centered tetrahedra.
8.3 The Standard Tetrahedron and the Regular
Tetrahedron
We have seen that the cube in R3 has a triangulation with completely well-centered tetrahedra.
A natural follow-up question concerns tetrahedra. Does the regular tetrahedron have a nontrivial
triangulation into completely well-centered tetrahedra? What about other tetrahedra?
We begin by observing that the standard tetrahedron, or cube corner tetrahedron, does have a
subdivision into completely well-centered tetrahedra. The bottom right quarter of Fig. 8.4 shows a
triangulation of a region in R3 that fits into the corner of a cube. The region shown in Fig. 8.4 is
not a tetrahedron, but the three visible vertices in the interior of the cube can be moved onto the
boundary of a standard tetrahedron, and one can obtain a completely well-centered triangulation of
the standard tetrahedron with 34 tetrahedra.
Subdividing the regular tetrahedron into smaller well-centered tetrahedra might seem relatively
simple, but the problem is not so easy as it might initially seem. For instance, it is know that the
regular tetrahedron can be triangulation with 543 smaller acute tetrahedra, but no smaller nontrivial
acute triangulation of the regular tetrahedron is known. In two dimensions the Loop subdivision,
which refines a triangle by connecting the midpoints of each edge of the triangle, produces four
smaller triangles. Each of these smaller triangles is similar to the original triangle, so the Loop
subdivision of an acute triangle is an acute triangulation of the triangle with four smaller triangles.
Thus there is an easy way to triangulate a 2-dimensional regular simplex into smaller completely
well-centered (and acute) regular simplices. In three dimensions, however, there is no obvious analog
of the Loop subdivision.
Connecting the midpoints of the edges of a tetrahedron cuts out four corner tetrahedra that are
similar to the original tetrahedron. The shape that remains in the center after removing these four
tetrahedra is an octahedron. In the case of the regular tetrahedron, it is a regular octahedron, and
it can be triangulated with four tetrahedra by adding an edge between a pair of opposite vertices of
the octahedron. The result is not well-centered; the center of the octahedron is the circumcenter of
all four tetrahedra, so the tetrahedra are not 3-well-centered. In addition, the facets incident to the
new edge are right triangles, so the tetrahedra are not 2-well-centered.
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Quality Statistics
Quantity Min Max
h/R 0.0448 0.584
Face Angle 39.63° 87.43°
Dihedral Angle 46.72° 105.95°
R/` 0.777 0.826
Figure 8.8: The triangulation of the regular tetrahedron shown here is another triangulation of the
regular tetrahedron into eight completely well-centered tetrahedra. It has the same combinatorics
as the mesh in Fig. 8.7, but the geometry is quite different.
We can find a combinatorially equivalent triangulation of the regular tetrahedron into well-
centered tetrahedra, however. By sliding some of the new vertices along the edges of the regular
tetrahedron, moving them away from the edge midpoints, one can make the four center tetrahedra
well-centered without destroying the well-centeredness of the four corner tetrahedra. Figures 8.7
and 8.8 illustrate two different successful ways we can slide the vertices along edges of the tetrahedra.
In both cases, the midpoint vertices that are adjacent to the central edge remain stationary, to keep
the central edge as short as possible. In Fig. 8.7, the four free midpoints all slide towards the same
edge of the regular tetrahedron. In Fig. 8.8, the free midpoints slide along a directed four-cycle
through the vertices of the regular tetrahedron.
There are also more complicated ways to divide the regular tetrahedron into smaller well-centered
tetrahedra. Figure 8.9 shows the basic structure of a subdivision of the regular tetrahedron into 49
tetrahedra. A smaller regular tetrahedron is placed in the center of the large tetrahedron with the
same orientation as the original. Each face of the smaller tetrahedron is connected to the center of a
face of the larger tetrahedron. At each corner of the large tetrahedron, a small regular tetrahedron is
cut off of the corner, and the resulting face is connected to a vertex of the central regular tetrahedron.
After filling in a few more tetrahedral faces, six more edges need to be added to subdivide octahedral
gaps into tetrahedra. The mesh shown in Fig. 8.10 is the completely well-centered mesh that results
from optimizing the mesh shown in Fig. 8.9. This subdivision of the regular tetrahedron is interesting
partly because all of the surface triangulations match and have three-fold radial symmetry. It is also
possible that this type of subdivision will be easier to use in mesh refinement than the other two
subdivisions.
It is not clear whether either of these constructions would be useful for refining a completely
well-centered mesh into a completely well-centered mesh with a larger number of smaller elements.
In particular, we it is not clear whether the constructions can be extended create a well-centered
triangulation of an arbitrary well-centered tetrahedron. It is clear that neither construction can be
extended to create a well-centered subdivision of an arbitrary (not well-centered) tetrahedron, since
both constructions cut off corners of the tetrahedron to create smaller tetrahedra that are nearly
similar to the original tetrahedron.
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Figure 8.9: This is a subdivision of the regular tetrahedron that can be made completely well-
centered through optimization.
Quality Statistics
Quantity Min Max
h/R 0.0146 0.845
Face Angle 23.36° 89.07°
Dihedral Angle 29.93° 107.73°
R/` 0.612 1.305
Figure 8.10: This is the completely well-centered subdivision of the regular tetrahedron that results
from optimizing the mesh shown in Fig. 8.9.
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xy
z
x y z
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0.9428 −0.3333
−0.8165 −0.4714 −0.3333
0.8165 −0.4714 −0.3333
0 0 −2.5941
0 −2.4457 0.8647
−2.1181 1.2229 0.8647
2.1181 1.2229 0.8647
Figure 8.11: This is a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such that
Lk u is isomorphic to polyhedron 8–1 from the catalog of Britton and Dunitz [14]. Vertex u is at
the origin. For each face uvivj incident to vertex u, the angles ]uvivj and ]uvjvi are acute.
x
yz
x y z
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0.8334 −0.86
−0.7217 −0.4167 −0.86
0.7217 −0.4167 −0.86
0 −5.0494 0.97
4.3729 2.5247 0.97
−4.3729 2.5247 0.97
4.2265 2.7475 0.9981
Figure 8.12: This is a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such that
Lk u is isomorphic to polyhedron 8–2 from the catalog of Britton and Dunitz [14]. Vertex u is at
the origin. For each face uvivj incident to vertex u, the angles ]uvivj and ]uvjvi are acute.
8.4 Tetrahedral One-Ring Neighborhoods
In Chapter 4 we proved that polyhedra 8–4, 8–5, 8–6, 8–7, and 8–13 from the catalog of Britton
and Dunitz [14] cannot appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3.
We claimed that any other triangulation of S2 with 8 vertices can appear as the link of a vertex in
a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3. Figures 8.11 through 8.19 are 3-well-centered tetrahedral
meshes in R3 that verify this claim. Each mesh has exactly one interior vertex u with Lk u
isomorphic to one of the triangulations of S2 on 8 vertices. In each mesh, the angles ]uvivj and
]uvjvi in faces incident to the interior vertex u are acute angles. Thus by Proposition 4.3.7, a degree
3 vertex can be inserted in any face on Lk u to create a triangulation of S2 with 9 vertices that can
appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3.
Many of the 3-well-centered meshes shown here were, in fact, constructed using the method
discussed in Proposition 4.3.7. The 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in Fig. 4.8 can be modified
slightly to satisfy the acute face angle conditions of Proposition 4.3.7, and it is plain to the eye
that modified versions of the mesh were used to construct the 3-well-centered meshes in Figs. 8.12
and 8.13. Similarly, modified versions of the mesh shown in Fig. 4.7 were used with Proposition 4.3.7
to construct the meshes in Figs. 8.15, 8.16, and 8.17.
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xyz
x y z
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0.8334 −0.8588
−0.7217 −0.4167 −0.8588
0.7217 −0.4167 −0.8588
0 −5.0494 0.99
4.3729 2.5247 0.99
−4.3729 2.5247 0.99
0 −5.0747 0.8609
Figure 8.13: This is a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such that
Lk u is isomorphic to polyhedron 8–3 from the catalog of Britton and Dunitz [14]. Vertex u is at
the origin. For each face uvivj incident to vertex u, the angles ]uvivj and ]uvjvi are acute.
x
y
z
x y z
0 0 0
−1.1093 −0.4179 0.3486
1.0908 −0.3956 0.3507
−0.0141 2.0729 1.2221
0.0195 −0.9073 −2.2409
3.1552 2.8663 −2.4441
−3.2107 2.8365 −2.4802
−0.0248 −0.3602 3.6381
0.0123 −3.6572 −0.1974
Figure 8.14: This is a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such that
Lk u is isomorphic to polyhedron 8–8 from the catalog of Britton and Dunitz [14]. Vertex u is at
the origin. For each face uvivj incident to vertex u, the angles ]uvivj and ]uvjvi are acute.
x
y
z x y z
0 0 0
0 0 1
−0.1041 −0.0601 0.0117
0.1041 −0.0601 0.0117
0 0.1202 0.0117
0 −0.3622 −0.8656
0.3137 0.1811 −0.8656
−0.3137 0.1811 −0.8656
0 0.2118 −0.9728
Figure 8.15: This is a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such that
Lk u is isomorphic to polyhedron 8–9 from the catalog of Britton and Dunitz [14]. Vertex u is at
the origin. For each face uvivj incident to vertex u, the angles ]uvivj and ]uvjvi are acute.
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x
y
z x y z
0 0 0
0 0 4.3459
−0.4386 −0.2641 0.0516
0.4480 −0.2478 0.0516
−0.0094 0.5119 0.0516
0.0007 −1.5813 −3.7527
1.3691 0.7912 −3.7527
−1.3698 0.7901 −3.7527
0 0 −4.3200
Figure 8.16: This is a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such that Lk u
is isomorphic to polyhedron 8–10 from the catalog of Britton and Dunitz [14]. Vertex u is at the
origin. For each face uvivj incident to vertex u, the angles ]uvivj and ]uvjvi are acute.
x
y
z
x y z
0 0 0
−0.4357 −0.2700 0.0511
0.4413 −0.2397 0.0497
−0.0165 0.5001 0.0492
−0.0104 −1.5697 −3.8206
1.3646 0.7829 −3.8055
−1.3665 0.7723 −3.8162
0 0 4.1500
0.0012 −0.1996 4.1432
Figure 8.17: This is a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such that Lk u
is isomorphic to polyhedron 8–11 from the catalog of Britton and Dunitz [14]. Vertex u is at the
origin. For each face uvivj incident to vertex u, the angles ]uvivj and ]uvjvi are acute.
x
y
z
x y z
0 0 0
−0.4357 −0.2700 0.0511
0.4413 −0.2397 0.0497
−0.0165 0.5001 0.0492
−0.0104 −1.5697 −3.8206
1.3646 0.7829 −3.8055
−1.3665 0.7723 −3.8162
0 0 4.1500
0.7290 −0.4424 −4.1518
Figure 8.18: This is a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such that Lk u
is isomorphic to polyhedron 8–12 from the catalog of Britton and Dunitz [14]. Vertex u is at the
origin. For each face uvivj incident to vertex u, the angles ]uvivj and ]uvjvi are acute.
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xy
z x y z
0 0 0
−0.8918 −0.2777 0.1629
0.8968 −0.2584 0.1610
−0.0091 0.8720 0.1750
−0.0383 −3.9987 −4.4176
1.5828 0.8552 −1.9216
−1.6059 0.8227 −1.9221
0.0030 0.0161 3.8461
0.0197 −1.8007 0.9312
Figure 8.19: This is a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such that Lk u
is isomorphic to polyhedron 8–14 from the catalog of Britton and Dunitz [14]. Vertex u is at the
origin. For each face uvivj incident to vertex u, the angles ]uvivj and ]uvjvi are acute.
x
y
z x y z
0 0 0
0 0 1
−0.1041 −0.0601 0.0117
0.1041 −0.0601 0.0117
0 0.1202 0.0117
0 −0.3622 −0.8656
−0.3137 0.1811 −0.8656
0.3137 0.1811 −0.8656
−0.1200 0.2080 −0.9200
0.1200 0.2080 −0.9200
Figure 8.20: This is a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such that
vertex u is at the origin and for each face uvivj incident to vertex u, the angles ]uvivj and ]uvjvi
are acute. The triangulation Lk u has degree list (7, 6, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3) and is one of 5 triangulations
of S2 that cannot be analyzed either by Theorem 4.3.2 or by using Proposition 4.3.7 to add a degree
3 vertex to some triangulation of S2 with 8 vertices.
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xy
z
x y z
0 0 0
−0.1041 −0.0601 0.0117
0.1041 −0.0601 0.0117
0 0.1202 0.0117
0 −0.3622 −0.8656
−0.3137 0.1811 −0.8656
0.3137 0.1811 −0.8656
0 −0.0240 1
−0.0208 0.0120 1
0.0208 0.0120 1
Figure 8.21: This is a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such that vertex
u is at the origin and for each face uvivj incident to vertex u, the angles ]uvivj and ]uvjvi are
acute. The triangulation Lk u is the unique triangulation of S2 with degree list (6, 6, 6, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4)
and is one of 5 triangulations of S2 that cannot be analyzed either by Theorem 4.3.2 or by using
Proposition 4.3.7 to add a degree 3 vertex to some triangulation of S2 with 8 vertices.
x
y
z x y z
0 0 0
−0.5237 0 0.7543
0.5237 0 0.7543
−0.3367 0 −0.0911
0.3367 0 −0.0911
0 −0.4518 0.1623
0 0.4518 0.1623
0 0 −0.8516
0 −0.7000 −0.7140
0 0.7000 −0.7140
Figure 8.22: This is a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such that vertex
u is at the origin and for each face uvivj incident to vertex u, the angles ]uvivj and ]uvjvi are
acute. The triangulation Lk u is the unique triangulation of S2 with degree list (6, 6, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4)
and is one of 5 triangulations of S2 that cannot be analyzed either by Theorem 4.3.2 or by using
Proposition 4.3.7 to add a degree 3 vertex to some triangulation of S2 with 8 vertices.
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xy
z
x y z
0 0 0
0 −0.0190 0.2832
−0.3701 −0.0472 −0.0396
0.3701 −0.0472 −0.0396
−0.4256 0.6868 0.2040
0.4256 0.6868 0.2040
−0.2735 −0.5617 0.1254
0.2735 −0.5617 0.1254
0 −0.6160 −0.7877
0 0.2195 −0.3422
Figure 8.23: This is a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such that vertex
u is at the origin and for each face uvivj incident to vertex u, the angles ]uvivj and ]uvjvi are
acute. The triangulation Lk u is the unique triangulation of S2 with degree list (6, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4)
and is one of 5 triangulations of S2 that cannot be analyzed either by Theorem 4.3.2 or by using
Proposition 4.3.7 to add a degree 3 vertex to some triangulation of S2 with 8 vertices.
There are 50 nonisomorphic triangulations of S2 with 9 vertices [42]. Although we do not show
or list them here, 34 of these triangulations are triangulations G with some vertex v1 of degree 3
such that G− v1 is one of the triangulations of S2 shown as Lk u in Figs. 8.11 through 8.19. Thus
by Proposition 4.3.7, each of these 34 triangulations of S2 can appear as the link of a vertex in a
3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh. Moreover, we can continue to insert vertices of degree 3 into any
face of these 34 triangulations of S2 to create more triangulations of S2 that can appear as the link
of a vertex in a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh.
There are 11 triangulations of S2 with 9 vertices that cannot appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-
well-centered mesh. For those 11 triangulations, Theorem 4.3.2 applies, and each has a corresponding
tetrahedral complex that can be constructed by gluing tetrahedra together as described in Chapter 4.
There are 5 other triangulations of S2 with 9 vertices. One of these is Lk u in Fig. 4.18. As shown
in that figure, it can appear as the link of a vertex in a completely well-centered mesh. The other
4 of these triangulations appear in Figs. 8.20 through 8.23, which are 3-well-centered tetrahedral
meshes in R3 that certify that each of these triangulations of S2 can appear as the link of a vertex in
a 3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3. Moreover, in each mesh every face incident to the central
vertex u satisfies the angle conditions specified in Proposition 4.3.7.
There are 233 nonisomorphic triangulations of S2 with 10 vertices, and all but 12 of them have
at least one vertex of degree 3. One can show that most of them can appear as the link of a vertex
in a 3-well-centered mesh by removing a vertex of degree 3 and applying Proposition 4.3.7.
For triangulations of S2 with 10 vertices, it is interesting to determine whether they can appear
as the link of a vertex in a 2-well-centered or completely well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3. Since
Proposition 4.4.6 is an if and only if statement, we can use the proposition to determine whether any
triangulation of S2 with 10 vertices and a vertex of degree 3 permits a 2-well-centered neighborhood.
There are only 3 such triangulations that do permit a 2-well-centered neighborhood, and each of
them can appear as the link of a vertex in a completely well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3. (See
Figs. 8.24, 8.25, and 8.26.)
For the 12 triangulations of S2 with 10 vertices and minimum degree 4, Theorem 4.4.4 shows that
5 of them do not permit a 2-well-centered neighborhood. Inserting a degree 4 vertex into the trian-
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xy
z
x y z
0 0 0
0 0.0879 0.6059
−0.2716 −0.2745 0.0985
0.2716 −0.2745 0.0985
−0.2447 0.2214 0.1415
0.2447 0.2214 0.1415
0 −0.6452 −0.7640
0 0.7375 −0.5788
−0.6430 0.0514 −0.6924
0.6430 0.0514 −0.6924
0 −0.2884 0.6280
Figure 8.24: This is a completely well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such
that Lk u is a triangulation of S2 with 10 vertices. The triangulation of S2 can be obtained by
adding a vertex of degree three to the only triangulation of S2 with 9 vertices that can appear as
the link of a vertex in a completely well-centered mesh.
x
y
z
x y z
0 0 0
0 0.13 0.58
−0.25 −0.25 0.11
0.25 −0.25 0.11
−0.21 0.23 0.12
0.21 0.23 0.12
0 −0.68 −0.73
0 0.56 −0.61
−0.66 0.07 −0.63
0.66 0.07 −0.63
0 −0.21 0.64
Figure 8.25: This is a completely well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such
that Lk u is a triangulation of S2 with 10 vertices. The triangulation of S2 can be obtained by
adding a vertex of degree three to the only triangulation of S2 with 9 vertices that can appear as
the link of a vertex in a completely well-centered mesh.
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xy
z
x y z
0 0 0
0 0.095 0.794
−0.25 −0.236 0.149
0.25 −0.236 0.149
−0.312 0.334 0.128
0.312 0.334 0.128
0 −0.312 −0.365
0 0.685 −0.729
−0.601 −0.109 −0.444
0.601 −0.109 −0.444
0 −0.569 −0.089
Figure 8.26: This is a completely well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such
that Lk u is a triangulation of S2 with 10 vertices. The triangulation of S2 can be obtained by
adding a vertex of degree three to the only triangulation of S2 with 9 vertices that can appear as
the link of a vertex in a completely well-centered mesh.
gulation of S2 with 9 vertices that permits a 2-well-centered neighborhood creates 3 triangulations
of S2 with 10 vertices that have minimum degree 4 and do permit a 2-well-centered neighborhood
(by Proposition 4.4.7). Each of these three can also appear as the link of a vertex in a completely
well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3. (See Figs. 8.27, 8.28, and 8.29.)
The author believes that the other 4 triangulations of S2 with 10 vertices and minimum degree 4
do not permit a 2-well-centered neighborhood, even though Theorem 4.4.4 does not directly apply.
8.5 The Square
In 1960 Gardner found a dissection of the square into 8 acute triangles and claimed that this was the
minimum number of triangles possible for an acute dissection of the square [31]. Later Lindgren gave
an easy proof that dissecting the square into acute triangles requires at least 8 triangles and showed
that the dissection into 8 triangles is unique [40]. The dissection into 8 acute triangles happens to
be a triangulation, and since triangulations are dissections, it is the smallest triangulation of the
square into acute triangles. Cassidy and Lord proved that the square has a triangulation into n
acute triangles for n = 8 and n ≥ 10, but not for n = 9 [16]. (There is a dissection into 9 acute
triangles [16].)
The problem of finding acute triangulations of the square, though perhaps primarily a recreational
problem, has sparked the interest of a number of mathematicians over the years, and the author of
this dissertation also finds the problem interesting. Since any acute or 2-well-centered triangulation
of the cube in R3 must include an acute triangulation of the surface of the cube, acute triangulations
of the square may also contribute to the problem of finding acute or 2-well-centered triangulations
of the cube with a small number of tetrahedra.
We say that two triangulations of the square are isomorphic if they are isomorphic as simplicial
complexes and there is an isomorphism mapping every corner (edge, interior) vertex of one trian-
gulation of the square onto a corner (edge, interior) vertex of the other triangulation of the square.
The isomorphism need not preserve the orientation of the simplicial complex. The 8-triangle acute
triangulation of the square is unique up to this definition of isomorphism.
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xy
z x y z
0 0 0
0 0 −1
0 0 1
−0.9101 0 0.4144
0 −0.9101 0.4144
0.9101 0 0.4144
0 0.9101 0.4144
−0.6435 0.6435 −0.4144
−0.6435 −0.6435 −0.4144
0.6435 −0.6435 −0.4144
0.6435 0.6435 −0.4144
Figure 8.27: This is a completely well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such
that Lk u is a triangulation of S2 with 10 vertices. The triangulation of S2 can be obtained by adding
a vertex of degree four to the only triangulation of S2 with 9 vertices that can appear as the link of a
vertex in a completely well-centered mesh. This is also an example of a construction of a completely
well-centered mesh that uses a triangulation of a unit sphere S2 based on two out-of-phase regular
polygons. (See Fig. 4.11 and the discussion of Proposition 4.3.6.)
x
y
z
x y z
0 0 0
0 0 1
−0.28 −0.388 0.175
0.28 −0.388 0.175
−0.446 0.274 0.146
0.446 0.274 0.146
−0.725 −0.112 −0.578
0.725 −0.112 −0.578
0 0.337 −0.383
0 −0.622 −0.7
0 0.614 0.232
Figure 8.28: This is a completely well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such
that Lk u is a triangulation of S2 with 10 vertices. The triangulation of S2 can be obtained by
adding a vertex of degree four to the only triangulation of S2 with 9 vertices that can appear as the
link of a vertex in a completely well-centered mesh.
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z
x y z
0 0 0
0 −0.19 0.58
0 0.19 0.58
0 −0.39 0.11
−0.39 0 0.11
0 0.39 0.11
0.39 0 0.11
−0.44 −0.44 −0.68
0.44 0.44 −0.68
−0.47 0.47 −0.73
0.47 −0.47 −0.73
Figure 8.29: This is a completely well-centered tetrahedral mesh with a single interior vertex u such
that Lk u is a triangulation of S2 with 10 vertices. The triangulation of S2 can be obtained by
adding a vertex of degree four to the only triangulation of S2 with 9 vertices that can appear as the
link of a vertex in a completely well-centered mesh.
Figure 8.30: There is an triangulation of the square with 8 triangles (left) and an acute triangulation
of the square with 10 triangles (right).
We present 25 nonisomorphic triangulations of the square in Figs. 8.30 through 8.34. Each
triangulation uses at most 14 triangles, and the triangulations are divided according to the number
of triangles. Fig. 8.30 shows the acute triangulation with 8 triangles and a triangulation with 10
triangles. Fig. 8.31 shows two triangulations with 11 triangles, Fig. 8.32 shows four triangulations
with 12 triangles, Fig. 8.33 shows five triangulations with 13 triangles, and Fig. 8.34 shows twelve
triangulations with 14 triangles. We conjecture that up to isomorphism these are the only acute
triangulations of the square with at most 14 triangles.
A proof by case analysis could probably be assembled. If we consider a particular number
of interior vertices and specify the triangulation of the interior vertices, this forces a particular
interaction with the boundary. For example, if there are three interior vertices and the triangulation
restricted to these three vertices is a path, then we are forced to use at least three vertices on the
edges of the square, and there must be exactly two triangles incident to each corner of the square.
Up to isomorphism, there are exactly two options for acute triangulation that have three interior
vertices in a path; these are the rightmost triangulations in Figs. 8.31 and 8.32. Within each of the
figures, the triangulations are arranged so that in left to right, top to bottom order, all triangulations
that have the same triangulation on the interior vertices are next to each other.
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Figure 8.31: There are two acute triangulations of the square with 11 triangles.
Figure 8.32: There are four acute triangulations of the square with 12 triangles.
Figure 8.33: There are five acute triangulations of the square with 13 triangles.
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Figure 8.34: There are twelve acute triangulations of the square with 14 triangles.
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e1
e2
Figure 8.35: A triangulation of the square with some edge e1 of the square not subdivided by a
boundary must have maximum angle larger than 2pi/5. Assuming a maximum angle of 2pi/5 forces
the three triangles incident to e1, and it is impossible to construct a second triangle incident to e2
that has maximum angle at most 2pi/5.
One interesting thing to note about these triangulations of the square is that, except for the
triangulation at the bottom left corner of Fig. 8.34, every triangulation includes at least one edge of
the square that contains no boundary vertices except its two endpoints. If this listing of triangula-
tions of the square with at most 14 triangles is complete, this property can be used to prove that no
triangulation of the square with fewer than 14 triangles can have a maximum angle of 2pi/5. (This
question was posed by Eppstein on the web in the Geometry Junkyard [25]. Euler’s formula shows
that a maximum angle smaller than 2pi/5 is not achievable.)
Lemma 8.5.1. Any triangulation of the square with 3 or more triangles incident to a corner has
maximum angle at least 5pi/12 > 2pi/5.
Proof. Suppose there are k ≥ 3 triangles incident to the corner. The sum of angle measures in
the triangles is kpi, and the angles incident to the corner take up pi/2. This leaves (2k − 1)pi/2
angle measure distributed among the remaining 2k angles, implying a maximum angle of at least
pi/2− pi/(4k) ≥ 5pi/12.
Lemma 8.5.2. Any triangulation of the square including an edge that contains no boundary vertices
except its endpoints has maximum angle strictly larger than 2pi/5.
Proof. Let e1 be the edge of the square that is not subdivided by a boundary vertex. If there are
3 or more triangles incident to either endpoint of e, then Lemma 8.5.1 applies. If there is only one
triangle incident to an endpoint of e, then the maximum angle is at least pi/2. So we assume that
there are exactly two triangles incident to each endpoint of e.
This produces 3 triangles incident to e, as shown in Fig. 8.35. The edge at left is edge e. The
three triangles incident to e form a pentagon, with total angle sum of 3pi. Four of the angles are
incident to corners of the square and use pi angle measure. This leaves exactly 2pi angle measure to
distribute among the remaining five angles. Thus the maximum angle is at least 2pi/5, and 2pi/5
can be achieved if and only if each of these five angles has measure exactly 2pi/5.
This restriction forces three isosceles triangles with the geometry shown in Fig. 8.35. Completing
this partial construction to a triangulation of the square requires adding a second triangle along edge
e2. In order to construct a triangle with maximum angle at most 2pi/5, the third vertex of this triangle
would have to lie outside the indicated circle and in between the dotted rays. As shown in the figure,
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Figure 8.36: There is only one way to construct a triangulation of the square with fewer than
four interior vertices and at least four distinct triangles that have one vertex on the boundary of
the square and two vertices interior to the square. This figure is a sketch of the structure of that
triangulation. The interior vertices are filled circles, edges with both endpoints interior are solid
lines, and edges with exactly one endpoint interior are dashed lines.
such a vertex would be outside the square. (In a square with side length 1 and lower left corner at
(0, 0), the intersection of ray and circle along y = 1/2 is at x = tan(pi/10)+(1/2) tan(3pi/10) ≈ 1.013,
so although it’s a little hard to tell from the figure, this intersection point is outside the square.)
Even without proving the completeness of this listing of acute triangulations of the square with at
most 14 triangles, it is possible to use Lemma 8.5.1 and Lemma 8.5.2 to prove that no triangulation
of the square with fewer than 14 triangles achieves a maximum angle of 2pi/5. Lemma 8.5.2 implies
that any triangulation of the square with maximum angle 2pi/5 must have at least eight vertices on
the boundary of the square (four corners and at least four on the edges). Each vertex along an edge
of the square must be incident to at least three triangles and must form a triangle with two vertices
interior to the square.
It follows that there must be at least four distinct triangles that have one vertex on the boundary
of the square and two vertices interior to the square. The only way to satisfy this condition with
fewer than four interior vertices is shown in Fig. 8.36. With interior edges specified as shown in
Fig. 8.36, there is essentially no choice about which edges will contain the four edge vertices, and
any acute triangulation of the square with this structure in its interior will be isomorphic to the
rightmost triangulation in Fig. 8.32, which by Lemma 8.5.2 cannot achieve maximum angle 2pi/5.
We conclude that any triangulation of the square with maximum angle 2pi/5 must have at least
four vertices along edges of the square and at least four interior vertices. A triangulation of the
square with i interior vertices and j vertices along the edges has 2i+ j+ 2 triangles. (See, e.g., [40].)
Thus we have proved the following.
Proposition 8.5.3. Any triangulation of the square with maximum angle 2pi/5 must have at least
14 triangles.
This proposition leads to the following question. For which n does there exist a triangulation of
the square with n triangles and maximum angle 2pi/5? To be more precise, we define the following
function f : Z→ Z. For given n, f(n) is the number of nonisomorphic triangulations of the square
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Figure 8.37: For each of n = 14, n = 17, n = 19, and n = 20, there is at least one triangulation of
the square with n triangles and maximum angle 2pi/5.
with n triangles and maximum angle 2pi/5. We have seen that f(n) = 0 for n < 14 and f(14) ≥ 1.
If the listing of acute triangulations with at most 14 triangles is complete, then f(14) = 1. But what
can be said about f(n) for n > 14?
Not much is known, but the author suspects that f(15) = f(16) = f(18) = 0. It can be shown
that f(17) ≥ 1, f(19) ≥ 1, and f(20) ≥ 1. The meshes in Fig. 8.37 show (approximate) constructions
for these cases and for the n = 14 case. (The mesh in Fig. 8.34 does not achieve maximum angle
2pi/5.) It seems likely that for each k there exists some nk such that n > nk implies f(n) ≥ k, but
the existence of n1 has not yet been shown.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
It has been said that one of the marks of good research is that it not only answers questions but also
generates new questions. A few of the questions generated by this research on well-centered meshes
have been mentioned earlier in the thesis, but many have not been explicitly posed. Here we review
many of the questions that have been answered and explicitly point out some important questions
that remain. 1
In Chapter 2 we saw that an acute tetrahedron might not be well-centered and a well-centered
tetrahedron might not be acute. Indeed, we exhibited a family of completely well-centered tetrahedra
with dihedral angle approaching pi. We proved a bound on the solid angle of a 3-well-centered
tetrahedron and a bound on the solid angle of a 2-well-centered tetrahedron. We also showed that no
upper bound on the solid angle can guarantee that a tetrahedron is well-centered. We closed asking
whether some lower bound on the solid angle can guarantee that a tetrahedron is well-centered. Now
that we have seen the importance of the quantity h/R in this research on well-centered meshing, we
also pose the following question. Does a lower bound h/R ≥ α > 0 for some α imply a better bound
on the solid angle of a tetrahedron? Does such a lower bound on h/R imply any nontrivial bound on
the dihedral angle of a tetrahedron? We also note that in both families of tetrahedra that showed
the sharpness of the bounds on the solid angle, there is some vertex for which h/R approaches 1.
Perhaps an upper bound on h/R or a simultaneous upper and lower bound on h/R, e.g., a bound
on E∞, would imply quality in terms of solid or dihedral angles.
Chapter 3 discussed geometric properties of the n-well-centered n-simplex, introducing the con-
cept of equatorial balls and proving the Cylinder Condition and Prism Condition. It also proved
a characterization of the n-well-centered n-simplex in terms of cubic polynomial inequalities. The
Cylinder Condition and Prism Condition were both used later in the thesis, but the characterization
in terms of polynomial inequalities, which seems to be a more powerful result, is not used elsewhere.
Can any of the other results in this dissertation be strengthened with a more algebraic argument
where the Cylinder Condition or Prism Condition has been used for a geometric argument?
The combinatorial properties of well-centered meshes proved in Chapter 4 are arguably the
most interesting and powerful results in the dissertation, but leave much unanswered. For R2, we
developed a global combinatorial condition; no 2-well-centered triangle mesh in R2 has an enclosing
cycle of length less than 5. We asked for a triangle mesh homeomorphic to a disk, whether this
condition is sufficient to show that the mesh has an embedding in R2. This question is intriguing
1This chapter contains many questions. Some of the questions in this chapter have been asked in previous pub-
lications of the author and his coauthors [63, 62, 64]. The organization of these questions is new, and for all prior
publications where these questions may appear, permission has been granted by the copyright owner to reprint the
material. For [63], the copyright information appears in the footnote beginning on page 59, and for [62] the copyright
information appears in the footnote beginning on page 9.
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from a theoretical point of view, and an answer could be interesting for a variety of reasons. On the
other hand, most practical meshing problems work with a specific domain, and from that viewpoint
a more important problem is determining the constraints on a well-centered mesh relative to a fixed
boundary. On the surface, at least, this looks like a difficult problem either with input boundary
vertices with fixed locations or for boundary vertices constrained to some piecewise smooth boundary
curve. We have encountered a number of triangle meshes in R2 where insufficient mesh refinement
or other sometimes complicated combinatorial constraints of creating a 2-well-centered mesh near a
fixed boundary have made it impossible to get a 2-well-centered mesh conforming to fixed boundary
vertex locations and the input mesh connectivity table.
We also considered the local combinatorial properties of well-centered tetrahedral meshes in R3.
We proved that there are infinitely many triangulations of S2 that can appear as the link of a vertex
in a completely well-centered tetrahedral mesh in R3 and infinitely many triangulations of S2 that
cannot appear as the link of a vertex in a 3-well-centered or 2-well-centered tetrahedral mesh in
R3. We constructed large families of triangulations of S2 and expanded them by showing that one
can add or delete vertices of specific low degree. All of this work so far, however, falls short of a
complete characterization of whether an arbitrarily chosen triangulation of S2 can appear as the
link of a vertex in a 2-well-centered, 3-well-centered, or completely well-centered tetrahedral mesh
in R3.
There are at least two other important unanswered questions related to the specific work in
Chapter 4 on local combinatorial neighborhoods in well-centered meshes. First, it is not clear
whether a triangulation of S2 that permits a 2-well-centered neighborhood of a vertex as defined
in Chapter 4, can appear as the link of a vertex in a 2-well-centered mesh. Second, it is not clear
whether a triangulation of S2 that can appear in both a 2-well-centered tetrahedral mesh and a
3-well-centered tetrahedral mesh can appear as the link of a vertex in a completely well-centered
tetrahedral mesh in R3. It seems likely that completely well-centered meshes will be the most
important for applications, so this may be an important question to answer.
A broader question arising from the work in Chapter 4 concerns the relationship between theory
and practice. Can this knowledge about triangulations of S2 that can or cannot appear in well-
centered meshes be turned into an algorithm to improve the mesh connectivity of tetrahedral meshes,
perhaps one like the local preprocessing algorithm of Chapter 5 for triangle meshes in R2? In
developing a practical algorithm like this another question must arise. Is a triangulation of S2
that in theory can appear as the link of an interior vertex in a well-centered tetrahedral mesh in
R3 actually good in a practical setting? For instance, in a triangle mesh in R2 a vertex with 100
neighbors can theoretically appear in a 2-well-centered triangles mesh in R2, but a mesh with such
a vertex would be considered poor quality in almost any application. It seems likely to the author
that a triangulation of S2 with 7 vertices would usually be poor quality as the link of a vertex in a
tetrahedral mesh, and even if the triangulation can appear in a 3-well-centered mesh, it may make
it practically very difficult (or even impossible) to find a 3-well-centered mesh by relocating interior
vertices of the mesh.
Another important practical question for well-centered tetrahedral meshes is the neighborhood
of a boundary vertex in a well-centered tetrahedral mesh. In R2 many of the worst quality elements
in a triangle mesh appear near the boundary, constrained by the requirements of the fixed geometry
of the domain. Intuition and preliminary experiments suggest that a similar statement may hold
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for tetrahedral meshes in R3. Thus improving mesh connectivity near the boundary may be crucial,
but the work on characterizing the neighborhood of an interior vertex in a well-centered tetrahedral
mesh does not immediately generalize to boundary vertices.
Clearly our understanding of the combinatorics of well-centered tetrahedral meshes in R3 is still
quite limited. Similar questions for acute tetrahedral meshes may also be posed. Since every edge
in an acute tetrahedral mesh must have five incident tetrahedra, it is not hard to show that any
interior vertex in an acute tetrahedral mesh must have at least twelve incident edges. But it is not
clear whether every triangulation of S2 with minimum degree 5 can appear as the link of a vertex in
an acute tetrahedral mesh, and questions near the boundary, though probably more approachable
than such questions for well-centered meshes, are more complicated than the interior vertex case.
In Chapter 5 the focus shifted to a mesh optimization method designed to find well-centered
meshes by relocating interior vertices of a given input mesh. The optimization algorithm was de-
signed with some of the observations from earlier chapters in mind, and Chapter 7 suggests that the
method gives reasonably good results, but it is possible that the method could be improved. The
local preprocessing algorithm increases the valence of lonely vertices effectively, but always refines
the mesh, i.e., adds vertices, and might be improved by allowing vertex removal or other coarsening
operations in certain circumstances. A potential improvement to the optimization method would
be to allow vertices to move along the boundary of a mesh. Finally, optimizing over smaller regions
than the entire mesh could be a significant improvement. Preliminary experiments suggest that
optimizing Ep by relocating a single vertex at a time is not a good idea, but optimizing the 3-ring
neighborhood of each vertex may be effective. Limiting optimization to subregions of the mesh like
this is almost essential to parallelizing the method, and it might also help in designing an adaptive
method focused on improving the lowest quality parts of a mesh.
One of the reasons that relocating a single vertex at a time has not been an effective means for
optimizing Ep may be that a single vertex can easily get stuck in a local minimum of Ep. Is there
an efficient way to calculate the global optimum of E∞ (or Ep) in the one-ring neighborhood of a
vertex? This question is interesting in its own right, and for E∞ involves determining the locus of
points where two different angles have equal measure or equal E∞ value. This problem appears to
have connections to algebraic geometry. Recent work on angular Voronoi diagrams is related, and
proves that the edges of an angular Voronoi diagram in R2 are curves of degree three [2, 45].
We saw in Chapter 6 that for a set of points in R2 a triangulation that optimizes E∞ is a triangu-
lation that minimizes the maximum angle. We argued, however, that using the local preprocessing
algorithm of Chapter 5 is better than computing a triangulation that minimizes the maximum angle,
since a minmax triangulation may have lonely vertices. We posed the question of whether there is a
reasonable way to compute the minmax triangulation subject to the constraint that the mesh have
no lonely vertices.
We also saw in Chapter 6 that the Delaunay triangulation does not necessarily optimize h/R in
Rn for n ≥ 4 and might not globally optimize h/R in R3. Our examples showing that the Delaunay
triangulation does not minimize the maximum h/R were all for point sets that had no well-centered
triangulation. The question of whether an n-well-centered or completely well-centered triangulation
has a double optimality in Rn for n ≥ 3 remains unanswered.
The experimental results of Chapter 7 leave some questions unanswered as well. In addition to
questions about limiting optimization to subregions of the mesh, there are questions about which
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Ep to use. Many of the earlier experiments of the research used E4 as a default and moved to
higher p if E4 was unsuccessful. Later experiments used E8 or E˜8 as default. But as the experiment
with the Lake Superior mesh shows, starting with a high power p is not always effective. In any
case, it is clear that the Mesquite implementation does not always find a global minimum of the
cost function, and we see that finding global or near global minima for nonconvex functions is an
important, though difficult, problem in optimization.
In Chapter 8 we saw that it is not hard to triangulate a variety of regions in R3 with completely
well-centered tetrahedra. The meshes of some of these regions, such as the completely well-centered
mesh of the cube, can be assembled face to face to create meshes of complicated shapes in R3.
By showing that a large number of well-centered meshes exist, the example meshes also encourage
continued work towards efficient automatic generation of well-centered tetrahedral meshes.
One possible direction for future research based on Chapter 8 is a method for meshing based on an
octree refinement and the second Sommerville tetrahedron. This type of method is used in [39] along
with rules for warping vertices to the mesh boundary to generate high-quality tetrahedral meshes
of complicated domains. In addition to work on the mesh boundary, some work would be needed to
construct completely well-centered meshes conforming to an octree, since elements proposed in [39]
to transition between different levels of refinement are not completely well-centered.
Another question raised by Chapter 8 is that of higher dimensions than three. We have seen
that there is no acute triangulation of the 4-cube [37], but it is not known whether there is a well-
centered triangulation of the 4-cube. Can the simple construction of a tiling of R3 with completely
well-centered tetrahedra be extended to a tiling of R4 with well-centered 4-simplices? These and
similar questions are of interest in comparing and contrasting acute and well-centered simplices.
In closing, we comment that the initial research goal of efficient methods for obtaining well-
centered meshes is only partially met. It is clear that methods presented here and elsewhere provide
reasonably efficient heuristics for obtaining well-centered meshes of domains in R2, but efficient
methods for generating well-centered meshes of domains in R3 are still largely lacking. The results
of this dissertation, however, represent a significant increase in our understanding of well-centered
simplices and well-centered meshes, and it seems that through some combination of the optimization
presented in Chapter 5, the propositions about the combinatorics of well-centered meshes proved in
Chapter 4, and the constructions of well-centered meshes in Chapter 8, it may be possible to develop
methods for creating well-centered meshes of domains in R3. Moreover, the topic of well-centered
meshing is at an exciting intersection of different fields of research, and this work has generated
many interesting questions that remain unanswered.
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acute, 6
affine hull, 4
angle
associated to a facet, 9, 13, 63
dihedral, 5
face, 6
solid, 6, 9, 15
vertex, 9, 13, 63
barycentric coordinates, 6, 16, 17, 31
boundary of a simplex, 35
circumball, 5
circumcenter, 4
circumradius, 4
circumsphere, 4
closure, 35
cone, 35
Cylinder Condition, 25
dihedral acute, 5
dihedral angle, see angle, dihedral
E∞, 62, 69, 81
Ep, 62, 81
E˜p, 86
edge, 5
enclosing cycle, 36
energy, 59
equatorial ball, 21
face angle, see angle, face
face of a simplex, 5
facet, 5
geometric realization, 35
inradius, 61
interior of a simplex, 35
interior vertex, 35
isosceles simplex, 47
link, 35, 66
locally Delaunay, 75
lonely vertex, 36, 59, 64
manifold complex, 35
minmax triangulation, 69
One-Facet Equatorial Ball Condition, 23
permit a 2-well-centered neighborhood, 51
planar triangulation, 39
Prism Condition, 28
self-centered, 5
simplex, 4
simplicial complex, 34
solid angle, see angle, solid
star, 35
underlying space, 35
vertex, 4
vertex angle, see angle, vertex
well-centered, 5
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